
[Teaching Statement] 
 
As a faculty member hired to bring my professional writing expertise (a Ph.D. combined with 

many years of industry experience) to Professional Writing courses, my teaching accomplishments not 
only taken place inside the classroom, but throughout the department, the college, and the university as 
I work to bridge the academic professional writing discipline with industry. To help students develop 
the necessary communicative and rhetorical practices for professional writing across a range of fields, 
my pedagogy focuses on three key issues: 1) providing practical experience such as service or client-
based learning to help them develop a strong understanding of the rhetorical situation, 2) utilizing 
technology in various avenues in the classroom, and 3) fostering a sense of community through 
collaboration to engage students with content and goals of the course.  Together, these strategies 
highlight my larger goals to prepare students at UD to become articulate writing professional with skills 
necessary to negotiate various contexts (including writing for the webs and multimedia) and the 
analytical skills to understand and contend with cultural and technological change.  
 
Service and Client-Based Learning 

To prepare students to be practicing professional writers, it is important for my classes to 
incorporate projects that provide practical, real-world experience that incorporate the critical concepts 
we discuss in class, gives students tangible materials to put into their portfolios, and experience a 
workplace environment. These projects help have helped transform students from student writers to 
practicing professional by giving them the experience of working with a client, generating real materials 
that help them understand professional rhetorical situations of dealing with multiple audiences, 
purposes, and contexts. These projects also challenge students to engage with the class for more than 
just a grade. I have worked to incorporate these assignments in as many classes as I can. In the various 
sections of ENGL 413: Social Media, students created media plans for the English department’s social 
media presence, as well as content to post in later semesters. In ENGL 413: Genres of Professional 
Writing, students worked with Geoswap, an app developed through UD’s Horn Program in 
Entrepreneurship, to create brochures, social media plans, and content for their Linkedin account. 
Further, my Spring 2017 course ENGL 462: Applied Environmental Writing, required students to work 
with various clients throughout the semester, including the UD Botanical Gardens, where they wrote 
text for signage and their website, as well as the DuPont Environmental Center in Wilmington writing 
blog posts. Additionally, these projects also give students a better understanding of the topics we 
discuss in class. For instance, in my Fall 2015 ENGL 413: Environmental Rhetoric course, students 
volunteered at a local, organic farm that they were creating documents for to see first-hand about food 
and community issues relevant to environmental discourse. In a comment from an evaluation, one 
student wrote, “One of the highlights of the class activities was our trips to volunteer at a local farm. It 
really gave us a better perspective on the environment and issues revolving around it.” This comment is 
indicative of feedback I have received from students of the service and client-based learning I 
incorporate, as demonstrated in my student evaluations.  

 
I also include practical assignments to help them prepare career materials that will be useful as 

they look for internships and jobs. To that end, rather than have students practice writing resumes and 
cover letters for hypothetical jobs, I ask my ENGL 312: Written Business Communication and ENGL 
222: Introduction to Professional Writing to prepare resumes and cover letters for opportunities they 
can actually apply for, as well as for the UD Career Fair that happens each year. Further, my ENGL 
413: Document Design designed logos, business cards, letterhead and social media cover photos for 
themselves so that they could brand themselves and their job materials for when they go on the market. 



This showed that they understand design and design principles that are helpful in any position. The 
ENGL 222 class also creates e-portfolios that will, again, be useful as they move into the job market.  I 
have found that students positively respond to these assignments, with one student noting in an 
evaluation, “It isn't too often you are able to apply course assignments to your life outside the 
classroom and this course gave us the opportunity to prepare for jobs and internships with materials 
that have been reviewed and critiqued by a professor.” Both formally and informally, students continue 
to share with me that they have used these materials for their own internship and job searches, which 
articulate my goals in these projects. 
 
Technology 

Technology is also an important part to all my classes because technology not only broadens 
students’ definitions of what writing is but continues to shape communication in all aspects of life, 
including how they communicate as professionals. Knowing that the workplace relies on various 
communicative tools, it is important for students to see a wide range of software and platforms, how to 
compose and experiment with them in innovative ways and to be flexible and adaptive to changing 
technology. This is why I bring in different technologies and platforms in an assortment of pedagogical 
methods from using it with daily activities, to asking students to develop digital projects. I also use 
these moments as opportunities to include technology and software that I am new to as well. This 
models that professional writing practitioners must continue learning so that they can grow with the 
technology that shapes communication.  

 
I integrate technology on a regular basis with daily activities that prepare students to write with 

a public audience in mind. In many of my classes, including ENGL 411: Rhetoric of the Professions, 
and ENGL 413: Environmental Rhetoric, I have asked students to use Twitter as a space for reading 
responses and sharing resources that will be helpful to the class community. It has been successful in 
helping them learn to write concisely, fitting their ideas into 140-280 characters, as well as continuing 
class discussion outside the physical walls of the classroom. Over the course of the three semesters I 
taught ENGL 413: Social Media, I had students write on Tumblr, a micro-blogging site. This, similar to 
the use of Twitter in other classes, served as a reading and writing response site, but also as a space for 
them to research the type of social media writing and conventions that others in their intended fields 
do. In my ENGL 462: Applied Environmental Writing, I had students contribute to a class 
“publication” on Medium. They posted not only weekly responses, but many of their major 
assignments as well. As Medium is a more reputable blogging space, many students have told me they 
continued with their Medium accounts after the class to build more writing experience. 

 
Moreover, in order to understand the changing nature of how audiences consume information, 

I have assigned larger digital writing projects that ask students to consider how information can be 
disseminated in various digital forms, further preparing them for the professional workforce. My spring 
2015 ENGL 410 created video instruction sets. Additionally, along with a traditional correspondence 
assignment of writing business letters and emails, I also asked my Fall 2016 ENGL 312 students to 
compose tweets as professional correspondence. Finally, another aspect of communication beyond the 
printed word has been asking a variety of classes to create infographics to display data, as an individual 
assignment and to incorporate as graphics into reports. Knowing that visual and digital communication 
is essential in professional writing, these assignments help students understand how communication can 
work in different modes. 
 
 
 



Community Through Collaborative Writing 
It is also essential to foster a sense of community in the classroom and I do this through well   

regarded practices of collaborative writing. This is also important as writing in the workplace is rarely 
isolated, and more often collaborative with various disciplines throughout companies and organizations. To 
promote this sense of community, I also prefer to decentralize my own presence in the classroom and work 
collaboratively with students. In my ENGL 411 class, we collaborated on the rubric for the final 
assignment. They brought up what was important to them in terms of the work they were putting into 
the assignment and what they valued, including concepts from the course of the semester. In my Fall 
2015 ENGL 413: Environmental Rhetoric course, the whole class collaborated on a on a Buzzfeed list 
(http://www.buzzfeed.com/meghmcg/ten-reasons-not-to-recycle-1uscc), writing text and finding 
images for the list, which was a fun way to bring together our conversations about social media and 
visuals in environmental communication. Other group projects done in my classes have included 
writing career profiles (that actually reside on the department website), writing proposals, and 
presentations. These assignments have proven successful as these classes have been evaluated as 
excellent (over 4.0) and there have been positive comments on the collaboration that takes place in 
these classes as demonstrated in course evaluations.  
 
Creating New Courses for Department Needs 

I have regularly and enthusiastically contributed to the department’s professional writing 
curriculum with courses that allow me to share my professional writing knowledge with my students 
that prepare them for various issues related to writing professionally in diverse fields. Many courses I 
have taught have been in response to needs the department has had. I regularly teach ENGL 410 and 
ENGL 312 as these classes bring in the most students from outside the department and has high 
teaching demands. In order to expand the professional writing courses available to students, I have 
developed courses on social media in the workplace and environmental rhetoric in professional 
contexts that serve as second writing requirements. As social media and environmental writing are both 
developing careers in professional writing, it was important to me to bring my knowledge of these fields 
to share with students and prepare them for more opportunities once they graduate. This additionally 
furthers my larger teaching goals of preparing students for the various audiences, purposes, and 
contexts they will experience in the workplace. For example, I developed Applied Environmental 
Writing, that was offered as ENGL 462: Experiential Learning for our new major. This class is a third 
capstone option for students under our new English major that started in Fall 2016. ENGL 462 is 
categorized as a learning experience, on or off campus, that can include research, service learning, or 
fieldwork. Applied Environmental Writing had students working on a variety of service learning 
projects, including creating promotional materials for the UD Botanical Garden, blog posts for the 
DuPont Environmental Center in Wilmington, as well as volunteer experiences in a variety of places 
including the Delaware Food Bank and local farms. Additionally, in response to the new major, I 
considerably revised ENGL 222: Introduction to Professional Writing. Previously it had been a class 
for Professional Writing concentrators to get a better sense of the field. Now the class focuses on what 
students can do with their BA in English and how to prepare materials to go on internships and job 
markets. This allowed me to further bring in my expertise to help students prepare for their futures.  
 
University of Delaware Lectures and Workshops 

I have also had the opportunity to present and lead workshops that have contributed to 
professional writing across the larger UD community. In my first semester at UD (Fall 2013), I 
presented on virtual hiking programs at the “Science, Society, and Sandwiches” brown bag luncheon 
speaker series sponsored by the ISE Lab, which promoted interdisciplinary work throughout campus. 
In 2015, I was invited by the student group, Engineers Without Borders, to lead a workshop on 



technical writing for students who were preparing written materials for their trip to the Philippines to 
work with water quality. Also, in Spring 2015, I, along with my colleague Jessica Edwards, lead a 
workshop on technical and scientific writing for the Dissertation Discourse Seminar through the Office 
of Graduate and Professional Studies. In the summer of 2015, Jessica Edwards and I also worked with 
the Delaware Writing Project Summer Institute, where we lead a workshop that outlined a model of 
professional writing as well as the process and expectations English professors have for students 
moving from high school to university. These additional workshops have been useful opportunities to 
connect my professional writing knowledge from the classroom and English Department to other areas 
in the university. 
 
[Teaching: Additional Contributions] 

 
In addition to my work in the classroom, I also contribute to my teaching and to my profession 

in various ways.  I have continued to do research that I have published in collections and journals 
specific to my field and I present at national and regional conferences that have allow me to draw on 
my professional writing knowledge and manifests from the work I do in the classroom. 

 
My research comes from two places: experiences and interactions with students in the 

classroom, and communication that takes place in digital spaces. I see both of these areas as dynamic 
and vital to take critical lenses to as an educator and professional writer. As I want my students to grow 
and flourish as writers and communicators, it is important to reflect and use my own experiences as 
their teacher to not only continuously develop my own pedagogy, but also contribute to the teaching 
done in the technical and professional writing field. Additionally, as writing shifts from printed page to 
digital spaces, it is also important to better understand the purposes of communication in social media, 
websites, etc.  I work to research developments in critical ways that I can bring back to the classroom 
for my students to understand the varied and changing rhetorical situations of writing digitally. Sharing 
this work with students, as well as my field, helps make me a continuously growing educator, and assists 
me in staying fresh in issues related to my field of professional writing, which is important to me.  
 
Publications 

Much of my work is drawn from my experiences as an educator and how I work to connect my 
students to their future careers. In 2016, I published a chapter in a book edited by Kendra Bryant, 
Engaging 21st Century Writers with Social Media (IGI Global). My chapter, “Reblogging as Writing: The 
Role of Tumblr in the Writing Classroom,” materialized from an assignment I developed in my ENGL 
413: Social Media course where I asked students to interact with Tumblr, a microblogging site, to both 
engage with public writing, and research the ways their disciplines and desired professions engage with 
website. The piece laid out conceptual considerations in developing the assignment, successes and 
limitations that I encountered while teaching the assignment, and ways to incorporate it in other 
courses. Further, in 2017, I, along with two other colleagues and mentors from my graduate education, 
Kristine Blair and Jen Almjeld, published a chapter in the collection, Surviving Sexism in the Academy 
(Routledge) edited by Kirsti Cole and Holly Hassell. Our chapter, “Organic Mentorship: A Feminist 
Model to Support Scholars and Leaders,” presented a three-generation mentorship model. I drew 
heavily from the mentorship I strive to provide my own students in my role as internship coordinator, 
how the mentorship I received influences this, as well as my own reflection on how to better mentor 
students.  

 



I also currently have two pieces under review in journals in my field. The first is, “Looking 
Beyond the Internship: Other Accessible Opportunities for ‘Real World’ Writing Experience,” under 
review at Programmatic Perspectives. This piece details experiences, and challenges in requiring students to 
complete internships and providing other opportunities in the classroom to offer students “real-world” 
experiences that are so valuable and better serve different student learning styles. This is based on the 
English Department’s experience of developing capstone classes for our new English major. The 
second piece is “Women, Healing, and Social Community: Cyberfeminist Activities on reddit,” which is 
under review at Kairos. This piece is actually a webtext, as Kairos is an online journal. Therefore, not only 
does the content present a critical analysis of women’s voices regarding Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome in 
a primarily male social media space, but I used my own multimodal composition skills in creating the 
piece, which can be useful in modeling for students how different modes and rhetorical choices within 
those modes can make a difference in communication. 
 
National Conference Presentations 

I also work to find opportunities to interact and learn from others in my field and one 
important way I have done this is by presenting at conferences. The two primary national conferences I 
attend are the Conference on College Composition and Communication (CCCC) and Computers and 
Writing. These are two of the top conferences in my field. 
 
Conference on College Composition and Communication (CCCC) 
 I have presented consistently at the CCCC including presentations in 2015, 2017, and 2018. 
All of my presentations have focused on professional writing classroom experiences and assignments, 
how it connects the academy to industry, and prepares professional writing students to enter the 
workforce. For example, in 2017, I presented on the service-learning component I added to my Fall 
2015 Environmental Rhetoric course. This presentation, “Changing the Landscape of Service Learning: 
Approaches to Increased Student Engagement with Assignments Outside the Classroom,” focused on 
this assignment, but also outlined the scholarship advocating for service learning and the importance it 
has in a writing classroom, as evidenced by my class’s experience.  
 
Computers and Writing 

I have also consistently attend Computers and Writing, having presented in 2014, 2016, 2017 
and 2018. This conference centers on digital approaches to writing in a variety of aspects, including 
research, pedagogy, and industry. Again, much of my presentations are drawn from classroom 
experiences or discussions I have had with my students. For instance, in 2017, I co-lead a half-day 
workshop with my colleague, Professor Jen England (Hamline University). The workshop, “When You 
Find a Great Meme to Post for Your Assignment: Tumblr as a Multimodal Writing and Community 
Space in the Composition Classroom,” focused on using Tumblr, a micro-blogging social media 
application, and guided other faculty and graduate students through a variety of ways they could 
incorporate Tumblr into their own classroom. Additionally, the workshop discussed benefits and 
limitations that had occurred when we used the site in the classroom. 
 
Other Conferences 
 I have also had the opportunity to present my work focusing on writing studies, internships and 
digital writing at other national and regional conferences. For example, I presented at the Thomas R. 
Watson Conference on Rhetoric and Composition in 2014 with my UD colleagues, Christine Cucciare, 
Jessica Edwards, and Michael McCamley. In 2017, I co-lead a workshop alongside UD’s sustainability 
manager, Michelle Bennett, at the Smart and Sustainable Campuses Conference. This conference took 
an interdisciplinary approach to including students in campus sustainability and we presented on our 



partnership to connect English students to internships in her department. Finally, in 2015, I presented 
at the regional Virginia Humanities Conference, when the conference theme focused on digital 
humanities. 
  

My research in publications and presentations contribute to my professional writing expertise 
by giving me the space and opportunity to further investigate issues in my field and in my pedagogy. 
This work continues to expand my knowledge of my field and ultimately makes me a more prepared 
and effective teacher in the classroom. 
 
 
 
 
 



 [English 110.025 :: Seminar in Composition: Rhetoric of Social Media] 
[M/W/F, 12:20-1:10 pm, 107 Sharp Lab] 

Instructor: Dr. Meg McGuire 
Office: 315 Memorial Hall  
Email: mmcguire@UDel.edu (you can expect a response within 24 hours) 
Office Hours: Mondays, 1:30-2:30 pm and Wednesdays 2:30-3:30 pm or by appointment 

[Required Materials] 

• Writer/Designer: A Guide to Making Multimodal Projects (textbook) 

• Other readings available on Canvas 

• Twitter account and Medium account 

• Printing costs 

[Description] 
This is an introduction to the process of academic writing that centers on the composition 
of analytical research-based essays.  

More specifically, this class will think critically about issues facing and arising from the 
culture(s) of social media. Through both traditional scholarly and social media research, 
students will investigate their own ideas about how social media impacts writing, ethics, 
community, industry, politics, health, psychology, etc. Students will then explore these ideas 
through traditional printed texts and digital, multimodal texts. 

[Course Goals] 
English 110 will help you: 

Write clearly about complex texts and ideas - Academic essays are almost always 
composed in response to and conversation with other texts. You will learn to engage with 
the work of others clearly, accurately, and with attention to nuance and detail.  

Consider issues of audience and context in your writing - No matter what you write, 
you always write to a particular group of readers in a particular situation. You will learn how 
to shape and support your ideas to address the needs of particular readers and contexts. 

Respond thoughtfully and constructively to the work of other writers - As part of a 
classroom community, you will read and offer advice on your classmates’ work in progress. 
Doing so will help you hone, clarify, and communicate your own ideas in writing. 

Research the various perspectives on a question or topic and contribute to the 
scholarly conversation about it - Good academic writing exhibits not only your own 
perspective on a topic, but also a thorough understanding of what others have said about it. 
You will learn to find credible sources and use them to position yourself within a community 
of writers that extends beyond English 110. 



Compose both print and digital texts - The composition process is more than just putting 
words on the page or screen. In addition to writing print-based texts, you will also practice 
composing online, often making use of visual and audio forms.  

[Course Practices] 
As a student in English 110, you will: 

Write frequently, write for different audiences, and write pieces of varying length and 
complexity - You will compose both print and digital texts for various purposes and 
readers. In addition to a formal research paper, you will develop your skills in regular, shorter 
writing assignments, composed both in and out of class. 

Participate as a member of a community of writers - English 110 is designed as a 
seminar—a course in which the writing of students is regularly brought to the table for 
discussion. You will often be asked to participate in a writer’s workshop, sharing your work 
in progress with several of your classmates and reading and responding to theirs.  

Read as a writer, and write as a reader - You will read texts not simply for what they say 
but for how they say it. That is, you will consider texts not only as sources of ideas but also 
as models of rhetorical and compositional strategies you can use in your own writing. 

Take several pieces through a process of drafting, workshopping with peers, revising 
in response to feedback, and editing - Good writing doesn’t usually happen all at once. 
Instead it usually involves an ongoing process of composing, sharing, and reworking a piece 
over several drafts. You will use feedback from your classmates and teacher to develop and 
refine the pieces you write for this course. 

Reflect on your aims and strategies as a writer - You will reflect on both your processes 
of writing and the actual texts you compose. In doing so, you will cultivate habits of mind 
and work that will help you develop as a writer beyond English 110. 

[Course Policies] 
Attendance: 
This course is designed to sequentially build on discussions, knowledge, and skills covered in 
our classroom meetings. For this reason, it is important that students are present in all 
classes and take an active role in discussions and class activities. Every day there will be an 
in-class assignment and if you miss a class, you will NOT be able to make the assignment up. 
Extenuating Circumstances: 
However, if you become seriously ill, have a family emergency, or face some other legitimate 
reason where you would miss a significant amount of the semester (more than one week) 
and that would contribute to you falling behind in the class, you should contact the Dean 
of your College right away. This office can assist you in notifying faculty and in validating 
your situation. You will need this validation to make up missed class work and assignments.  
 
Tardies: 
Students are also expected to arrive on time and be ready to participate. Arriving late 



happens on occasion. Arriving late habitually is disrespectful, distracting, and unprofessional. 
Therefore, for every three tardies, you will lose 10 points from your final grade. If you 
miss an in-class assignment because you are late, you will NOT be able to make it up. You 
should keep track of your own tardies.  

*If you are frequently late or absent, be sure to note the drop date and drop the class 
ASAP because you will not pass.  

Late Work: 
I do not accept late work. Assignments should be turned in on the date they are due. 
However, I do realize that life happens and sometimes gets in the way of meeting deadlines. 
If this does happen, please let me know as soon as possible and we can work something 
out. 
 
Resubmissions: 
All students are able to resubmit one (1) individual assignment for one grade higher than 
their original grade. But students must meet with me during office hours to discuss a 
revision plan. All resubmitted work will be due at the end of the semester. 

Classroom Environment: 
Respect is key component in professionalization. As practicing professionals, on time arrival 
to class is important. Please, do not disrupt class with sleeping, other homework, side 
conversations (especially when others are talking), cell phone, tablet, or laptop use that has 
nothing to with the class. These are actions are extremely disrespectful as they disrupt class 
in a myriad of ways. If you have an emergency and must receive a phone call during class or 
leave early from class, please alert me before class begins. 

[Other Information] 
University Writing Center: 
The Writing Center in 016 Memorial provides free one-on-one instruction to students who 
have writing assignments in this or any course. You may make an appointment by visiting 
the Center's Web Site: www.cas.udel.edu/writing-center. (The telephone number is 831-
1168.) 
 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA): 
If you have a documented disability and anticipate needing accommodations in this course, 
please meet with me in the first or second week of the semester. Any student who may 
require an accommodation should contact me as soon as you become aware of your 
circumstances. 

Academic Misconduct/ Plagiarism: 
The University of Delaware protects the rights of all students by insisting that individual 
students act with integrity. Accordingly, the University severely penalizes plagiarism and 
other forms of academic dishonesty. Unethical or plagiarized work will receive a zero and 
may result in failure of the course. I will also report any serious breach of ethics to the Dean 
of your College. 

Title IX Statement: 



If, at any time during this course, I happen to be made aware that a student may have been 
the victim of sexual misconduct (including sexual harassment, sexual violence, 
domestic/dating violence, or stalking), I am obligated by federal law to inform the 
university’s Title IX Coordinator. 
 
The university needs to know information about such incidents to, not only offer  
resources, but to ensure a safe campus environment. The Title IX Coordinator  
will decide if the incident should be examined further. If such a situation is disclosed to me 
in class, in a paper assignment, or in office hours, I promise to protect your privacy. I will 
not disclose the incident to anyone but the Title IX Coordinator.  
 
Course Evaluation: 
A final expectation of the course is for you to complete the on-line student evaluation. This 
survey will be available for you to complete during the last two weeks of the semester. Apart 
from being an expectation of the course, your evaluation provides valuable information to 
me and to the Department. 
 
[Course Projects and Grade Breakdown] 
Major assignments will include instructions and explanations of grading expectations for 
each project. The assignments add up to 1000 points. 

Participation (50 points): 
I require you to be an active participant in this class. This class is successful only if everyone 
takes an active role in it. All students are expected to conduct themselves professionally in 
the class and to treat the professor and other students with respect at all times. I expect you 
to be physically and mentally ‘present’—listen, contribute, and otherwise engaged.  

Therefore you will be graded on your participation. Below is a breakdown of how I grade 
participation: 

• 45-50 points (A Participation) – Has done the reading and is prepared to discuss in 
class. Contributes to conversations every class period. Asks meaningful questions (in 
class or via email). Completes all in-class or out of class activities. Acts courteous to 
professors and classmates. Not distracted by technology. 

• 40-44 points (B Participation) – Has done reading and is prepared to discuss in 
class. Contributes to conversations almost every class period. Asks meaningful 
questions at given moments. Completes most in-class or out of class activities. Acts 
courteous to professors and classmates. Not distracted by technology.  

• 35-39 points (C Participation) – Has glanced at reading, is not very prepared to 
discuss in class. Contributes to conversations occasionally. Able to ask questions if 
put on spot. Completes some in-class or out of class activities. Occasionally acts 
courteous to professors and classmates.  Somewhat distracted by technology. 

• 34-30 points (D Participation) – Has not done reading. Contributes to 
conversations a few times a semester. Never asks questions. Completes limited in-
class or out of class activities. Is not courteous in class. Distracted by technology. 



0-29 points (F Participation) – Never does readings. Never contributes to 
conversations. Never asks questions. Does not complete any in-class or out of class 
activities. Is not courteous in class. Always on technology.  

Texting or carrying on a side conversation, surfing the net or checking FB instead of 
working is not acceptable in this class. You will lose points from your participation grade 
for the following: texting in class, using your phone, tablet, or, laptop for reasons other 
than classwork, doing homework for another class, doing anything that distracts from the 
culture of respect and professionalism that a class such as this requires. 

Daily Activities (200 points) 
Everyday there will be an in-class activity that will be graded for various amounts of points. 
If you miss a daily activity, either by being absent or late, you will NOT be able to make it 
up. 

Controversy Mapping (150 points) 
• Peer Review 

 
Rhetorical Analysis (200 points) 

• First Draft 
• Peer Review 

 
Argumentative Paper (200 points) 

• First Draft  
• Peer Review 

 
Infographic (200 points) 

• Peer Review 
 
Grading Scale: 
 
A   933—1000    A–   900—932    

B+   867—899   B   833—866  B–   800—832     

C+   767—799   C   733—766    C–   700—732    

D+   667—699   D   633—666    D–   600—632   F   0—599   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
[Schedule] 
* Because this is a class focusing on social media and social media is ALWAYS evolving, 
there is a likelihood that this schedule will shift and change as well. I will always let you 
know when there is an update! But in the meantime, just remember that dates and 
activities listed below may change! * 

Week  Activities/Readings Major Assignments 

August 28 – September 1 Introduction to class 

Read “I Quit Social Media 
for 30 Days” - Canvas 

 

September 4-8 
NO Class Monday – 
Labor Day 

Read “What are Multimodal 
Projects?” – Writer/Designer 

Read “Thinking 
Rhetorically” and “Rhetorical 
Situations” - Canvas 

 

September 11-15 Watch “Beware online ‘filter 
bubbles’ 
Controversy Map Example 

Controversy Map Work Day 

Read “Analyzing Multimodal 
Projects” – Writer/Designer 

Introduce Controversy Map 

September 18-22  

 

Read Rhetorical Analysis 
Example 

Read “The Writing Process” 
and “Microsoft Word 
Grammar and Style Tools 
Will Make Your Writing 

Controversy Map Peer 
Review 
 

Introduce Rhetorical 
Analysis 

Controversy Map Due 



Worse” 

September 25-29 In-Class Writing Topics 
 - Paragraphing 
 - Topic Sentences 
 - Thesis Statements 

10 Most Common Grammar 
Mistakes – Infographic  (in-
class reading) 

 

 

 

Rhetorical Analysis Draft to 
Me due 

October 2-6 Smart Reading  
“Small Change” (in class 
reading) 

 

 
Read “Can We Block These 
Political Thingys” 

Peer Review Draft of 
Rhetorical Analysis – 
emailed to your partner 

Rhetorical Analysis Peer 
Review 
 

October 9-13 Read “#MyNYPD: 
Transforming Twitter Into a 
Public Place for Protest” 

Read “Stars in Our Eyes: 
How Celebrities Effect What 
We See on YouTube” 

Scholarly Conversations 

Rhetorical Analysis due 

 

Introduce Argumentative 
Paper 

October 16-20 
No Class Friday 

Defining a Question – 
Finding a Topic 

Read "Bedroom Advocacy: 
How Advocating from the 
Comfort of Our Own 
Homes Has Impacted 
American Politics" 

Read “Arguing a Position” - 
Canvas 

Meet in Library – 116A 

 

 

 

 

Canvas Assignment 

October 23-27 Finding sources – Searching 
Databases 

Read “Working with 
Multimodal Sources” – 
Writer/Designer 

In-class Writing Topics 

 



 - Organization 
 - Transitions 
 - Review of thesis 
statements 

October 30-November 3 In-class writing cont. 

 

 

November 6-10 Integrating Sources 
 - Bring 2-3 sources you will 
use in your paper 

Conferences 

Draft of Argumentative 
Paper to me due 

 

November 13-17 Conferences cont.  

Argumentative Paper Peer 
Review 
 

November 20-24 
No class – Thanksgiving 
Break 

  

November 27-December 1 Read Infographic articles 

Read “Planning and Revising 
Your Project” – 
Writer/Designer 

In-Class Work 

Argumentative Paper Due 

Introduce Infographic 

December 4-December 8  Infographic Peer Review 

Infographic Due 
 



[Controversy Mapping] 
	
Every argument or topic has multiple sides, but as we learned in the TED Talk by Eli Parser, 
in social media, we tend to live in filter bubbles, so we don’t always see how others are 
talking about a subject. The Controversy Mapping assignment asks you to step outside your 
filter bubble and visually showcase multiple sides of one debate. 
 
Part One: Choose one contemporary topic/issue/ debate (for example, Title IX rollbacks) 
and search Twitter for tweets relating to the topic. Once you have found a range of tweets 
from a variety of perspectives, you will chart/map the positions across the debate using 
Storify. You must include a minimum of 5 tweets from each side of the topic/issue/debate. 
 
Please keep in mind that you are not articulating your own position on the debate. You 
should remain neutral! The point of this assignment is to burst your own filter bubble and 
prepare to write about positions and perspectives different from your own! 
 
Part Two: Once you have your map complete, you will write 1-2 pages of conclusions you 
made from your map and this experience. These can include: 
 

• Any fake news? 
• What kinds of spins did media put on the subject? 

o Were there any biases in the tweets? How were the displayed? 
• Did this make you rethink how, who, and where you get your news from? 
• What was most interesting about your Twitter search? 

 
 
Due Dates: 
 
Peer Review – Monday, September 18 
For peer review you will have a first draft of your map and conclusions. 
 
Final Draft – Friday, September 22 
 



[Research Argument Paper] 
 
Purpose: To write an argument paper that takes a clear position on some subject 
surrounding social media and integrates good/relevant uses of scholarly sources with MLA 
format.  
 
Context: Writing an argumentative paper can be a daunting task.  It requires critical 
thinking, rhetorical awareness, research, writing, more thought, and revision. To avoid initial 
stress, it is important for writers to get an early start to alleviate potential agony that could 
arise from procrastination.  Hence, this assignment has been designed so that students will 
have a fair amount of time to think critically and intensively about their work to produce a 
thoughtful, well-written argument.   
 
Assignment: Write an 8-10 (eight-ten) page argument that engages some aspect of social 
media. Some relevant topics might include, but are not limited to: 

• Privacy Issues 
• Professionalism 
• Pro-Ana Instagram accounts 
• Twitter Plagiarism 
• Age limits of children on social media 
• Catfishing 
• Cyberbullying 

 
Using critical sources, each scholar should have a clear introduction with a thesis, as well as 
supporting documentation to make the argument sound. Thus, this paper should take a clear 
position; it should argue a point about your chosen theme.   
 
MLA citation within the paper and on the works cited page is an absolute must.  

 
Plagiarism will not be tolerated.   
 
Specifics: In this paper, you will have to apply the skills that you have learned in English 
110. Your paper should eventually include the following:  
 

Ø A strong, argumentative thesis statement  
 

Ø At least 4 scholarly sources  
 

Ø Topic sentences for each paragraph  
 

Ø A works cited page in MLA Format 
 

Ø 8-10 pages 
 
 
 



Due Dates:  
Draft One – Monday, November 6 
Peer Review Draft – Wednesday, November15 
Final Draft – Monday, November 27 



[Infographic Assignment] 

Infographics are a genre of writing that are quickly becoming a legitimate and respected way 
to provide information in a condensed space, advocate for a particular issue, and/or market 
a product. They are most often seen as social media content, but have a variety of situations. 

For this assignment, you will turn your research argument paper into an infographic. 

You may try to translate your entire paper into the infographic, or you may decide to choose 
one angle of your research argument paper (meaning breaking down one or possibly two 
points). 

Each infographic must meet the following requirements: 

• Include a combination of words, images and numbers  
• Organization that allows the reader to find a starting point 
• Substantial changes to original template if you use infographic software. 
• Employ icons and graphic which enhance the infographic’s visual metaphors 
• Include links at the bottom to add material cited and images used 

I encourage you to create your infographic with a user-friendly online infographic creator 
such as: 

• Piktochart  

• Canva 

• Visual.ly 

Each have an excellent FAQs page and video tutorial. However, if you would like to make 
one from scratch using a different design software, you have that option. 

 

Due Date:  
Peer Review – Wednesday, December 6 
Final Draft – Friday, December 8 





Rhetorical Analysis Rubric 

You've already rated students with this rubric. Any major changes could affect their assessment results. 

Criteria 

Format Expectations 

12 point, Times New Roman Double Spaced, 3-4 pages Twee·t cited in APA format 

Grammar, punctuation, mechanics 

Spelling Capitalization Comma use Sentence structure Punctuation Etc.

Thesis Statement 

Specinc Arguable Conndent Outlines document 

Paragraphing 

Topic sentence Singular focus Logical organization Ade,iuate development 

Introduction 

Clearly introduces topic of essay Hook 

Conclusion 

Clear signal of end of paper Ties back to thesis statement 

Analysis 

5.0 pts 
Full Mart<s 

115.0 pis

Full Mart<s 

I 20.0 pts

1 
Full Marks

1 15.o pts 

1 
Full Marks

�pts 

-+,;

Mart<s 

pts 

1 
Full Marks

�pts 
Full Mart<s 

Ratings 

112.0 pis

Close to goal 

117.0 pts 
Close to goal 

112.0 pts 
Close to goal 

0.0 pts 
No Marks 

18.0 pis

Needs work 

114.0 pts 
Needs work 

18.0 pts 
Needs work 

I 
o.o pis

No Mart<s 

I
o.o pts
No Mart<s

I
o.o pts
No Mart<s

10.0pts �ts �pts 
Close to goal Needs work No Marks 

10.0pts �ts �pts 
Close to goal Needs work No Marks 

54.0 pts 

.,,� ::j_:� Close to goal. Needs work No Marks 

�O.wi 

Pts 

5.0 pts 

15.0 pts 

20.0 pts 

15.0 pts 

12.5 pts 

12.5 pts 

60.0 pts 

Total Points: 140.0 











[English 222-010 :: Intro to Professional Writing] 
[T/Th, 9:30-10:45 am, 205 ISE Lab] 
Instructor: Dr. Meg McGuire 
Office: 315 Memorial Hall  
Email: mmcguire@UDel.edu  
Office Hours: Tuesdays & Thursdays, 12:30-1:30 pm or by appointment 
[Required Texts] 

• Solving Problems in Technical Communication, Johnson-Eilola and Selber, eds. 
• Other readings available on Canvas 

[Description] 
Welcome to Intro to Professional Writing! In this class you learn about professional writing 
careers, what kinds of writing professional writers do, and some of the core communication 
tools/proficiencies professional writers have. This class attempts to balance core theories 
that drive and shape the discipline with hands-on practice and exercises to help you develop 
an understanding of professional writing. 
[Learning Objectives] 
In this course you will learn about the concepts (theory) and the skills/proficiencies 
(practices) that you’ll need to know as a professional communicator: 

• how to access your audience, purpose and context in evaluating, designing, writing, 
and presenting information for differing communicative situations. 

• how to assess and produce different modes of communication for different 
rhetorical situations such as presentations, social media, visual communication and 
various print-based genres. 

• how to work collaboratively. 
 

[Course Policies] 
 
Attendance: 
A great deal of what we do in this course will build upon discussion and work done during 
class meetings. We will do many graded in-class assignments and these cannot be made up. 
Please remember that it is your responsibility to find out from your peers what you missed in 
class. Contact me as soon as possible via email if you know you must be absent.   
Because your attendance and participation is so vital to the course, each absence more than 
four (4) will lower your final score by a half a letter grade. The only absences I excuse are 
school sponsored that come with paperwork. Minor illnesses, car trouble, other class 
meetings, interviews, etc. are not excused. Use absences as you wish, but do so wisely. 
 
Extenuating Circumstances: 
However, if you become seriously ill, have a family emergency, or otherwise experience 
other extenuating circumstances during the semester that constitute a legitimate reason 
for missing classes or falling behind in the course, you should also contact the Dean of 
your College right away. This office can assist you in notifying faculty and in validating 
your situation. You will need this validation to make up missed class work and assignments. 
And then contact me. 
 
 



Tardiness: 
Every two (2) tardies equals an absence. If you show up more than 10 minutes late, or 
must leave early, you will be counted as absent. If you are tardy, you are responsible for 
notifying me at an appropriate point during the class that you are present. You should keep 
track of your own tardies and absences. If you are frequently late or absent, be sure to 
note the drop date and drop the class ASAP because you will not pass.  
 
Professionalism and Courtesy: 
All students are expected to conduct themselves professionally in the class and to treat the 
professor and other students with respect at all times. I expect you to be physically and 
mentally ‘present’—listen, contribute, and otherwise engaged. Texting or carrying on a side 
conversation, surfing the net or checking FB instead of working is not acceptable in this 
class. You will lose points from your participation grade for the following: texting in 
class, using your phone for any reason, using a laptop for reasons other than note taking, 
doing homework for another class, doing anything that distracts from the culture of respect 
and professionalism that a class such as this requires. 
 
Late Work: 
I do not accept late work. Assignments should be turned in on the date they are due. 
However, I do realize that life happens and that sometimes life gets in the way of 
assignments. If this does happen, please let me know as soon as possible and we can work 
something out. 
 
Technology: 
If you own a laptop, I encourage you to bring it to class as I will often allocate class time for 
working on assignments. However, I will expect you to use your laptop like a professional 
who understands how to appropriately multi-task. This means that while we are having 
class discussions, your laptops must be closed! 
 
[Course Projects and Assignments] 
Major assignments will include instructions and explanations of grading expectations for 
each project. 
Short, Unannounced, In-Class Responses to Readings (4 x 25 points) 
 
Resume and Cover Letter (150 points) 

o Peer Review 
 
Professional Writing Topic Pecha Kucha Presentation (100) 
 
Infographic (100 points) 
 
Guest Speaker Report (100 points) 
 
Group Profession Profile Project (250 points) 

o Proposal 
o Peer Review 
o Informal Presentation 

 



Participation (200 points): 
As stated above, I require you to be an active participant in this class. This class is successful 
only if everyone takes an active role in it. Therefore you will be graded on your participation. 
Below is a breakdown of how I grade participation: 

• 180-200 points (A Participation) – has done the reading and is prepared to discuss 
in class. Contributes to conversations every class period. Asks meaningful questions 
(in class or via email). Completes all in-class or out of class activities. Acts courteous 
to professors and classmates. Not distracted by technology. 

• 160-179 points (B Participation) – has done reading and is prepared to discuss in 
class. Contributes to conversations almost every class period. Asks meaningful 
questions at given moments. Completes most in-class or out of class activities. Acts 
courteous to professors and classmates. Not distracted by technology.  

• 140-169 points (C Participation) – has glanced at reading, is not very prepared to 
discuss in class. Contributes to conversations occasionally. Able to ask questions if 
put on spot. Completes some in-class or out of class activities. Occasionally acts 
courteous to professors and classmates.  Somewhat distracted by technology. 

• 120-139 points (D Participation) – has not done reading. Contributes to 
conversations a few times a semester. Never asks questions. Completes a few in-class 
or out of class activities. Is not courteous in class. Distracted by technology. 
0-119 points (F Participation) – never does readings. Never contributes to 
conversations. Never asks questions. Does not complete any in-class or our of class 
activities. Is not courteous in class. Always on technology.  

Things that will impede your participation points include: 
• working on something other than this class 
• texting  
• using your laptop/tablet/phone for something other than class.  

 
Grading Scale: 
A   933—1000    A–   900—932    
B+   867—899   B   833—866  B–   800—832     
C+   767—799   C   733—766    C–   700—732    
D+   667—699   D   633—666    D–   600—632   F   0—599   
 
[University Writing Center] 
The Writing Center in 016 Memorial provides free one-on-one instruction to students who 
have writing assignments in this or any course. You may make an appointment by visiting 
the Center's Web Site: www.cas.udel.edu/writing-center. (The telephone number is 831-
1168.) 
 
[Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)] 
If you have a documented disability and anticipate needing accommodations in this course, 
please meet with me in the first or second week of the semester. Any student who may 
require an accommodation should contact me as soon as you become aware of your 
circumstances. 
 
[Academic Misconduct/ Plagiarism] 
The University of Delaware protects the rights of all students by insisting that individual 



students act with integrity. Accordingly, the University severely penalizes plagiarism and 
other forms of academic dishonesty. Unethical or plagiarized work will receive a zero and 
may result in failure of the course. I will also report any serious breach of ethics to the Dean 
of your College. 
 
[Title IX Statement] 
If, at any time during this course, I happen to be made aware that a student may have been 
the victim of sexual misconduct (including sexual harassment, sexual violence, 
domestic/dating violence, or stalking), I am obligated by federal law to inform the 
university’s Title IX Coordinator. 
 
The university needs to know information about such incidents to, not only offer  
resources, but to ensure a safe campus environment. The Title IX Coordinator  
will decide if the incident should be examined further. If such a situation is disclosed to me 
in class, in a paper assignment, or in office hours, I promise to protect your privacy. I will 
not disclose the incident to anyone but the Title IX Coordinator.  
 
[Course Evaluation] 

 
A final expectation of the course is for you to complete the on-line student evaluation. This 
survey will be available for you to complete during the last two weeks of the semester. Apart 
from being an expectation of the course, your evaluation provides valuable information to 
me and to the Department. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[Schedule] 
* This is not set in stone. Dates and activities may change.* 
Week  Activities/Readings Major Assignments 
February 9-11 Introduction to 

Class/Professional 
Introduce Pecha Kucha 



Writing/Rhetorical Situation 
Chapter 1 Solving Problems 

February 16-18 Chapter 14 Solving Problems 
Genres 
Job Materials 

Introduce Resume and 
Cover Letter Assignment 

February 23-25 Visual Communication: 
Principles of Design 
NDDB on Sakai 

Pecha Kuchas begin 

March 1-3 Chapter 15 Solving Problems 
Identifying Writing Problems 
Grammar and Mechanics 

Pecha Kuchas 

March 8-10 Resume and Cover Letter 
Peer Review 
 
Infographic Reading on 
Sakai 
 

Pecha Kuchas 
 
Introduce Infographic 
Assignment 

March 15-17 Ch. 17 Solving Problems 
Infographic Work Day 

Pecha Kuchas 
Resume and Cover Letter 
Due 

March 22-24 Chapter 7 Solving Problems Visit from Archives 
 
Infographic Due 

March 29-April 3 SPRING BREAK!  
Week  Activities/Readings Major Assignments 
April 5-7 Paragraph for RG 

Cover Letter & Resume 
Redux 
  
Richard Gordon visit  

Submit Richard Gordon 
paragraph 
Introduce Guest Speaker 
Report 
Pecha Kuchas 

April 12-14 Ch. 18 Solving Problems 
Project Groups 
Profile Example 1  
Profile Example 2  
 
Proposals 

Introduce Final Project  
Pechas Kuchas 

April 19-21 Proposal Outline  
Research 
Sarah Meadows visit  

Proposals Due 

April 26-28   
Ch. 8 Solving Problems 
Profile Work Day 
  

  
  
  

May 3-5 Presentation  Discussion Guest Presentation Report 
Due 



Profiles Work Day 
May 10-12 Annual Report (Links to an 

external site.)Links to an 
external site. 
Twitter Report  

Profiles Peer Review  

• Peer Review Groups 

Presentations 

• Group 3, Group 5, 
Group 1 

Post Career Profile Drafts 
(Peer Review) 
Turn in Profile Peer Review 
Memo 
Cover Letter and Resume 
Revisions due 

May 17-19 Presentations 

• Group 6, Group 4, 
Group 2 

Course Evals. 

Final Profiles Due 

 



[Professional Writing Career Profiles] 
 
An English major, no matter what the concentration can be useful in a variety of different careers. 
People who majored in English include John Paul Stevens (former Supreme Court Justice), Carol 
Browner (former head of the EPA), Stephen King, and Conan O’Brien. 
 
Our own English Department wants to make sure that our students understand all the opportunities 
available to them once they graduate. To help with this, they are working on creating a section for 
their website focused on career advice and options for English majors. A part of that is presenting 
profiles of those possible careers. 
 
Working in groups of 3 or 4, you will be creating profiles of twelve different professional writing 
careers that will be used on the English Department website. 
 
We will spend time in class deciding on the specific careers each group will research and write on, but 
they will be a part of the following categories: 
·      Journalism  (e.g. print, broadcast, sports, fashion) 
·      Digital Writing ( e.g. blogger, web designer, social media specialist) 
·      Technical Writing (e.g. technical writer, science writer, technical editor) 
·      Management (e.g. marketing director, human resources manager, project manager) 
·      Non-Profit/Government (e.g. grant writer, policy writer) 
·      Miscellaneous (e.g. lawyer, creative writer, copywriter) 
 
To Begin: Conduct some preliminary research both on the career and then write a 1-2 page proposal 
(memo format) that includes the following sections: 
 
1) An Assessment of the Rhetorical Situation within the specific context of your topic by 
discussing: 

• your primary and secondary audiences (what do they know about your topic? what do they 
not know? what do they care about or need to know about your topic? how knowledgeable 
are they about the topic? how does the audience feel about the info?--interested? annoyed? 
bored? fascinated?) 

• the purpose of your specific article (what do you want readers to think/believe/do after 
reading your piece? What do you want them to know how to do?) 

• context: how will readers use and read your info (what info will they look at first? second?) 
Will they need to carefully read each section? Will they need to refer to other articles? 

2) An Explanation of your Research Plan for creating the profile. 
• include specific sources in your explanation to help your audience understand the 

particulars of your plan and to add to your own ethos as writers.  
3) A Brief Description of what work each person in your group will be responsible for. 
 
Next: Write the content! This will be posted to the Department website, so think about conventions 
of webpages and how people read them. You should think about document features such as 
headings, bullets, etc. Each profile should be 750-1000 words. Each group should have at least 2 
profiles for each career option. The following categories should be covered: 

• Overview of what the career is/does 
• Education (choose courses specific to UD) (what would be good second majors or minors 

to accompany the English degree for this career) 
• Skills 
• Resources     

 



 
·   
 
Important! This is a real rhetorical scenario, and a real publication opportunity. It will become part 
of the English Department website and you will be given credit. Keep this very public audience in 
mind as you work on this. 
 
Grade Breakdown: 
Proposal – 50 points 
Peer Review – 25 points 
Presentations – 25 points 
Profiles Final – 150 points 
 
Due Dates: 
Proposal – April 21 
Peer Review – May 5 
Presentations – May 12-17 
Profiles Final – May 17 
 





http://www.english.udel.edu/programs/intern/Pages/Career-Profiles.aspx 
 



To: ENGL 222-011 Students 
 
From: Dr. McGuire 
 
RE: Guest Speaker Report 
 
Date: April 4, 2017 

In the second half of the semester, we will have three presentations from guest speakers who 
are all professionals currently working in the field. Take brief notes and ask questions during 
each session in order to compile a 2-3 page final report that you'll submit to me at the end of 
the semester in memo format (you may use this document as your memo template). Your 
report should address the following: 

• a brief summary of the presentations of the speakers (provide some brief 
background--names and job titles of the speakers and where they work), in general, 
what did they talk about? what recommendations did they provide? 
 

• assess the usefulness of each (what did you learn? what was useful and what was not, 
if anything?) 
 

• applicability to your career and job search (how did these presentations help you in 
terms of making decisions about your future career? maybe now you know you want 
to pursue a career in tech communication, for instance, or writing for non-profits--or 
maybe you've decided you want to go to grad school and become a lawyer? (there's 
no 'right' or 'wrong' answer here. You can and should be honest about ways the 
presentations were helpful as well as what could have been improved, if anything). 

Your report should also address all three presentations (the dates they will be in class are on 
the schedule on Canvas).  

The final due date for this report is Tuesday, May 16. 

If you have any questions, please let me know at mmcguire@udel.edu 

 

	



[Professional Writing Topic Presentation] 
 
Presentations are very important to professional writing/communication and are one of the 
most used forms of communication in the workforce. But they are often the hardest in 
terms of presenting information in a way that keeps the audience invested. 
 
For this assignment, you and a partner will investigate a topic related to professional writing 
and present your findings to the class in Pecha Kucha presentation format. 
 
The Topics 
Some topics you could investigate include: 

• Intercultural professional communication 
• Creating a professional online presence 
• Ethics in professional writing (or in a specific field of professional writing) 
• Social media use in professional writing (or a specific social media app in 

professional writing, like Perioscope or Vine) 
• Professional organizations 
• Professional journals  
• Usability 
• Tools and technology 
• Design and visuals 
• Accessibility of information 

 
*You may want to visit the Technical Communication Book of Knowledge (TCBOK) to 
explore further topics. 
 
What Should be Covered: 

• Introduction 
• 2-3 important points about your topic 
• Importance in professional writing 
• Conclusion 

 
The Pecha Kucha 
Pecha Kucha is a presentation methodology designed to help speakers avoid subjecting 
audiences to lengthy, boring presentations. This is accomplished by enforcing very specific 
rules: speakers present for six minutes and forty seconds (no more, no less) using twenty 
presentation slides that are timed at 20 seconds each.  
 
You will use the Pecha Kucha methodology to build your presentation. This format will help 
you hone your presentation skills and teach you how to tell an effective story in a short space 
of time. 
 
What not do in a Pecha Kucha: 

1. Don’t use too much text. 
2. No title slide. You will introduce yourself and your talk on the first slide.  



3. Avoid reading directly from the slides. 
4. Avoid reading straight from a script or paper 
5. Avoid images that don’t advance your topic or contribute meaningful visual 

information (arbitrary images). 
6. Don’t use slide transitions. Use direct cuts from slide to slide. Avoid all dissolves, 

and clever transitions like “curtains” or “barn doors.” 
7. Avoid sounds or video clips. There just isn’t time, and these features are just 

distracting in a Pecha Kucha. Your voice is your sound instrument in this 
presentation. 

8. Avoid text-images relations that would take more than 20 seconds to digest (i.e. 
overly crowded slides will be a blur in a Pecha Kucha, unless you want to 
intentionally create a sense of “blur”). 

9. While a consistent slide design is good, avoid most PowerPoint templates. Neutral 
backgrounds and easy to read sans serif fonts are best. 

What you should consider in a Pecha Kucha: 

1. Consider your 20 slides as 20 panels in a graphic storyline. How do your 20 “panels” 
flow together to create a cohesive statement. 

2. Consider the impact of text on your audience – Is there a single word or a short 
phrase that captures the essence of what you are saying in that 20 second time span? 
Frequently, a single word can be used metonymically — to “stand in” for your entire 
20 seconds of information. 

3. Consider your images very carefully. In a Pecha Kucha, images are frequently the 
only information on the entire slide. Yes, visual data is just as valuable as textual data. 
A well-chosen picture is likely worth a thousand words. Why did you select that 
image? Did you manipulate an image you found to make it even more compelling 
and precise? Would it be better if you cropped the image? Is this image easy to 
substitute for another image? If so, have you truly considered why you selected this 
image and not the other one? How does this image connect to other images in your 
slide set? 

4. What is your design style? What is connecting these 20 panels? Is there a similar 
textual strategy? A consistent visual design? Are you playing with or against audience 
expectations? Have you completely considered the arrangement of these 20 slides? 
Would your presentation change dramatically if the slide order was reversed, or 
changed in any way? If so, why did you select the order that you did? 

5. Rehearse your spoken remarks. 20 seconds is an amazing short period of time. Most 
students who do not practice end up speed-talking as the slides change over. A good 
Pecha Kucha is not about talking faster or talking over the wrong slide. Timing is of 
the essence of a good Pecha Kucha. Practice really helps. You will set the slideshow 
on automatic advance, so the slide will change in 20 seconds even if you don’t finish 
your remarks. Think about how your slides and your spoken remarks match up. 
They are two parts of a whole, and a successful Pecha Kucha is both well designed 
and well spoken. In many ways, you should consider yourself a performer, and you 
are attempting to deliver a compelling performance. 



Presentations will begin February 16. Two groups will go each week until the whole class has 
presented.  









E-Portfolio Assignment 

This assignment asks you to design and develop your professional ePortfolio. You will 
continue to develop and redesign this as you complete your college career and prepare to 
enter the job market. 
 
Your final portfolio for this class must include the following: 

• A welcome page 
• A well-designed resume 
• At least three writing samples with context-setting commentary and reflection (that 

is, provide contextual information about the artifact--assume readers know nothing 
about the assignment or your rhetorical goals in creating the document) 

o These samples should cover different genres. For example, there should be 
more variety than research essays. These may come from other classes. 

Your final portfolio should showcase the following: 

• Articulate presentation of yourself, your skills, your values, and your career goals 
o This should be a formal, professional tone 

• Professional presentation: color scheme, font choices, visuals (if you choose to 
include images, including one of yourself, make sure they are appropriate) 

• Grammatically and stylistically clean text 

Sites you may want to use to build your portfolio: 

• Weebly 
• Wix 
• Wordpress 
• Google Sites 

We will spend time in class looking at examples and work-shopping your own portfolios.  

Due Dates: 
Peer Review: Thursday, May 11 
Final: Tuesday, May 16 

 

	



 [E-Portfolio Rubric] 
Name: Alexandria 
http://alexespo3.wixsite.com/alexandriaespositoo 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Design/Organization: 
CRAP Principles (throughout entire portfolio) 
Navigation  
Yes, overall. Really well done. 
 
Welcome Page: 
Appropriate image (if included) 
Clear introduction  
Appropriate context (goals, accomplishments, area of study, coursework, etc.) 
Appropriate length 
Yes – but, writing in Professional writing should be capitalized (especially since you 
do capitalize it somewhere else.  
 
Resume: 
Clear hierarchy 
Applicable information 
Format 
Minor and Dean’s List info could be consistent font size with other secondary info.  
 
 
Samples: 
Minimum of 3 
Variety 
Description 
I’m not sure “Operations Project” is the right title for your proposal project. Also, in 
the intro, you talk about creative writing and design, but don’t include those. You 
may want to think about that. 
 
 
Grammar/Mechanics: 
Clean copy – portfolio 
Clean copy – samples 
Overall, nothing to glaring (but do see Professional Writing comment) 
 
 
Miscellaneous: The social media links go to Wix accounts!  
 
 
Comments: 138/150 
 
 







[English 312 :: Written Communication in Business] 
[Section  010 – M/W/F, 11:15am – 12:05pm, 131 Allison Hall] 
[Section 011 – M/W/F, 10:10 – 11:00am, 132 Allison Hall] 

Professor: Dr. Meg McGuire 
Office: 315 Memorial Hall  
Phone No.: (302) 831-1394 
Email: mmcguire@UDel.edu - best way to reach me 
Office Hours: Mondays and Wednesdays, 2:30-3:30 pm 

[Required Texts] 

• The Technical Communication Handbook, Laura J. Gurak and Mary E. Hocks 

• The Non-Designer’s Design Book, Robin Williams 

 
[Course Description] 

By examining the conventions of communication in workplace and organizational settings, 
students learn to analyze audience, purpose, and context in producing the following 
documents: job application materials, workplace correspondence, proposals, and reports.  

 
[Course Objectives] 

• Creating documents that respond to the needs of different audiences, purposes, and 
contexts, while considering potential ethical, legal, and political concerns.  

• Making effective stylistic decisions including word choice, tone, and level of 
formality as appropriate to the rhetorical situation.  

• Engaging in writing as a recursive process that includes invention, drafting, and 
revision.  

• Creating and using effective visual communication including document design.  
• Composing in multiple modes and media to include digital, audio, visual, and/or 

oral.  
 

[Course Policies] 

Attendance:  
Required. I will take attendance every day because it enables me to get to know you better as 
an individual and better meet the needs of the class as a whole. Students may have up to six 
absences without penalty for ANY REASON. The only absences I excuse are university 
sanctioned. If you miss class, you will not get credit for any work that we do that day, and 
you will miss the material covered in class. Having one or two absences will probably not 
affect your ability to succeed in the course. Having more than three absences might. If you 
miss seven or more classes, you will fail the course. Please do not ask me if you’ve 
“missed something important.” Instead make some friends in the class and contact one of 



them to get the class notes and to find out what you missed. Missing class to conduct a job 
interview or to fulfill work or school obligations will be considered an absence. 

Tardies: 
Students are also expected to arrive on time, to have completed any work, and to be ready to 
participate. Arriving late happens on occasion. Arriving late habitually is disrespectful, 
distracting, and unprofessional. Three tardies will count as an absence. If you are tardy, 
you are responsible for notifying me at an appropriate point during the class that you are 
present. You should keep track of your own tardies and absences. If you are frequently late 
or absent, be sure to note the drop date and drop the class asap because you will not 
pass.  

 

Extenuating Circumstances: 
If you become seriously ill, have a family emergency, or otherwise experience other 
extenuating circumstances during the semester that constitute a legitimate reason for 
missing classes or falling behind in the course, let me know as soon as possible so we 
can try to resolve the issue. You should also contact the Dean of your College. This office 
can assist you in notifying faculty and in validating your situation. You will need this 
validation to make up missed class work and assignments. 

Professionalism and Courtesy: 
One of the objectives of the course is for students to learn how to represent themselves 
professionally. There’s not a lot of flexibility here—you either come across as a professional 
or you don’t.  

All students are expected to conduct themselves professionally in the class and to treat the 
professor and other students with respect at all times. Think of each class as a business 
meeting. Consider the kinds of activities that usually happen as well as what types of 
behavior are acceptable. Business meetings usually involve presentations (formal and 
informal), discussion, collaboration, strategizing and planning, work sessions, etc. Colleagues 
are expected to be physically present and mentally ‘present’—listen, contribute, and 
otherwise engage. If a particular behavior would not be considered acceptable in the 
workplace—texting or carrying on a side conversation while your boss or one of your 
colleagues is speaking, surfing the net or checking FB instead of working—it will not be 
acceptable in this class, and I will call you out on it publicly.  

Technology: 
If you own a laptop, I encourage you to bring it to class as I will often allocate class time for 
working on assignments. However, I will expect you to use your laptop like a professional 
who understands how to appropriately multi-task in the workplace. You’ll lose points from 
the In-Class portion of your grade if fail to represent yourself professionally in this way.  

 

[Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)] 

If you have a documented disability and anticipate needing accommodations in this course, 
please meet with me in the first or second week of the semester. Any student who may 



require an accommodation should contact me as soon as you become aware of your 
circumstances. 

 

[Academic Misconduct/ Plagiarism] 

The University of Delaware protects the rights of all students by insisting that individual 
students act with integrity. Accordingly, the University severely penalizes plagiarism and 
other forms of academic dishonesty. Unethical or plagiarized work will receive a zero and 
may result in failure of the course. I will also report any serious breach of ethics to the Dean 
of your College. 

 

[University Writing Center] 

The Writing Center in 016 Memorial provides free, one-on-one instruction to students who 
have writing assignments in this or any course. You may make an appointment by visiting 
the Center’s Web Site: www.english.udel.edu/wc or by calling 831-1168. 

 

[Course Projects and Assignments] 
 
Unless announced otherwise, all major assignments and supplemental materials for the 
course will be housed on Sakai. Additionally, you will submit most of the major assignments 
online via Sakai. The Schedule lists the due date of all readings and Major Assignments. The 
schedule does NOT list these shorter assignments. I will make an announcement when these 
shorter assignments are due.  

Late Work: 
I do not accept late work. Plan ahead and submit your work early to avoid potential 
computer and/or network problems. Students with excused absences will have the 
opportunity to make up missed in-class work. Students with unexcused absences cannot 
make up missed in-class work. 

Grading Scale: 
Most Major Assignments will be due to Sakai by midnight on the due date indicated 
on the Schedule. Each major assignment will also include a detailed assignment sheet. 
There are no tests or quizzes in this course. All major individual and group assignments are 
listed below. Final grades will be based on a scale of 1000 points. The final grade distribution 
scale is as follows:  

A   933—1000    A–   900—932    

B+   867—899   B   833—866  B–   800—832     

C+   767—799   C   733—766    C–   700—732    

D+   667—699   D   633—666    D–   600—632   F   0—599   



 

 

[Major Assignments] 
 
Individual Assignments: 
Participation/In-Class Work – 200 pts. 
Career Plan Memo – 50 pts. 
Resume – 100 pts. 
Cover Letter – 100 pts. 
Project Pitch Presentation – 50 pts. 
Final Reflective Memo – 50 pts. 

Group Assignments: 
Style Sheet – 100 pts. 
Project Update- 100 pts. 
Proposal – 150 pts. 
Final Presentation – 50 pts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

[Schedule] 

Week  Activities/Readings Major Assignments 

Aug. 27-29 Introduction to course 
Rhetorical Situation 
Writing Style 

 

Sept. 3-5 Workplace Correspondence 
(TCH pp. 63-68, 120-125) 
Professional Discourse 

Introduce Career Plan 
Assignment 

Sept. 8-12 Document Design 
(NDDB ch. 2-5, 7) 
Resumes 
(“Reader-Centered Part 1”) 

Career Plan assignment due 

Introduce Resume and 
Cover Letter Assignment 

Sept. 15-19 Cover Letters 
(“Reader Centered Part 2”) 

Career Services 

 

Sept. 22-26 Resume/Cover Letter Peer 
Review 

Presentations 
(TCH pp. 136-140) 

Resume and Cover Letter 
due 

Introduce Presentation 
Assignment 

Sept. 29-Oct 1  
(No Class Oct. 3) 

Document Design Revisited 
(NDDB ch. 9-11) 

Proposals 
(TCH pp. 146-156) 

 

Oct. 6-10 Presentations  

 
 

Sept. 29 – Oct. 1 

(No class Oct. 3) 

Proposals cont. 

Document Design Revisited 
(NDDB ch. 9-11) 

 



 

Oct. 13-15 

(No class Oct. 17) 

Presentations (if needed) 

Collaboration  
(TCH pp. 44-46) 

Introduce Final 
Collaborative Project 

Oct. 20-24 Style Sheet 
(TCH pp. 38-41) 

Research Methods 

Proposal – 
Introduction/Front Matter 

 

Oct. 27-31 Proposal – 
Background/Current 
Situation 

Proposal - Benefits 

Style Sheet due 

 

Nov. 3-7 Group Meetings/Work Days Project Update Due 

Nov. 10-14 Continued Proposal Drafting  

Nov. 17-20 Group Presentations  

Nov. 24-28 No class – Thanksgiving  

Dec. 1-3  Final Reflective Memo Due 

Final Proposal Draft Due 



[English 312 :: Written Communication in Business] 
[Section  019 – M/W/F, 1:25 – 2:15pm, 112 Memorial Hall] 
Professor: Dr. Meg McGuire 
Office: 315 Memorial Hall  
Email: mmcguire@UDel.edu  
Office Hours: Mondays 2:30-3:30 pm, Wednesdays 9-10 am, or by appointment 

[Required Texts] 

• The Technical Communication Handbook, Laura J. Gurak and Mary E. Hocks 

• Additional readings located on Canvas 

 
[Course Description] 

By examining the conventions of communication in workplace and organizational settings, 
students learn to analyze audience, purpose, and context in producing the following 
documents: job application materials, workplace correspondence, proposals, and reports.  

 
[Course Objectives] 

• Creating documents that respond to the needs of different audiences, purposes, and 
contexts, while considering potential ethical, legal, and political concerns.  

• Making effective stylistic decisions including word choice, tone, and level of 
formality as appropriate to the rhetorical situation.  

• Engaging in writing as a recursive process that includes invention, drafting, and 
revision.  

• Creating and using effective visual communication including document design.  
• Composing in multiple modes and media to include digital, audio, visual, and/or 

oral.  
 

[Course Policies] 

Attendance and Tardies:  
This course is designed to sequentially build on discussions, knowledge, and skills covered in 
our classroom meetings. For this reason, it is important that students are present in all 
classes and take an active role in discussions and class activities. Every day there will be a in-
class assignment. If you miss a class, you will NOT be able to make the assignment up. 
 
Students are also expected to arrive on time, to have completed any work, and to be ready to 
participate. Arriving late happens on occasion. Arriving late habitually is disrespectful, 
distracting, and unprofessional. Each tardy after three will result in your grade being 
lowered by 10 points. If you miss an in-class assignment because you are late, you will 
NOT be able to make it up. You should keep track of your own tardies and absences. If you 
are frequently late or absent, be sure to note the drop date and drop the class ASAP 



because you will not pass.  
Extenuating Circumstances: 
If you become seriously ill, have a family emergency, or otherwise experience other 
extenuating circumstances during the semester that constitute a legitimate reason for 
missing classes or falling behind in the course, you should contact the Dean of your as 
soon as possible so they help resolve the issue. This office can assist you in notifying 
faculty and in validating your situation. You will need this validation to make up missed class 
work and assignments. 

Late Work: 
I do not accept late work. Assignments should be turned in on the date they are due. 
However, I do realize that life happens and that sometimes life gets in the way of 
assignments. If this does happen, please let me know as soon as possible and we can work 
something out. 
 
Technology: 
If you own a laptop, I encourage you to bring it to class as I will often allocate class time for 
working on assignments. However, I will expect you to use your laptop like a professional 
who understands how to appropriately multi-task.  

[Course Projects and Grade Breakdown] 
Major assignments will include instructions and explanations of grading expectations for 
each project. 

Participation (100 points): 
I require you to be an active participant in this class. This class is successful only if everyone 
takes an active role in it. All students are expected to conduct themselves professionally in 
the class and to treat the professor and other students with respect at all times. I expect you 
to be physically and mentally ‘present’—listen, contribute, and otherwise engaged.  

Therefore you will be graded on your participation. Below is a breakdown of how I grade 
participation: 

• 90-100 points (A Participation) – has done the reading and is prepared to discuss 
in class. Contributes to conversations every class period. Asks meaningful questions 
(in class or via email). Completes all in-class or out of class activities. Acts courteous 
to professors and classmates. Not distracted by technology. 

• 80-90 points (B Participation) – has done reading and is prepared to discuss in 
class. Contributes to conversations almost every class period. Asks meaningful 
questions at given moments. Completes most in-class or out of class activities. Acts 
courteous to professors and classmates. Not distracted by technology.  

• 70-80 points (C Participation) – has glanced at reading, is not very prepared to 
discuss in class. Contributes to conversations occasionally. Able to ask questions if 
put on spot. Completes some in-class or out of class activities. Occasionally acts 
courteous to professors and classmates.  Somewhat distracted by technology. 



• 60-70 points (D Participation) – has not done reading. Contributes to 
conversations a few times a semester. Never asks questions. Completes a few in-class 
or out of class activities. Is not courteous in class. Distracted by technology. 

0-60 points (F Participation) – never does readings. Never contributes to 
conversations. Never asks questions. Does not complete any in-class or our of class 
activities. Is not courteous in class. Always on technology.  

Texting or carrying on a side conversation, surfing the net or checking FB instead of 
working is not acceptable in this class. You will lose points from your participation grade 
for the following: texting in class, using your phone for any reason, using a laptop for 
reasons other than note taking, doing homework for another class, doing anything that 
distracts from the culture of respect and professionalism that a class such as this requires. 

Daily Activities (200 points) 
Everyday there will be an in-class activity that will be graded for various amounts of points. 
If you miss a daily activity, either by being absent or late, you will NOT be able to make it 
up. 

Memo of Introduction (100 points) 

Resume and Cover Letter (150 points) 

Professional Correspondence (150 points) 

Group Business Plan 
Proposal (100 points) 
News Release (75 points) 
Business Plan (150 points) 
Presentation (75 points) 

Grading Scale: 
Most Major Assignments will be due to Canvas by 11 pm on the due date indicated 
on the Schedule. Each major assignment will also include a detailed assignment sheet. 
There are no tests or quizzes in this course. All major individual and group assignments are 
listed below. Final grades will be based on a scale of 1000 points. The final grade distribution 
scale is as follows:  

A   933—1000    A–   900—932    

B+   867—899   B   833—866  B–   800—832     

C+   767—799   C   733—766    C–   700—732    

D+   667—699   D   633—666    D–   600—632   F   0—599   

 

[Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)] 

If you have a documented disability and anticipate needing accommodations in this course, 
please meet with me in the first or second week of the semester. Any student who may 



require an accommodation should contact me as soon as you become aware of your 
circumstances. 

[Title IX Statement] 
If, at any time during this course, I happen to be made aware that a student may have been 
the victim of sexual misconduct (including sexual harassment, sexual violence, 
domestic/dating violence, or stalking), I am obligated by federal law to inform the 
university’s Title IX Coordinator. 
 
The university needs to know information about such incidents to, not only offer  
resources, but to ensure a safe campus environment. The Title IX Coordinator  
will decide if the incident should be examined further. If such a situation is disclosed to me 
in class, in a paper assignment, or in office hours, I promise to protect your privacy. I will 
not disclose the incident to anyone but the Title IX Coordinator. 

 

[Academic Misconduct/ Plagiarism] 

The University of Delaware protects the rights of all students by insisting that individual 
students act with integrity. Accordingly, the University severely penalizes plagiarism and 
other forms of academic dishonesty. Unethical or plagiarized work will receive a zero and 
may result in failure of the course. I will also report any serious breach of ethics to the Dean 
of your College. 

 

[University Writing Center] 

The Writing Center in 016 Memorial provides free, one-on-one instruction to students who 
have writing assignments in this or any course. You may make an appointment by visiting 
the Center’s Web Site: www.english.udel.edu/wc or by calling 831-1168. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



[Schedule] 
* This is not set in stone. Dates and activities may change.* 

Week  Activities/Readings Major Assignments 

August 29-September 2 Introduction of 
class/Rhetorical Situation 

Continuation of Rhetorical 
Situation 

 

 
 

September 5-9 Read pgs. 120-125 “Memos” 

Writing Style – Read pgs. 
476-481, 546, and 553-555  

Introduce Memo of 
Introduction assignment 

September 12-16 Peer Review of Memo 

Document Design  

September 16 – Class 
Cancelled 

 

 

 
Memo of Introduction due 

September 19-23 Resumes and Cover Letters 

Job Ad Analysis 

Resume and Cover Letter 
Work day  

Introduce Resume and 
Cover Letter assignment 

 

 

September 26-30 Interviews – Meet at Career 
Services Workshop Room 

Resume and Cover Letter 
Peer Review 

Read pgs. 63-68, 104-115 

 

 

 
Introduce Professional 
Correspondence Assignment 

October 3-7 Twitter/Facebook 

Professional Correspondence 
Work day 

Professional Correspondence 
Peer Review 

Resume and Cover Letter 
due 

October 10-14 Professional Correspondence 
Peer Review 

Read pgs. 44-47 TCH 

Read “Proposals” 

Introduce Collaborative 
Project 

Professional Correspondence 
due 



October 17-21 Business Plan Continued  

Read pgs. 434-435 TCH 

Surveys Continued 

 

Project Memo Due 

October 24-28 Survey Peer Review 

Data Visualization (reading) 

Data Collection Day 

 

Survey Due 

October 31-November 4 Graphic Work Day 

Research 

Research – meet in library  

 

November 7-11 Return to Business Plan – in 
class draft 

Graphic Peer Review 

 

 

 

November 14-18 Return to document design Graphic Due 

November 21-25 No Class Thanksgiving Break 

November 28- December 2 Business Plan Peer Review  

December 5-9 Presentations Final Business Plan due 
Collaborative Project 
Reflection due 

 

 



https://meghmcg.com/teaching/english-312-written-business-communication/ 
 





Hanna Scherer 
136B East Cleveland Ave 
Newark, DE 19711 
(206) 819- 0552 
hannasusanne@gmail.com 

 
Objective:  To obtain a full time position as a staff accountant 

 
Education: University of Delaware, Newark, DE       August 2015 

  Bachelor of Science in Accounting 
Dean’s list six semesters 
GPA 3.9/4.0 
 

Relevant Coursework:  
• Cost Accounting 

• Intermediate Accounting I and II  

• Accounting and Managerial Information Systems 

• Professional Writing 
 
 

Experience: Receptionist, Arts and Sciences Undergraduate Academic Services, Newark, DE September 2011- Present 

• Coordinates inbound prospects while providing professional communication 

• Solves social and academic problems for students, parents, and faculty 

• Trains new hires on the responsibilities of the office 
 

Financial Application Development Intern, Workday Inc., Pleasanton, CA May 2014- August 2014 & 

• Loaded data in order to help facilitate accurate test development  May 2013-August 2013 

• Created automation tests for financial application and to track performance     

• Expanded automation test template bank  
 
 
Activities:   Executive Mentor Scholars Program      May 2012- Present 

• Works with a professional CPA to enhance understanding about profession 
 

Relay for Life Volunteer      April 2014 

• Counted and recorded donations during event  
 

Treasurer for the Vegetarian Student Association     May 2012- December 2013 

• Manage and maintain accurate books for club 

• Handed out flyers to raise awareness of animal cruelty  
 

Skills:   
• Proficient Multi-line phone systems 

• Proficient Microsoft office: Word, PowerPoint, Access, Excel, Outlook  

• Basic Japanese  

• Basic HTML, CSS, Java Script, Groovy, and XML 
 

References available upon request 
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Hanna Scherer 
136 East Cleveland Avenue 
Apartment B 
Newark, DE 19711 
 
 
Ashley Rosecrans 
Watkins Meegan LLC  
6720-B Rockledge Drive 
 Suite 750 

  
 

 Bethesda, MD 20817  
 
 
 
Dear Mrs. Rosecrans, 
 
I am applying for the staff accountant position at Watkins Meegan. My university’s career 
services forwarded an email from you encouraging me to apply. After researching Watkins 
Meegan, I believe that it is a great fit for me. From looking at your website I saw that your firm 
puts great emphasis on creativity, integrity, and innovation. I strive to incorporate these values 
into all aspects of my life. The staff accountant positions interests me because I am highly 
detailed oriented and enjoy internal accounting. As an accounting major graduating in August, I 
aspire to begin a career in my field of study. I look forward to increasing Watkins Meegan’s 
productivity by efficiently maintaining and analyzing accounting records.  
 
This summer, while interning at Workday Inc., an ERP software company, I completed many 
projects. Often I worked on three or five separate assignments at a time. This required time 
management, as well as staying focused and remaining detailed oriented. In order to complete 
these projects, I learned two computer languages, Groovy and XpressO. There was a short 
training session for one and the other was self-taught. Although difficult, I enjoyed the challenge 
of learning these languages. I hope to apply my organization and learning ability to further 
Watkins Meegan’s success.  
 
While at Workday, I also participated in daily team meetings with full-time employees. My team 
was made up of developers, testing engineers, and project managers. Throughout the day we 
communicated our progress, and any obstacles that appeared. We all felt comfortable asking 
questions and helping each other. I learned a lot from working with all of our different 
experiences, education, and personalities. At Watkins Meegan, I would continue this philosophy 
through teamwork and communication. 
 
Based on my experiences, I believe I would fit extremely well into your firm. I would love an 
opportunity to interview with Watkins Meegan LLC. Thank you so much for the consideration. I 
look forward to hearing back soon. 
 

Sincerely,  
Hanna Scherer  
206-819-0552 
hannasusanne@gmail.com 
hscherer@udel.edu 

Deleted:  
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Resume/Cover Letter Rubric 
Name: Hanna Scherer 

 

Resume 

Organization	(hierarchy	of	information	based	on	job	ad,	like	information	
grouped	together,	correct	chronological	order):	30	points	30	

	

Relevant	Information	(skills,	experience,	education	etc.	align	with	job	ad):	15	
points	15	

	

Style	(concise,	active	voice,	correct	tense,	parallel	construction):	30	points	
Some	areas	where	tenses	should	be	corrected.	27	

	

Grammar/Mechanics/Spelling:	10	points	10	

	

CRAP	Principles:	15	points	Some	formatting	areas	should	be	consistent,	like	
headings	next	to	information.	12	

	

Total:	94/100	

	

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Cover Letter 

Introduction	(specific	job,	where	it	was	posted,	beginning	qualifications):	10	
points	10	

	

Demonstrate	knowledge	of	company:	15	points	15	

	

Explain	qualifications/Connection	to	job	ad:	25	points	25	

	

Body	section	organization	(doesn’t	bounce	between	topics):	15	points	15	

	

Conclusion	(contact	information,	steps	forward):	10	points	I	would’ve	added	
contact	info	formally	in	the	paragraph.	8	

	

Writing	Style	(concise,	active	voice,	professional	tone):	15	points	15	

	

Grammar/Mechanics/Spelling;	10	points	Some	comma	issues.	9	

	

Total:	97/100	



17 Christiana Drive Apt. 1509 
Newark, DE 19717 
 
September 23, 2014 
 
Rhonda Davis 
Apple Store 
125 Christiana Mall 
Newark, DE 19702 
 
Dear Mrs. Davis, 
 

I am writing to apply for a Specialist Position at your store. I recently learned that you all were hiring 
through a friend of mine who currently works there.  Apple recently had the release of the iPhone 6 
come out and a new operating system of iOS 8. I am assured my technical skills will provide a great asset 
to your company. 

 

My interest in technology began at a young age as I was lucky enough to have gaming systems growing 
up. I was always the go-to guy in the house whenever anyone of my family members would have trouble 
setting up anything technology related. Apple products didn’t come into my life until I first started 
college and needless to say, I’m not going back to anything else. The optimization and user-friendliness 
changed my perspective on what technology can be. Windows would get the job done, but Apple made 
it enjoyable. I would like to share my experiences and love for Apple products by working as part of your 
team.  

 

I know I would be a great asset to your store. My technical background and love for Apple will make me 
a great fit. If you have any questions, I can be reached anytime at arushin@udel.edu or (302)480-3468. 
Thank you for your consideration and I look forward to speaking with you.  

 

Sincerely, 

Alex Rushing 
Alex Rushing 

Enclosure 
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17	Christiana	Drive	Apt.	1509	
Newark,	DE	19717	

(302)480-3468	
arushin@udel.edu	

ALEX RUSHING 

OBJECTIVE 	 To	obtain	a	part-time	position	in	the	sales	industry		

EDUCATION 	 UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE – NEWARK, DE 

Bachelor	of	Science	in	Computer	Science	–	expected	05/15	

Minor	in	Computational	Biology	

	

EXPERIENCE 	 JIFFY LUBE – LUBE TECHNICIAN 

June	2008-Present	(Summer	and	Winter	Breaks)	
• Helped	diagnose	customers	problems	and	guided	them	to	the	correct	services	
• Kept	up	with	modern	and	older	technology	present	in	cars	
• Worked	on	a	team	in	a	fast-paced	environment	
• Trained	new	employees	

DOMINO’S – DELIVERY DRIVER 

Sept.	2013-Dec.	2013	
• Appeased	customers’	needs	daily	
• Assisted	with	telecommunications	

SKILLS & ABILITIES 	 • Fast	Learner	
• Great	Listener	
• Strong	Communication	Skills	
• Worked	with	Java/HTML/C++	

ACTIVITIES 	 • Intramural	Flag	Football																																									2011-Present	
• Intramural	Soccer																																																					2011-Present	
• Volunteer	During	Summer	at	Local	Library						2008-Present	

REFERENCES 	 JEROME HOLBROOK                SILVANO RONDON                  TYRONE MOLOCK 

Assistant	Manager																			Crew	Leader																												Assistant		Manager	
	Jiffy	Lube																																			Barton’s	Landscaping												Jiffy	Lube	
(443)365-9434																									(302)752-5439																						(443)859-0325	
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Resume/Cover Letter Rubric 
Name: Alex	Rushing	

Resume 

Organization	(hierarchy	of	information	based	on	job	ad,	like	information	
grouped	together,	correct	chronological	order):	30	points	Some	areas	need	
some	reorganization.	20	

	

Relevant	Information	(skills,	experience,	education	etc.	align	with	job	ad):	15	
points	15	

	

Style	(concise,	active	voice,	correct	tense,	parallel	construction):	30	points	
Make	sure	your	tenses	are	correct.		25	

	

Grammar/Mechanics/Spelling:	10	points	10	

	

CRAP	Principles:	15	points	15	

	

Total:	85/100	

	

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Cover Letter 

Introduction	(specific	job,	where	it	was	posted,	beginning	qualifications):	10	
points	7	

	

Demonstrate	knowledge	of	company:	15	points	You	start	to,	but	rely	on	info	
everyone	knows.	10	

	

Explain	qualifications/Connection	to	job	ad:	25	points	You	really	need	to	bring	
in	actual	examples	that	showcase	either	your	technical	skills	or	really,	most	
importantly	because	it	is	discussed	a	lot	in	the	ad	–	customer	service	and	people	
skills.	10	

	

Body	section	organization	(doesn’t	bounce	between	topics):	15	points		15	

	

Conclusion	(contact	information,	steps	forward):	10	points	10	

	

Writing	Style	(concise,	active	voice,	professional	tone):	15	points	10	

	

Grammar/Mechanics/Spelling;	10	points	10	

	

Total:	72/100	



[Professional Correspondence Assignment] 
	
Companies and organizations use many different ways to communicate with external 
audiences. These can include a formal letter sent via snail mail, or as more and more people 
are using social media to learn about businesses, this could also include a tweet. No matter 
what the delivery mode of the message, making sure you consider the rhetorical situation is 
important. 
 
For this assignment, you will be given a scenario (on the following page) and you must 
respond with: 

• a formal acknowledgement letter 
• an email 
• a tweet 

 
While the purpose and audience of the responses will not change, the context of how your 
audience will read the response will change, as well as (obviously) the genre of the response. 
Therefore, each correspondence has different guidelines.  
 
Letter: 

• Proper letter format 
• Resembles an Acknowledgment Letter 
• Follow the appropriate elements listed in TCH (p. 105)  
• 250 words 

 
Email: 

• Email format (To, From, Date, RE/Subject) 
• Follow audience and design consideration from TCH (pp. 65-66) 
• 50 words 

 
Tweet: 

• Include customer handle 
• Think about tone  

 
*Keep in mind that you are addressing two issues: a malfunctioning speaker under warranty 
and poor customer service. 
 
Peer Review: October 10 
Final Draft: October 14 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Dear Green Speaker Company, 
 
I recently bought a COL-8000 Bluetooth speaker and purchased the 6-month warranty. 
After two weeks, it stopped charging and has been dead ever since. When I called the 
customer service line to discuss my options, the customer service representative I dealt with 
didn’t know anything. James, I believe his name was, didn’t know if it was to be replaced or 
if I needed to send in my current speaker. He put me on hold several times for long periods 
of time. Eventually I was hung up on! 
 
So now I have a speaker that doesn’t work and had terrible customer service from your 
company. I would like this speaker taken care and I would like to deal with someone who 
knows what they are doing. Please let me know how we should deal with this. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jane Smith 
111 ABC Road 
Temperance, OH 11111 
 
Jsmith101@gmail.com 
@janescool 
 





Letter: 

Date: October 14th, 2016 

Jane Smith
111 ABC Road
Temperance, OH 11111

Dear Ms. Jane Smith,

On behalf of Green Speaker Company, I would like to sincerely apologize 
for the inconvenience that you’ve experienced thus far with our company. 
We truly do appreciate your feedback and we’d like to accommodate you to 
the best of our ability.  The purpose of this letter is to acknowledge the 
issue and then resolve it for you. 

We have a brand new COL-8000 Bluetooth speaker being shipped to you 
free of charge. To ensure your complete satisfaction, we will also be 
sending a $100.00 credit for online or in store products. If you would kindly 
ship the broken product back to us once you’ve received the new product, 
that would be much appreciated. 

We have much higher standards than what you experienced, and we have 
acknowledged your concerns with our customer service department. We 
have taken note of whom you spoke with, and we hope to avoid this same 
kind of dilemma in the future. 

Once again, I would like to apologize for the inconvenience and thank you 
for your concerns; our customers’ feedback means a lot to us. We hope 
your accept our apologies and enjoy your new product for many years to 
come. If you have any further questions or concerns in regards to this issue, 
please contact me personally via email or phone. 

Sincerely,
Taylor Fisher 

Customer Relations 

Meghan McGuire
250000004975569
This letter has a nice tone, but I would like to see you work on being more concise. There are sentences that could be shortened.



(302)-542-5761
fishert@udel.edu 

Email:

To: Mrs. Jane Smith

From: Taylor Fisher 

Date: October 14th, 2016 

Subject: Green Speaker Company 

Good afternoon Mrs. Jane Smith,

On behalf of the Green Speaker Company, we would like to apologize for 
the faulty product, and the poor customer service that you experienced. We 
have shipped you a new COL-8000 Bluetooth speaker, along with a 
$100.00 store credit to ensure your satisfaction with our company. 

Please accept our apologies and thank you again for your feedback! 

Sincerely,
Taylor Fisher 

mailto:fishert@udel.edu
Meghan McGuire
250000004975569
As a business, typically avoid text speak in tweets.

Meghan McGuire
250000004975569
Throughout your letter and email you use Mrs., Ms, and no title at all. Be consistent (also Ms. is a better way to go).

Meghan McGuire
250000004975569
Very concise email! You do go a bit over the 50 word limit.



Customer Relations 
(302)-542-5761
fishert@udel.edu 

Tweet:

“@JanesCool- We apologize 4 the inconvenience. We’ve sent you new 
speaker w/an additional gift certificate. Please let us know if this is 
resolved.”

mailto:fishert@udel.edu




Dear Costumer, 

Thank you for bringing this issue to my attention. I understand your 
frustration at the malfunctioning product (COL-8000, two weeks after purchase the 
device fails to charge when plugged in to a power source) and the subsequent lack 
of aid on behalf of our Customer Support team. All of this can be very angering and 
discouraging. 

We apologize and deeply regret that you had a poor experience with our 
product, we here at Green Speaker Company stride to ensure swift and 
comprehensive costumer satisfaction. I will personally see to it that more efficient 
and helpful methods regarding our customer service are utilized going forward. We 
greatly value the sentiments of our costumers and frequently use complaints like 
these to make continuous improvements to our services. An internal review by our 
Human Resources division will be executed in regard to the performance of the 
representative(s) that was/were unable to guide you through a streamlined 
process. 

Since you purchased said product only a couple weeks ago to date, please 
allow us to remedy the situation by honoring your 6-Month warranty and repair the 
malfunction free of charge to you. Furthermore, to ensure that you are consistently 
satisfied going forward, we will waive any and all shipping & handling fees that 
would’ve been accrued on your behalf. 

Once again, on behalf of Green Speaker Company, please accept our sincerest 
apologies for the inconvenience we have caused you and ask that you be grace us 
your patience through this process. We are striving to ensure that this does not 
happen again. Green Speaker Company appreciates and thanks you for your 
business and hope to that will continue to be a loyal customer. 

Sincerely,
Evan Blumenthal 
Head of Costumer Service 
Green Speaker Company
(Address Here) 

Meghan McGuire
250000004975569
What issue? Be clear upfront!

Meghan McGuire
250000004975569
This first sentence is awkward. It should be two. Also, you state you regret that she had a poor experience with the product, but I would also say customer service.

Meghan McGuire
250000004975569
This beginning of this second season would be a better intro paragraph.

Meghan McGuire
250000004975569
Spelling. Also, you want to individualize this. Why not state, "Dear Ms. Smith"?

Meghan McGuire
250000004975569
Customers, not costumers.



Email 
Dear Ms. Smith, 

Thank you for bringing this issue to our attention here at Green Speaker Company, 
for we greatly value the sentiments and feedback that our costumers have for us. 
Please allow us a couple days to review your complaint comprehensively so that we 
can ensure that the appropriate measures are taken to resolve your issue with our 
product and services. 
Please expect further correspondence in the coming days to make our best attempt 
to regain your trust and satisfaction in the company. Furthermore, we use said 
correspondence to make continuous improvements to our growing business. 
Please accept our apology for any inconvenience we have caused you. We greatly 
appreciate your feedback and hope that you continue to be a loyal costumer to 
Green Speaker Company. 

Thank You,
Evan Blumenthal 
Head of Customer Service 
(Email, address etc) 

Twitter
“@janesmith We apologize for the frustrating experience. We’ve reviewed your 
complaint and have sent you an email in regards to a remedy for the situation! 

Meghan McGuire
250000004975569
All of your correspondences are well over the limit set in the assignment. There are many places that you could work on being more direct and concise.

Meghan McGuire
250000004975569
I think starting with an apology is the better rhetorical move.

Meghan McGuire
250000004975569
Said correspondence? Why not just say you will use her correspondence to make continuous improvements.

Meghan McGuire
250000004975569
I think you could be more concise considering that this is at 156 characters - well over the 140 limit of a tweet.





[English 410-194/195 :: Technical Writing] 

Instructor: Dr. Meg McGuire 
Email: mmcguire@UDel.edu  
Online Office Hours: Mondays and Wednesdays, 2:00-4:00 pm (through Canvas Conference option) 

[Required Texts] 

• The Technical Communication Handbook, Laura J. Gurak and Mary E. Hocks 
• Other readings available on Canvas 

[Description] 

This advanced course examines the conventions of information about scientific, engineering and other 
technical subject matters to audiences with differing levels of knowledge and information needs. Students 
learn to analyze audience, purpose and context in producing the following documents: reports, proposals, 
and instructions, user manuals, or specifications. 

[Learning Objectives] 

• Critically analyzing, writing, and designing information for audiences with different needs and 
levels of subject matter knowledge about scientific, engineering, and/or other technical topics 
while considering potential ethical, political, and cultural concerns. 

• Making effective stylistic decisions including word choice, tone, and level of formality as 
appropriate to the rhetorical situation. 

• Engaging in writing as a recursive process that includes invention, drafting, and revision. 
• Creating and using effective visual communication including document design. 
• Composing in multiple modes and media including digital, audio, visual, and/or oral. 

In achieving these ends, students will learn to produce a finished document in each of the following genres 
common in technical communication that address scientific, engineering, and other technical subject 
matter: 

• Report that substantively addresses scientific, engineering, or other technical subject matter, and 
incorporates and synthesizes the results of primary research such as observations, interviews, 
surveys, questionnaires and/or focus groups, and secondary research such as reports and academic 
journal articles to achieve rhetorical purposes. 

• Proposal that outlines a plan to conduct primary and/or secondary research as described above in 
investigating a scientific, engineering, or other technical problem or opportunity 

• Instructions or User Manual that outlines tasks for completing a process or a procedure, or 
Specifications that describes a technical and/or scientific product 

• Professional Correspondence including letters, memos, and e-mails that simulate and/or respond 
to communication tasks encountered in the technical communication workplace. Correspondence 
may be related to other documents in the course such as a memo of transmittal for their report. 

 
[Course Policies] 

Participation: 
Because this is an online class that runs on a four-week schedule, there will be work to do EVERY DAY. 
You will have until 11 pm to participate in discussions, complete activities, and upload your major 
assignment. 



Because this class is online, it is important to have consistent internet access. If this is a problem, you 
should reconsider taking an online version of this class. That being said, we all know technology can fail us 
when we least expect it, so you should have a backup plan in case of computer problems. That means going 
to a computer lab or the library to get your work done. Also, do not wait until two minutes before the due 
date to start uploading assignments. Using computer problems as an excuse for a late assignment is 
unacceptable. 

 Missing one activity or discussion will likely not hamper your grade, but if you are not willing to check 
into Canvas every day and complete the activities for the day, you will not do well in this class. In fact, 
checking in daily is a necessity for this class. I may add notes or addendums to the class that would be 
important information. 

Extenuating Circumstances: 
If you become seriously ill, have a family emergency, or otherwise experience other extenuating 
circumstances during the session that constitute a legitimate reason for falling behind in the course, 
you should also contact the Dean of your College. This office can assist you in notifying faculty and in 
validating your situation. You will need this validation to make up missed class work and assignments. And 
then contact me. 

Late Work: 
I do not accept late work. Assignments should be turned in on the date and by the time they are due. 
However, I do realize that life happens and that sometimes life gets in the way of assignments. If this does 
happen, please let me know as soon as possible and we can work something out. 

Professionalism and Courtesy: 
All students are expected to conduct themselves professionally in the class and to treat the professor and 
other students with respect at all times. Because we are online and won’t get to meet each other face-to-face 
does not mean that we can be rude to each other and then hide behind our computers. 

Also keep in mind that tone is not something that is easily conveyed online, so please think carefully before 
you type! 

Contacting Me: 
The best time to send me an email and get a prompt response is Monday through Friday, 10 am to 5 pm. 
That does not mean I won't respond to an email sent before or after those times or on the weekend, I just 
might not get back to you as quickly. 

Please don’t be afraid to ask questions! In a face-to-face class I can gauge student’s responses from their 
facial expressions and body language. I can’t do that in an online class, so it is important that if you are 
unclear on something, you need to let me know. 

[Course Projects and Assignments] 
Major assignments will include instructions and explanations of grading expectations for each project. 

Participation (150 points): 
To compliment each reading and lecture and/or notes, there will questions in the discussion boards. I may 
not respond to each and every post you all make, but I read through them all! Many times I will write a 
response addressing your ideas as a whole. 

Activities (200 points): 
In addition to the readings and discussion boards, you will also have smaller activities to do.  
 
Career Memo (100 points): 



This assignment will ask you to research your career path and the type of communication that is expected 
in that career. 
 
Audience Redesign (150 points) 
Using your knowledge of the rhetorical situation and CRAP principles, you will take an existing document 
from your field and redesign it for a different audience. 
 
Instructions Proposal (150 points) 
You will write a report on the users of your instructions. 

Instructions (150 points) 
You will create a set of instructions. 

Revision (100 points) 
You revise one of the following major assignments: Career Memo, Audience Redesign or Proposal.  

Grading Scale: 
A   933—1000    A–   900—932    
B+   867—899   B   833—866  B–   800—832     
C+   767—799   C   733—766    C–   700—732    
D+   667—699   D   633—666    D–   600—632   F   0—599   

[Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)] 

If you have a documented disability and anticipate needing accommodations in this course, please meet 
with me in the first or second week of the semester. Any student who may require an accommodation 
should contact me as soon as you become aware of your circumstances. 

[Academic Misconduct/ Plagiarism] 

The University of Delaware protects the rights of all students by insisting that individual students act with 
integrity. Accordingly, the University severely penalizes plagiarism and other forms of academic 
dishonesty. Unethical or plagiarized work will receive a zero and may result in failure of the course. I will 
also report any serious breach of ethics to the Dean of your College. 

[Course Evaluation] 
A final expectation of the course is for you to complete the on-line student evaluation. This survey will be 
available for you to complete during the last two weeks of the semester. Apart from being an expectation of 
the course, your evaluation provides valuable information to me and to the Department. 

Date Readings Supplemental 
Materials  Activities Major  

Assignments 

Mon, 
1/11 

Syllabus 

TCH pgs. 5-12, 14 and 33 

  

Welcome to English 410 

Rhetorical Situation Presentation 

  

Post 2 questions about syllabus 

Find a document specific to your field - Analysis 
 

Tue, 1/12 
Career Memo Assignment 

TCH pgs. 120-124 - Memos 

Ways to Learn About Writing in Your 
Field 

Memo Activity 

Post 2 questions about Career Memo Assignment 
Introduce Career Memo Assignment 



Wed, 
1/13 TCH p. 15 - Descriptive Documents  

Description Activities 

  
 

Thu, 
1/14 

TCH p. 546 - Style 

TCH pgs. 476-481 
 

Writing Activities 

Audience 
Post draft of Career Memo peer review. 

Fri, 1/15    Career Memo Peer Review Email memo to group members and CC me 

Date Readings Supplemental 
Materials  Activities Major  

Assignments 
Mon, 
1/18 

NO CLASS 
  MLK Day   

Tue, 1/19 
Redesign Project 

NDDB  
CRAP Principles Presentation 
  

CRAP Activity 

Post 2 questions about Redesign Project 

Career Memo due 
Introduce Redesign Project 

Wed, 
1/20  TCH pgs. 47-49 - Tools and Technologies  

CRAP Activity 

  
 

Thu, 
1/21 TCH pgs. 318-386 - Designing Web Pages  Website activity 

Post first draft of redesign (design only) to group 
members 

Fri, 1/22   Redesign Peer Review Email memo to group members and CC me 

Date Readings Supplemental 
Materials  Activities Major  

Assignments 

Mon, 1/25 

Instructions Project Assignment 
Sheet 

Proposal Reading  

  

Proposal Presentation 

Post 2 questions about Instructions 
Project 

Redesign Project (w/memo) due 

Introduce Instructions Project 

-Proposal Section  

Tue, 1/26 TCH pgs. 76-78 - Instructions  Instruction Activity One 
Instruction Activity Two Post first draft of proposal for peer review. 

Wed, 1/27    
Proposal Peer Review 

  
Email peer review memo to group members and cc me. 

Thu, 1/28     Proposal due 

Fri, 1/29     Post draft of instructions for peer review. 

 

Date Readings Supplemental 
Materials  Activities Major  

Assignments 

Mon, 2/1 

  

  

  

 
  

  

  

Instructions Peer Review 



Tue, 2/2    Work Day Email peer review group and CC me peer review. 

Wed, 2/3    
  

Work Day  
Instructions Due 

Thu, 2/4     Revision of One Assignment Due 

	
	



To: English 410 Section 194/195 

From: Dr. McGuire 

Date: January 15, 2016 

RE: Redesign 

The purpose of this assignment is to give you an opportunity to put the document design 
skills you have been reading about to use in creating a more readable page. Your task is to 
manipulate images, change fonts, and reorganize the various elements of the original 
document so that it incorporates effective design principles in a way that you feel improves 
the overall design. There are a variety of ways to do this, but you must be prepared to justify 
why you made particular changes.   

Your redesign will come from the same document you posted as a document from your 
field. You only need to redesign ONE PAGE. Therefore, if you analyzed a larger document 
for your rhetorical analysis, you can choose one page to redesign for this project. Please 
choose a page that is representative of the document as a whole, meaning if there is a lot of 
text in the document, don’t choose a mostly white page to redesign. 

The challenge is to redesign the page for a completely different audience that is completely 
unfamiliar with the topic. You can keep any lay audience in mind. If you think your 
document is pretty straightforward, think about using children or pre-teens or the elderly as 
your audience. 

 
Redesign the text by applying design principles. You can use Microsoft Word, Adobe 
InDesign, or any other software program that you feel will help you achieve the task in a 
professional manner. Make sure to keep in mind: 

• Contrast 
• Repetition 
• Alignment 
• Proximity 
• Audience 
• Purpose 

You can redesign the information into a completely different genre. You can take one page 
from a user manual and turn it into a brochure. You can take a brochure with a lot of facts 
and turn it into an infographic. 

Write a 1-2 page single-spaced memo in which you discuss your redesign and describe 
why you made the changes that you did.  

• Explain the specific lay audience you targeted your materials to. Be specific—who 
exactly will read your documents and why? (What info do they need?)  

• Explain the assumptions you made about your audience in terms of level of 
knowledge about the topic.   



• You MUST use terminology from the book. 
 

Due Date: 
Peer Review (design only) – January 21 (email to your group, cc me, by 11 pm) 
Final Draft – January 22 
 



[Instructional Video] 
 
Working in a small group of 3-4 people (this can be the group you did your mini-lesson with 
or a completely different group), you will create a 2-4 minute instructional video for a topic 
of your choice. The video must take into account the intended purpose and audience. Your 
goal is to create a video that is polished, helpful and effectively meets the needs of the 
rhetorical situation. You will present this video in a 7-10 minute presentation on May 12 and 
14.  
 
Requirements: 
1. Storyboard: Before starting the video, your group must create a storyboard, due during 
our meeting on March 14 OR 16. The storyboard visually tells the story of the instructional 
video panel by panel, kind of like a comic book. (this is a draft, and it's ok if your group 
doesn't stick with this version) 
Consider the following: 

• What is in the frame? 
• Are there any titles or captions? If so, what are they? 
• If there are characters, are they speaking? If so, what are they saying? 
• How long should each clip be? 

 
2. The Video: As a group you will create a 2-4 minute instructional video. We will spend 
time being oriented at the Student Multimedia Center and they have tools and software 
available for you (if you need them). You will upload your video to either YouTube or 
Vimeo and make sure to tag it UDENG410. 
 
3. The Usability Plan: As a group you will also create a usability plan for your video to test 
how effective it is. You will outline what method of user testing would be best for your 
video. We will discuss this in class. If we have time and it is manageable, we may actually do 
the usability test. 
 
4. The Presentation: in a 7-10 minute presentation, you will show your instructional video 
to the class, as well as: 

• Explain the purpose for your video 
• Describe the audience(s) for your video 
• Describe the strategies you used in the video 
• Explain any challenges you faced in making the video, and how/if you overcame 

them (if no challenged faces, no need to describe this). 
 
5. Individually, you will evaluate your group members on the last day of the presentations. 
These evaluations will be confidential. 
 
6. Individually, you will write a 2-page recommendation report to me. This will summarize 
the current situation (the collaborative process) and make recommendations on a more 
effective process in future semesters. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Due Dates and Point Breakdown 
Storyboard: April 14-16 – 100 points 
Video: May 18 – 100 points 
Presentation: May 12 and 14 – 50 points 
Usability: May 18 – 100 points 
Individual Grade: May 18 – 25 points 
Recommendation Report: May 26– 125 points 



[Instructional Video Peer Review] 
Group/Video:	
	
	
	
What	were	the	questions	the	group	asked	you	to	address?	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Take	this	space	to	address	those	questions	or	areas.	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



How	effectively	does	the	video	use	instructional	conventions	(sequences,	headings,	
direct	voice,	action	verbs,	appropriate	tone,	etc.)?	Please	explain.	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
What	is	the	weakest	part	of	the	video?	Why?	Suggestions	for	improvement?	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
What	is	the	strongest	part	of	the	video?	Why?	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



[Instructional Video Rubric] 
Group Name: Rob, Jared, Mez, Ray 
	
[Content] 
Audience: 

• Clear target audience through information 
• Acceptable/Reasonable Assumptions 
Yes – the audience is definitely an iPhone user. 

 
Instructional Conventions: 

• Direct  
• Action verbs 
• “Headings” (title/section, clear transitional dialogue) 
• Defined steps 
• Appropriate tone 
Overall, although I would’ve liked more use of text on the screen. You have a 
section to begin, “Account Setup,” but then as you move into creating recipes 
and interface walkthrough, there is none and this would be helpful for the user as 
they move back and forth. 

 
User-Friendly: 

• Easy to follow 
• Appropriate pacing 
The pacing was decent, although I think, organizational wise, the description of 
what a recipe is and what exactly the app (the if/then component) should’ve 
come earlier – even before the account set up. 

 
[Production] 
Camera Shots: 

• Natural transition 
• Action as focus of shot 
Yes – this is overall nicely done. EXCEPT – the email coming in. I know in your 
presentation you said you wanted to “keep it real,” but it is distracting (even the 
audience in your presentation noticed this). 

 
Design: 

• Consistent (typeface, background color) 
• Contrast of text on screen 
I would’ve like more arrows or visual signals (like with the circle at bottom) for 
consistency. 

 
Audio: 

• Clearly audible 
• Matches film shot 



Yes. 
 
 
[Notes] 86/100 
_____________________________________________________________ 



[Instructional Video Rubric] 
Group Name: Cody, Eric, Anthony 
	
[Content] 
Audience: + 

• Clear target audience through information 
• Acceptable/Reasonable Assumptions 

I thought it was a great idea to address this in the intro! 
 
Instructional Conventions: + 

• Direct  
• Action verbs 
• “Headings” (title/section, clear transitional dialogue) 
• Defined steps 
• Appropriate tone 

 
User-Friendly: 

• Easy to follow 
• Appropriate pacing 

My only issue here was in the actual squat portion, Cody “descends” before the 
dialogue addresses descending.  
 
[Production] 
Camera Shots: + 

• Natural transition 
• Action as focus of shot 

 
Design: + 

• Consistent (typeface, background color) 
• Contrast of text on screen 

 
Audio: + 

• Clearly audible 
• Matches film shot 

 
 
[Notes] 98/100 
_____________________________________________________________ 



https://vimeo.com/128187201 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LxAS4DKpWh0 
 
 



[English 411-010:: Rhetoric of the Professions] 
[M/W/F, 10:10-11:00 am, 049Memorial Hall] 

Instructor: Dr. Meg McGuire 
Office: 315 Memorial Hall  
Phone No.: (302) 831-1394 
Email: mmcguire@UDel.edu - best way to reach me (expect a response w/in 48 hours) 
Office Hours: Mondays 2:30-3:30 pm, Wednesdays 9-10 am, or by appointment 

[Required Texts] 

There is no textbook. All readings are available on https://meghmcg.com/engl-411-
rhetorics-of-the-profession/  
 
You must have access to these readings. 

[Description] 
English 411: Rhetoric of the Profession applies rhetorical theory and research to writing 
produced within the professional contexts. Broadly, rhetoric takes up issues of purpose, 
audience, medium, and situation, asking how texts accomplish various form of work, how 
genres evolve, and what constitutes ethical persuasion. Students will gain perspective on 
classical rhetorical theory as well as contemporary approaches, including but not limited to 
visual rhetoric, discourse analysis, and digital communication. 

[Learning Objectives] 

• Read primary texts important to the history of rhetoric and rhetorical theory 

• Consider rhetoric’s influence on contemporary thought and professional texts. 

• Develop rhetorical understanding of the cultural, social, scientific, and governmental 
dimensions of professional communication. 

• Engage with issues of race, gender, and diversity and how they are important to be 
aware of and consider in professional contexts. 

 
[Course Policies] 

Attendance and Tardies:  
This course is designed to sequentially build on discussions, knowledge, and skills covered in 
our classroom meetings. For this reason, it is important that students are present in all 
classes and take an active role in discussions and class activities. Every day there will be an 
assignment. If you miss a class, you will NOT be able to make the assignment up. 
 
Students are also expected to arrive on time, to have completed any work, and to be ready to 
participate. Arriving late happens on occasion. Arriving late habitually is disrespectful, 
distracting, and unprofessional. Each tardy after three will result in your grade being 
lowered by 10 points. If you miss an in-class assignment because you are late, you will 



NOT be able to make it up. You should keep track of your own tardies and absences. If you 
are frequently late or absent, be sure to note the drop date and drop the class ASAP 
because you will not pass.  
Extenuating Circumstances: 
If you become seriously ill, have a family emergency, or otherwise experience other 
extenuating circumstances during the semester that constitute a legitimate reason for 
missing classes or falling behind in the course, you should contact the Dean of your as 
soon as possible so they help resolve the issue. This office can assist you in notifying 
faculty and in validating your situation. You will need this validation to make up missed class 
work and assignments. 

Late Work: 
I do not accept late work. Assignments should be turned in on the date they are due. 
However, I do realize that life happens and that sometimes life gets in the way of 
assignments. If this does happen, please let me know as soon as possible and we can work 
something out. 
 
Technology: 
If you own a laptop, I encourage you to bring it to class as I will often allocate class time for 
working on assignments. However, I will expect you to use your laptop like a professional 
who understands how to appropriately multi-task.  

[Course Projects and Grade Breakdown] 
Major assignments will include instructions and explanations of grading expectations for 
each project. 

Participation (100 points): 
You are required to be an active participant in this class. This class is successful only if 
everyone takes an active role in it. All students are expected to conduct themselves 
professionally in the class and to treat the professor and other students with respect at all 
times. I expect you to be physically and mentally ‘present’—listen, contribute, and otherwise 
engaged.  

Therefore you will be graded on your participation. Below is a breakdown of how I grade 
participation: 

• 90-100 points (A Participation) – has done the reading and is prepared to discuss 
in class. Contributes to conversations every class period. Asks meaningful questions 
(in class or via email). Completes all in-class or out of class activities. Acts courteous 
to professors and classmates. Not distracted by technology. 

• 80-90 points (B Participation) – has done reading and is prepared to discuss in 
class. Contributes to conversations almost every class period. Asks meaningful 
questions at given moments. Completes most in-class or out of class activities. Acts 
courteous to professors and classmates. Not distracted by technology.  

• 70-80 points (C Participation) – has glanced at reading, is not very prepared to 
discuss in class. Contributes to conversations occasionally. Able to ask questions if 



put on spot. Completes some in-class or out of class activities. Occasionally acts 
courteous to professors and classmates.  Somewhat distracted by technology. 

• 60-70 points (D Participation) – has not done reading. Contributes to 
conversations a few times a semester. Never asks questions. Completes a few in-class 
or out of class activities. Is not courteous in class. Distracted by technology. 

0-60 points (F Participation) – never does readings. Never contributes to 
conversations. Never asks questions. Does not complete any in-class or our of class 
activities. Is not courteous in class. Always on technology.  

Texting or carrying on a side conversation, surfing the net or checking FB instead of 
working is not acceptable in this class. You will lose points from your participation grade 
for the following: texting in class, using your phone for any reason, using a laptop for 
reasons other than note taking, doing homework for another class, doing anything that 
distracts from the culture of respect and professionalism that a class such as this requires. 

Daily Activities (200 points) 
Everyday there will be an in-class activity that will be graded for various amounts of points. 
If you miss a daily activity, either by being absent or late, you will NOT be able to make it 
up. 

Twitter (100 points) 
Each week you will be responsible for posting a question about readings to discuss in class, 
as well as tweeting links, images, etc, that you think would be valuable to discuss in class. 

Rhetorical Listening Debate Analysis on Medium (100 points) 
Based on readings, you will analyze one of the presidential debates. 

Professional Analysis (150 points) 
Based on readings, you will rhetorically analyze a professional “text.”  

Final Project (350 points) 
Details TBA 

Grading Scale:  

A   933—1000    A–   900—932    

B+   867—899   B   833—866  B–   800—832     

C+   767—799   C   733—766    C–   700—732    

D+   667—699   D   633—666    D–   600—632   F   0—599   

 

[Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)] 

If you have a documented disability and anticipate needing accommodations in this course, 
please meet with me in the first or second week of the semester. Any student who may 
require an accommodation should contact me as soon as you become aware of your 



circumstances. 

[Title IX Statement] 
If, at any time during this course, I happen to be made aware that a student may have been 
the victim of sexual misconduct (including sexual harassment, sexual violence, 
domestic/dating violence, or stalking), I am obligated by federal law to inform the 
university’s Title IX Coordinator. 
 
The university needs to know information about such incidents to, not only offer  
resources, but to ensure a safe campus environment. The Title IX Coordinator  
will decide if the incident should be examined further. If such a situation is disclosed to me 
in class, in a paper assignment, or in office hours, I promise to protect your privacy. I will 
not disclose the incident to anyone but the Title IX Coordinator. 

 

[Academic Misconduct/ Plagiarism] 

The University of Delaware protects the rights of all students by insisting that individual 
students act with integrity. Accordingly, the University severely penalizes plagiarism and 
other forms of academic dishonesty. Unethical or plagiarized work will receive a zero and 
may result in failure of the course. I will also report any serious breach of ethics to the Dean 
of your College. 

 

[University Writing Center] 

The Writing Center in 016 Memorial provides free, one-on-one instruction to students who 
have writing assignments in this or any course. You may make an appointment by visiting 
the Center’s Web Site: www.english.udel.edu/wc or by calling 831-1168. 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[Schedule Through October 21] 
* This is not set in stone. Dates and activities may change.* 

Week  Activities/Readings Major Assignments 



August 29-September 2 Introduction to Rhetoric 
 

Read “How Can Rhetoric 
Theory Inform the Practice 
of Technical 
Communication.” 

Introduce Twitter 
assignment 

September 5-9 Read “Perspectives on Study 
of Rhetoric” 

Read “Aristotle on Rhetoric” 
and “Nicomachean Ethics” 

 

September 12-16 Read “Rhetorica A 
Hernnium”  

Read “What is Socratic 
Dialogue” and “Taylor 
Swift” 

Read “Defining Rhetorical 
Listening” 
 

9/16 – Class cancelled – 
Assignment due 

 

 

 

September 19-23 Discuss Rhetorical Listening 

Read “Identifying Place of 
Rhetorical Listening” 

 

 

 

September 26-30 Read “Listening 
Metonymically” 

Discuss Metonymically 
listening 

Visual Rhetoric 

Read “Rhetoric of the 
Image” 

Introduce Rhetorical 
Listening Debate assignment 

October 3-7 Read “When Typography is a 
Matter of Life and Death” 

Visual Rhetoric continued 

 

Introduce Rhetorical 
Analysis assignment 

October 10-14 Read “The Rhetorics of  



Online Austism Advocacy” 

Read “Can We Block These 
Political Things” 

Peer Review 

 

 

 

October 17-21 Read “Moar Digital 
Activism, Please” 

Read “Saving the Great 
Lakes” 

 

 

 

October 24-28 Rhetorical Listening Peer 
Review 

Read Postmodernism 

Continue Postmodernism 

 

 

Rhetorical Listening Analysis 
due 

October 31-November 4 Rhetorical Analysis Peer 
Review 

Other Rhetorics 

Research – Rhetorical 
Journals 

 

 

Introduce Final Project 

Rhetorical Analysis due 

November 7-11 Read “The Ethics of 
Expediency” 

Work Day 

 

 

Proposal Memo due 

November 14-18 Read “Saving the Great 
Lakes” 

Work Day 

 

November 21-25 No Class Thanksgiving Break 

November 28- December 2 Sarah Gibson and Anne 
Grae presentations 

Project Draft Workshop 

 

December 5-9 Presentations Final project and reflection 
due 

 

 



Schedule: 
https://meghmcg.com/teaching/engl-411-rhetorics-of-the-profession/ 
 
Course Twitter Stream (#prhet411): 
https://twitter.com/search?f=tweets&vertical=default&q=prhet411&src=typd 
 
Final Project Links: 
 
http://rhetoricalsource.tumblr.com/ 
 
https://medium.com/engl411final-group1 
 
 



[Twitter Assignment] 

Twitter is a great tool to share and exchange information with others in your specific field or 
who share the same interests (both professionally and personally). This helps build a 
community of like-minded people. Additionally, because a tweet can only contain 140 
characters, users must be concise when making a point or asking a question. These attributes 
make Twitter an interesting space to think about and use rhetorically. 

For this reason, we will use Twitter all semester as a space for reading responses and 
questions that can begin and continue outside the classroom. 

The Details: 

• If you haven’t already, join Twitter! Keep in mind that this is a class assignment and 
everyone here will be privy to what you are posting, so you may want to think about 
starting a more professional profile if yours is currently personal. Once you have 
your account, email me your handle and I will put a list up on our class 
website. 
 

• Please keep your profile public. We don’t have to follow each other, but we can’t see 
your tweets if you’re private. 

 
• Use the hashtag #prhet411 in each tweet. 

 
• Follow the #prhet411 hashtag. 

 
• For each reading, please tweet a question about the reading. Please show 

engagement in the readings in your tweets.  
 

• Post one article, image, meme, etc. each week that you think connects to the 
readings we are doing 

 
• I will also give you prompts occasionally, such as post an article or meme related to 

the reading or discussion. 
 

• Respond to your classmates! If you see someone ask an interesting question or make 
a thought-provoking comment, don’t be afraid to start a conversation! 
 

•  

*Keep in mind this is worth 10% of your grade.  

 

Happy Tweeting! 



[Professional Writing Rhetoric Resource] 
 
Over the course of the semester you have read varying rhetorical theories, as well as 
some rhetorical analyses that will help you develop a more critical eye as you become 
professional writers. For your final project, I want you to create a rhetoric resource that 
would help other professional writers.  
 
In small groups, you will create a multimodal resource for professional writers 
(practitioners and students) that will detail different rhetorical theories and how they 
would apply to practical situations. 
 
The Design: 
As this is a multimodal project, you will incorporate several modes. This can be a 
combination of: 

• Text 
• Images (infographics, memes, etc.) 
• Video (videos of theorists) 
• Audio (audio of theorists) 
• Hyperlinks (web pages) 
• Social media (hashtags, accounts) 

 
The finished product can be an interactive PDF, webtext, etc. Any other modes beyond 
text must be used purposefully (i.e. don’t include pictures just because that is a 
requirement of the assignment).  Some tools you may think about using are: 

• Wordpress 
• Weebly 
• Tumblr 
• Medium 
• Prezi 
• Atavist 
 

The Content: 
• Summary of one ancient rhetorical theory/theorist + how it can be used in 

professional writing 
• Summary of rhetorical listening + how it can be used in professional writing 
• Summary of one post-modern rhetorical theory/theorist + how it can be used in 

professional writing 
• Summary of a 2 rhetorical theories/theorists of your choosing + how it can be 

used in professional writing 
• Article repository (links to articles of professional/technical writing and rhetoric) 

 
Keep in Mind: 

• CRAP Principles 
• Rhetorical Situation 
• Usability of document 



Workshop Draft Due: November 30 and December 2 
Points: 50 
 
Final Draft Due: December 9 
Points: 150  
 
Design Proposal Memo 
Your group will turn in a 1-2 page memo detailing the mode and design of your resource. 
This will include how/where you will build your resource, the modes employed, theories 
you will include. 
 
Final Draft Due: November 11 
Points: 50 
 
Presentation 
Your groups will then present your resource to the class in a 10-12 minute presentation. 
 
Presentation Dates: December 5 and 7 
Points: 50 
 
Refection 
Each person will turn in a 1-2 page reflective memo discussing your experience with the 

project. Some questions you will want to answer are: 
• What did you learn during the course of this project?  
• What information and ideas from your course readings were helpful for this 

assignment?  
• Discuss your design decisions in this project. How did you use design features, 

such as headings, emphasis, and bulleted lists, to organize the content? 
• What was your experience collaborating with your teammates to produce this 

document?  What worked well?  What didn’t? 
• What was most difficult or frustrating about this project and why?  
• What was the most enjoyable and why?  

 
Final Due Date: December 9 
Points: 50 
 
 
 
 



[411 Final Project Workshop] 
 
In any form you want (full paragraph, bulleted lists, typed), provide thoughtful feedback 
to each group’s project. Don’t just say everything looks great – provide honest thoughts 
and suggestions that you think would help them! 
 
You must address the question they asked about their project. Other things to 
consider as you read through: 
 

• Does the summary (or summaries) clearly and concisely explain the theory or 
theorist? Or does it get wordy and confusing? 

• Is there a connection to professional writing? Does it clearly relate to the theory or 
theorist? Is it effectively included?  

• Is the mode(s) beneficial to the section? Do they add meaning? Or do they seem 
arbitrary to the project? 

• How effective is the design and format? 
• Any suggestions or changes that you think should made to strengthen the group’s 

project. 
 
 
 
When you are done, please turn in your notes to me.  









[English 413.010 :: Topics in Professional Writing: Document Design] 
[M/W/F, 10:10-11:00 am, 037 Memorial Hall] 

Instructor: Dr. Meg McGuire 
Office: 315 Memorial Hall  
Email: mmcguire@UDel.edu (you can expect a response within 24 hours) 
Office Hours: Mondays, 1:30-2:30 pm and Wednesdays 2:30-3:30 pm or by appointment 
 

[Required Materials] 

• The Non-Designer Design Book 

• Robin Williams Design Workshop 

• Other readings available on Google Drive 

[Description] 
Professional writers only compose various documents (reports, slideshow presentations, web 
pages, brochures, instructions sets, flyers, etc.), we also design these documents. Document 
design asks us to think about how the structure and elements help readers understand and 
use texts. In this course, we’ll investigate document design broadly from a range of 
perspectives. This class strives to balance theory and practice, so you will analyze, write 
about, and produce different documents. Further this class will: 

• Explore how design elements works within different types of documents 
• Consider and experiment with the different rhetorical moves that can be made with 

various formatting and design choices 
• Describe, analyze, articulate, and justify our design choices 

[Course Goals] 
By the end of the semester you should: 

• Understand the role of the rhetorical situation is designing documents 
• Be aware of the cultural and ethical implications of document design 
• Understand how typography and color impact documents 
• Be able to work with images and data displays 
• Approach design as a process that (just like writing) requires planning, drafting, and 

revision.  
 
* this is not a software class, but you’ll learn about and gain some experience working in Adobe InDesign 
and Photoshop.  

 
[Course Policies] 
Attendance: 
This course is designed to sequentially build on discussions, knowledge, and skills covered in 
our classroom meetings. For this reason, it is important that students are present in all 



classes and take an active role in discussions and class activities. Every day there will be an 
in-class assignment and if you miss a class, you will NOT be able to make the assignment up. 
Extenuating Circumstances: 
However, if you become seriously ill, have a family emergency, or face some other legitimate 
reason where you would miss a significant amount of the semester (more than one week) 
and that would contribute to you falling behind in the class, you should contact the Dean 
of your College right away. This office can assist you in notifying faculty and in validating 
your situation. You will need this validation to make up missed class work and assignments.  
 
Tardies: 
Students are also expected to arrive on time and be ready to participate. Arriving late 
happens on occasion. Arriving late habitually is disrespectful, distracting, and unprofessional. 
Therefore, for every three tardies, you will lose 10 points from your final grade. If you 
miss an in-class assignment because you are late, you will NOT be able to make it up. You 
should keep track of your own tardies.  

*If you are frequently late or absent, be sure to note the drop date and drop the class 
ASAP because you will not pass.  

Late Work: 
I do not accept late work. Assignments should be turned in on the date they are due. 
However, I do realize that life happens and sometimes gets in the way of meeting deadlines. 
If this does happen, please let me know as soon as possible and we can work something 
out. 
 
Resubmissions: 
All students are able to resubmit one (1) individual assignment for one grade higher than 
their original grade. But students must meet with me during office hours to discuss a 
revision plan. All resubmitted work will be due at the end of the semester. 

Classroom Environment: 
Respect is key component in professionalization. As practicing professionals, on time arrival 
to class is important. Please, do not disrupt class with sleeping, other homework, side 
conversations (especially when others are talking), cell phone, tablet, or laptop use that has 
nothing to with the class. These are actions are extremely disrespectful as they disrupt class 
in a myriad of ways. If you have an emergency and must receive a phone call during class or 
leave early from class, please alert me before class begins. 

[Other Information] 
University Writing Center: 
The Writing Center in 016 Memorial provides free one-on-one instruction to students who 
have writing assignments in this or any course. You may make an appointment by visiting 
the Center's Web Site: www.cas.udel.edu/writing-center. (The telephone number is 831-
1168.) 
 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA): 
If you have a documented disability and anticipate needing accommodations in this course, 
please meet with me in the first or second week of the semester. Any student who may 



require an accommodation should contact me as soon as you become aware of your 
circumstances. 

Academic Misconduct/ Plagiarism: 
The University of Delaware protects the rights of all students by insisting that individual 
students act with integrity. Accordingly, the University severely penalizes plagiarism and 
other forms of academic dishonesty. Unethical or plagiarized work will receive a zero and 
may result in failure of the course. I will also report any serious breach of ethics to the Dean 
of your College. 

Title IX Statement: 
If, at any time during this course, I happen to be made aware that a student may have been 
the victim of sexual misconduct (including sexual harassment, sexual violence, 
domestic/dating violence, or stalking), I am obligated by federal law to inform the 
university’s Title IX Coordinator. 
 
The university needs to know information about such incidents to, not only offer  
resources, but to ensure a safe campus environment. The Title IX Coordinator  
will decide if the incident should be examined further. If such a situation is disclosed to me 
in class, in a paper assignment, or in office hours, I promise to protect your privacy. I will 
not disclose the incident to anyone but the Title IX Coordinator.  
 
Course Evaluation: 
A final expectation of the course is for you to complete the on-line student evaluation. This 
survey will be available for you to complete during the last two weeks of the semester. Apart 
from being an expectation of the course, your evaluation provides valuable information to 
me and to the Department. 
 
[Course Projects and Grade Breakdown] 
Major assignments will include instructions and explanations of grading expectations for 
each project. The assignments add up to 1000 points. 

Daily Activities and Participation (200 points): 
I require you to be an active participant in this class. This class is successful only if everyone 
takes an active role in it. All students are expected to conduct themselves professionally in 
the class and to treat the professor and other students with respect at all times. I expect you 
to be physically and mentally ‘present’—listen, contribute, and otherwise engaged.  

Everyday there will be an in-class activity that will be graded for various amounts of points. 
If you miss a daily activity, either by being absent or late, you will NOT be able to make it 
up. 

You will lose points from your participation grade for the following: texting in class, 
using your phone, tablet, or, laptop for reasons other than classwork, doing homework for 
another class, doing anything that distracts from the culture of respect and professionalism 
that a class such as this requires. 

Document Design Collection (200 points) 
• Midterm Collection 



• Final Collection 
 
Document Design Presentation (100 points) 
 
Redesign Project (150 points) 
 
Society for Technical Communicators Presentation Flyer (150 points) 
 
Brand Yourself (200 points) 
 
Grading Scale:  
A   933—1000    A–   900—932    

B+   867—899   B   833—866  B–   800—832     

C+   767—799   C   733—766    C–   700—732    

D+   667—699   D   633—666    D–   600—632   F   0—599   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[Schedule] 
* This is not set in stone. Dates and activities may change.* 

Week  Activities/Readings Major Assignments 

August 28 – September 1 Introduction to class 

Read “What is Document 
Design?” 

Introduce The Design 
Collection and Presentation 
assignment 

September 4-8 
NO Class Monday – 
Labor Day 

Read “How Documents 
Engage Readers’ Thinking 
and Feeling”  

Read “Idea Sparks” Design 
Workshop 

 

September 11-15 Read The Non-Designer’s 
Design Book, chapters 1-5 

Multimedia Design Center 

Read “The Whole 
Document” 

Presentations 

Introduce Redesign 
Assignment 

September 18-22 Read “Theories of Design” 

Read The Non-Designers Design 
Book, chapters 9-11 

Work Day 

Presentations 

September 25-29 Redesign Peer Review 

Read “Type” 

Read “Why Comic Sans 
Works…” and “Font Could 
be Key to Corruption 

Presentations 

 

Redesign Assignment due 



Probe” 

October 2-6 Read “Projects” 

 

Presentations 

 

October 9-13 Read “Flyers” Design 
Workshop 

Multimedia Design Center 

Work Day 

Presentations 

Design Collection Due 

Introduce STC flyer 

 

October 16-20 
NO class Friday 

Read “Color” 

Read “Brian Forstat, design” 
Design Workshop 

Presentations 

October 23-27 STC Flyer Peer Review 

Work Day 

Read “The Interplay of 
Words and Pictures” 

Presentations 

 

STC Flyer due 

October 30-November 3 Read “Logos” and Business 
Cards, Letterhead and 
Envelopes” – Design 
Workshop 

Read “The Ideal Facebook 
Cover Photo” 

Presentations 

Introduce Brand Yourself 
Project 

November 6-10 
No class Friday – attend 
STC presentation 

TBD Presentations 

November 13-17 Work Day 

Logo Peer Review 

Presentations 

November 20-24 
No class – Thanksgiving 
Break 

  

November 27-December 1  

Business Card and 
Letterhead Peer Review 

Cover/Banner Photo Peer 
Review 

 



December 4-December 8 Informal Brand Yourself 
presentations 

Brand Yourself Project due 
Final Design Collection due 

 



Society for Technical Communicator Flyer 

Applying basic design principles outlined in Kimball and Hawkin's Document Design for 
Technical Communicators, and Williams' Non-Designer's Design Book, this project asks you to 
design a simple flyer in a rhetorically meaningful way. The intent of this assignment is to 
provide you with a practical, hands-on application for trying out some of the design and 
typography ideas we have been studying.  It is also an opportunity to experiment with the 
basic tools and capabilities of different software. Additionally, you will also write a 2-3 page 
reflection memo detailing the design decisions you made in relation to course readings.  

Directions: 
Applying basic design and typography principles outlined in the readings, you and group of 
2-3 others will use Photoshop to design a rhetorically meaningful and aesthetically-pleasing 
one page flyer promoting The Society of Technical Communicators – Philly Chapter 
Event for the English Department (Title to be determined). Your original design may 
include images and/or color as appropriate.  Your ultimate rhetorical goal should be to 
inform the audience (other students in the department) about the event and persuade 
them that this is something they want to attend.  
 
The technical specifications of your final flyer should be as follows: 

• 8.5"x11" (landscape or portrait) 
• 300 PPI resolution 
• PDF format (though you'll also want to save a .psd version for yourself) 

Information about the event to be included in the flyer: 

• Title - Designing Your Future:  English Majors Write Career Success	
• November 9, 5-7 pm 
• Memorial - Third Floor Lounge 
• Topics – Different career options available to English majors, how to position 

yourself for different jobs, how much money can be made, opportunities to network 
• Light Refreshments 

 

Justification Memo: 
Each person in your group will write a reflection memo justifying and explaining your 
choices. The 2-3 page reflection memo should not only articulate design decisions but 
should also work to connect these with what you all have learned through recent course 
readings. Additionally, you should also address the following questions:  

• What were the most important design choices you made and in what ways did they 
fit the rhetorical situation?  

• Which design principles (refer to readings by Williams, Kimball and Hawkins, and 
others) did you use and why? 

• What was your experience with the software you used? 



• What gave you the most difficulty and why? 
• What are you happiest about and why? 
• What was this like as a collaborative project? What were some of the compromises 

you had to make in your group? What was the most challenging or easiest part of 
working on this in a group? 

Due Dates: 
Peer Review – Monday, October 23 
Final – Friday, October 27 

Groups: 
Sean R. 
Raigan 
Mei 
TJ 

Michael  
Melinda 
Maddie 
Alana 

Emily 
Kourtne’ 
Crystal 
David 

Andrew 
Greer 
Alex 
Paige 

Zach 
Rahsel 
Becca 
Sean G.  

Aidan 
Isabella 
Chima 
Nicole 

 



Brand Yourself Project  

Besides showing samples of your work in a portfolio, one of the best ways to show that you 
have a knowledge of design and layout is to display yourself through design. For this 
assignment, you will build a consistent visual brand for yourself through a logo, business 
card, letter head and banner/cover photo. 
 
Logo 
Using William’s chapter on logos as a guide, you should create a logo around your name that 
will be a consistent mark for you and your job application materials and other professional 
materials. This logo will be featured on our business card, letterhead, and banner/cover 
photo. 
 
Williams lists several types of logos and stages of design: all-type, combine typefaces, tweak a 
letterform, add elements, add clip art, add illustrations. At the very least you should have 
type and “play” with typefaces, letterform, and elements. You are not required to use clip art 
and/or illustrations, but may if you like to. Remember that if you do include these, they 
should be free and available through Creative Commons. 
 
Business Card 
Create a standard size (3.5x2 inches) business card for yourself that features your logo.  
 
You can “play” with layout (vertical, horizontal, center, left, right-alignment), typeface (size, 
caps, lowercase, color- but remember to be consistent with your logo-), and elements (lines, 
boxes, other graphical elements). 
 
Also put thought into content. At the very least, you want to include your name and email 
address, but how else do you want to be contacted? Phone number? Twitter handle? 
Website/E-portfolio address? Blog address? Physical address? How do you want to be titled 
or marketed as? Student? Freelancer? Writer? Designer? Editor? 
 
Letterhead 
Adapt your logo and business card content for letterhead that you could use in your cover 
letters and resume. 
 
Banner/Cover Photo 
Finally, you are going to incorporate your logo into a banner/cover photo for your website, 
Twitter, Facebook, or whatever site you would like to brand. You should think about a 
photo that truly showcases what you are passionate about and that connects to this 
professional identity. 
 
This article gives GREAT tips on size, thinking about the shift in image from desktop to 
mobile, how people view these images and examples of really effective banner/cover photos. 
They even provide a template! I encourage you to use this article as a resource!  
 



Due Dates: 
Logo Peer Review – Wednesday, November 15 
Business Card and Letterhead Peer Review – Wednesday, November 29 
Cover/Banner Photo Peer Review – Friday, December 1 
Final – Friday, December 8 



[Logo Peer Review] 
 
In each group, you will spend time looking at each other’s logos, offering feedback (that the 
designer of the logo will take notes on and turn in at the end of class). 
 
Some things to consider (although these might not apply to all logos): 

• If all type logo does it  
o use a unique(ish) font?  
o consider linespacing or letterspacing?  

 
• If combined typeface logo does it have enough contrast? 

 
• If includes a tweaked letterform, element, clip art, or illustration, does it 

o keep it simple?  
o Not get in the way of readability?  

 
• If colors, are they effective? Why or why not?  

o If no colors, how could the designer incorporate it?  
 

• How are the CRAP principles applied? Should more attention be paid to these? Where? 
 

• What makes it visually appealing (or not)? 
 
 
Groups: 
 
1 
Chima 
Isabella 
Sean G. 
Andrew 
Kourtne’ 
 

4 
David 
Melinda 
Zach 
Mei 
Maddie 
 

2 
Nicole 
Alex 
Greer 
Becca 
Sean R. 

5 
Paige 
Crystal 
Aidan 
Raigan 
Alana 
 

3 
Michael 
TJ 
Rahsel 
Aaron 
Emily 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



[Business Card and Letterhead Peer Review] 
 
In each group, you will spend time looking at each other’s business cards and letterhead, offering 
feedback (that the designer of the business code and letterhead will take notes on and turn in 
at the end of class). 
 
Some things to consider (although these might not apply to all): 

• Is there a strong alignment on the business card? 
o If centered does it provide enough white space? 
o Use interesting font? 

 
• Does the letterhead use small OR large type or graphic elements? 

o Elements placed in “unusual” positions? 
o Fills the writing space with an image? 

 
• Does the letterhead stand out? 

 
• Are the business card and letterhead unified (do they look as though they belong together)? 

 
• If colors, are they effective? Why or why not?  

o If no colors, how could the designer incorporate it?  
 

• How are the other principles applied? Should more attention be paid to these? Where? 
 

• What makes it visually appealing (or not)? 
 
 
Groups: 
 
1 
Chima 
Isabella 
Sean G. 
Andrew 
Kourtne’ 
 

4 
David 
Melinda 
Zach 
Mei 
Maddie 
 

2 
Nicole 
Alex 
Greer 
Becca 
Sean R. 

5 
Paige 
Crystal 
Aidan 
Raigan 
Alana 
 

3 
Michael 
TJ 

 



Rahsel 
Aaron 
Emily 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



[Cover/Banner Photo Peer Review] 
 
In each group, you will spend time looking at each other’s banner photo, offering feedback (that 
the designer of the banner photo will take notes on and turn in at the end of class). 
 
Some things to consider (although these might not apply to all): 

• Is there a focal point that draws the eyes?  
o Does it provide directional cues as the reading suggests?  
o If so, what is it directing the person to?  
o Is it effective? 

 
• Does the banner/cover photo have: 

o Emotion – how does it make you feel? 
o Relevance – how does it fit the audience interests? 

 
• Does it have interesting fonts? How so or how not? 

 
• Does it match the feel/essence of the other branding materials (logo, business card, and 

letterhead)? 
 

• Does it include the logo and does it work as an incorporated element? 
 

• If colors, are they effective? Why or why not?  
o If no colors, how could the designer incorporate it?  

 
• How are the CRAP principles applied? Should more attention be paid to these? Where? 

 
• What makes it visually appealing (or not)? 

 
 
Groups: 
 
1 
Chima 
Isabella 
Sean G. 
Andrew 
Kourtne’ 
 

4 
David 
Melinda 
Zach 
Mei 
Maddie 
 

2 
Nicole 
Alex 
Greer 
Becca 
Sean R. 

5 
Paige 
Crystal 
Aidan 
Raigan 
Alana 
 



3 
Michael 
TJ 
Rahsel 
Aaron 
Emily 
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Zack Kuptsow
Voorhees, NJ

zkups@udel.edu

(856) 685-9908

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique senectus et netus et malesuada fames. Turpis massa tincidunt 
dui ut ornare. Varius morbi enim nunc faucibus a. Semper eget duis at tellus at. Magna etiam tempor orci eu lobortis. At augue eget arcu dictum varius duis at consectetur lorem. Lobortis elementum nibh tellus molestie nunc 
non blandit massa enim. Lectus nulla at volutpat diam ut. Turpis egestas integer eget aliquet nibh praesent tristique magna sit. Molestie nunc non blandit massa enim nec.

Fusce id velit ut tortor pretium. Maecenas sed enim ut sem viverra aliquet eget sit amet. Fermentum dui faucibus in ornare quam. Fermentum odio eu feugiat pretium nibh. Eu non diam phasellus vestibulum lorem sed risus. 
Mi bibendum neque egestas congue quisque egestas. Nibh ipsum consequat nisl vel pretium lectus quam. Et tortor consequat id porta nibh venenatis. Vestibulum morbi blandit cursus risus at ultrices mi tempus. Ultricies mi 
quis hendrerit dolor. Sed id semper risus in hendrerit gravida rutrum. Diam ut venenatis tellus in. In fermentum posuere urna nec tincidunt praesent semper feugiat. Et malesuada fames ac turpis egestas integer eget aliquet. 
Libero justo laoreet sit amet cursus. Adipiscing bibendum est ultricies integer quis auctor elit sed vulputate. Lobortis mattis aliquam faucibus purus in massa tempor nec. Congue nisi vitae suscipit tellus mauris a. Nam at lectus 
urna duis convallis convallis tellus id.

Ullamcorper a lacus vestibulum sed arcu non odio. Sed cras ornare arcu dui vivamus arcu felis. Donec pretium vulputate sapien nec sagittis aliquam malesuada bibendum arcu. Ultrices sagittis orci a scelerisque. Aenean et 
tortor at risus viverra adipiscing at in. Arcu non odio euismod lacinia at quis risus. Amet venenatis urna cursus eget nunc scelerisque viverra mauris in. Viverra vitae congue eu consequat ac felis donec et odio. Mattis nunc sed 
blandit libero. Porttitor eget dolor morbi non arcu risus quis varius quam. Dolor sit amet consectetur adipiscing elit. Vulputate odio ut enim blandit volutpat maecenas volutpat. Et egestas quis ipsum suspendisse ultrices 
gravida dictum fusce ut.

Volutpat ac tincidunt vitae semper quis lectus. Proin nibh nisl condimentum id venenatis. Posuere ac ut consequat semper. Sit amet purus gravida quis blandit turpis cursus in. Tincidunt tortor aliquam nulla facilisi cras 
fermentum. Nulla porttitor massa id neque. Pellentesque elit ullamcorper dignissim cras tincidunt lobortis. Dignissim diam quis enim lobortis. Dui nunc mattis enim ut tellus elementum sagittis vitae et. In arcu cursus euismod 
quis viverra. Condimentum mattis pellentesque id nibh. Fames ac turpis egestas integer eget aliquet nibh. Velit laoreet id donec ultrices tincidunt arcu non. Lectus proin nibh nisl condimentum id. A diam sollicitudin tempor id 
eu nisl. Elementum eu facilisis sed odio. Tincidunt eget nullam non nisi est sit amet facilisis. Pharetra sit amet aliquam id. Ultrices mi tempus imperdiet nulla.

Turpis egestas integer eget aliquet nibh praesent tristique magna. Vitae tempus quam pellentesque nec. Dictumst vestibulum rhoncus est pellentesque. At auctor urna nunc id cursus metus aliquam eleifend mi. In cursus turpis 
massa tincidunt dui ut ornare. Fermentum iaculis eu non diam phasellus vestibulum lorem sed. Senectus et netus et malesuada. Arcu dictum varius duis at consectetur lorem donec massa sapien. Felis imperdiet proin 
fermentum leo vel orci. Ac felis donec et odio pellentesque diam. Tristique magna sit amet purus. Vitae tortor condimentum lacinia quis vel eros. Ultrices sagittis orci a scelerisque purus. Eu sem integer vitae justo eget 
magna fermentum. Nec feugiat in fermentum posuere urna nec tincidunt praesent semper. Elementum tempus egestas sed sed. Morbi enim nunc faucibus a pellentesque sit amet porttitor.
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Zach  - I think this turned out really great and I hope you use these materials as you look for a 
job! 
 
One area of improvement: I would think about changing the font of the body text for your 
letter – it is a little hard to read. Other than that, great job! 150 
 



	

Computer	Engineer	 Phone#	 email	

Aaron	Mitchell	

	





 





Aaron – I wish there was a little more consistency between the logos in the different 
documents. The shading on your letters goes from gray to black and there isn’t even shading in 
the business card. I know that you had trouble figuring out some things, but consistency is very 
important in these kinds of documents.  
 
I also wish there could’ve been a few more elements in the letterhead. Perhaps even carrying 
the green color from your cover photo over in some ways with a line or a box…  
 
138/150 
 



[English 413-011 :: Environmental Rhetoric] 
[M/W/F, 1:25-2:15 pm, 037 Memorial Hall] 

Instructor: Dr. Meg McGuire 
Office: 315 Memorial Hall  
Phone No.: (302) 831-1394 
Email: mmcguire@UDel.edu - best way to reach me (expect a response w/in 48 hours) 
Office Hours: Mondays, 10:30-11:30 am, Fridays, 12:00-1:00 pm, or by appointment 

[Required Texts] 

There is no textbook. All readings are available on erhet413.weebly.com. You must have 
access to these readings. 

[Description] 
Environmental Rhetoric is a course that aims to make you a more critical reader and writer 
of the environments that surround us and the arguments communities have about them. 
This course will explore the dynamic relations among mass media, nature, science, public 
policy and social movements. Through readings of a variety of “texts,” discussions, and of 
course, writing, you will engage in contemporary arguments about issues surrounding the 
environment, including global climate change, environmental justice, public participation and 
food production. 

[Learning Objectives] 

• Develop an understanding of the way language and other media influence our 
perceptions of nature and the environment. 

• Develop rhetoric understanding of the cultural, social, scientific, and governmental 
dimensions of environmental debates. 

• Describe the modes and strategies that environmental rhetoric takes. 

• Use these understandings to make forceful public arguments about aspects of the 
environment and our place in it. 

 
[Course Policies] 
 
Attendance 
A great deal of what we do in this course will build upon discussion and work done during 
class meetings. We will do many graded in-class assignments and these cannot be made up. 
Please remember that it is your responsibility to find out from your peers what you missed in 
class. Contact me as soon as possible via email if you know you must be absent.   

Because your attendance and participation is so vital to the course, each absence more than 
six (6) will lower your final score by a half a letter grade. The only absences I excuse are 
school sponsored that come with paperwork. Minor illnesses, car trouble, other class 
meetings, interviews are not excused. Use absences as you wish, but do so wisely. 



Extenuating Circumstances: 
If you become seriously ill, have a family emergency, or otherwise experience other 
extenuating circumstances during the semester that constitute a legitimate reason for 
missing classes or falling behind in the course, you should also contact the Dean of 
your College. This office can assist you in notifying faculty and in validating your situation. 
You will need this validation to make up missed class work and assignments. And then 
contact me. 

Tardiness: 
Excessive tardiness will result in points off your participation grade. If you show up 
more than 10 minutes late, or must leave early, you will be counted as absent. If you are 
tardy, you are responsible for notifying me at an appropriate point during the class that you 
are present. You should keep track of your own tardies and absences. If you are frequently 
late or absent, be sure to note the drop date and drop the class ASAP because you 
will not pass.  

 
Professionalism and Courtesy: 
All students are expected to conduct themselves professionally in the class and to treat the 
professor and other students with respect at all times. I expect you to be physically and 
mentally ‘present’—listen, contribute, and otherwise engage. Texting or carrying on a side 
conversation, checking FB, or online shopping instead of working is not acceptable in this 
class. You will lose points from your participation grade for the following: texting in 
class, using your phone for any reason, using a laptop at an inappropriate time, doing 
homework for another class, doing anything that distracts from the culture of respect and 
professionalism that a class such as this requires. 

 
Late Work: 
I do not accept late work. Assignments should be turned in on the date they are due. 
However, I do realize that life happens and that sometimes life gets in the way of 
assignments. If this does happen, please let me know as soon as possible and we can work 
something out. 
 
Technology: 
If you own a laptop, I encourage you to bring it to class as I will often allocate class time for 
working on assignments. However, I will expect you to use your laptop like a professional 
who understands how to appropriately multi-task. This means that while we are having 
class discussions, your laptops must be closed! I will let you know when it is time to pull 
out your laptops or tablets. 

[Course Projects and Assignments] 
Major assignments will include instructions and explanations of grading expectations for 
each project. 

Participation (200 points): 
Since a great deal of writing and discussion will occur in class, I expect everyone to be 
present and involved each day. I also expect not just that you have read over the readings I 
assign, but have taken steps to understand them: identifying points you agreed or disagreed 



with, concepts that might help you in writing course papers, interesting points of departure 
for further research and reflection. This is not a lecture course, so your comments and 
questions, to some extent, shape the direction of this course. 

Additionally, we often do assignments in class or you may have minor homework 
assignments. These will count towards this grade. 

Analysis (100 points)  

Visual Project (150 points) 

Twitter (100 points) 

Unannounced Reading Responses (4 x 25 = 100 points) 

Collaborative Fairweather Farm Project (350 points) 

Grading Scale: 

A   933—1000    A–   900—932    

B+   867—899   B   833—866  B–   800—832     

C+   767—799   C   733—766    C–   700—732    

D+   667—699   D   633—666    D–   600—632   F   0—599   

 
[University Writing Center] 

  
The Writing Center in 016 Memorial provides free one-on-one instruction to students who 
have writing assignments in this or any course. You may make an appointment by visiting 
the Center's Web Site: www.cas.udel.edu/writing-center. (The telephone number is 831-
1168.) 

 
[Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)] 

If you have a documented disability and anticipate needing accommodations in this course, 
please meet with me in the first or second week of the semester. Any student who may 
require an accommodation should contact me as soon as you become aware of your 
circumstances. 

[Academic Misconduct/ Plagiarism] 

The University of Delaware protects the rights of all students by insisting that individual 
students act with integrity. Accordingly, the University severely penalizes plagiarism and 
other forms of academic dishonesty. Unethical or plagiarized work will receive a zero and 
may result in failure of the course. I will also report any serious breach of ethics to the Dean 
of your College. 

[Course Evaluation] 



 
A final expectation of the course is for you to complete the on-line student evaluation. This 
survey will be available for you to complete during the last two weeks of the semester. Apart 
from being an expectation of the course, your evaluation provides valuable information to 
me and to the Department. 
 
 

 

[Schedule Through October 15] 
* This is not set in stone. Dates and activities may change.* 

Week  Activities/Readings Major Assignments 

September 2-4 Intro to class/Rhetorical 
Situation/Environmental 
Discourse 

Read “Diverse Voices” 

 

 

Introduce Twitter 
assignment 

September 9-11 Read “Contested Meanings 
of the Environment” 

Read “Excepts from ‘The 
American Forest’” 

 

 
Introduce Analysis 
Assignment 

September 14-18 Continue working on 
analysis 
 
Read “An Analysis of the 
Tree-Hugger Label” 

Read “Digital Media and 
Environmental Activism” 

 

 

 

September 21-25  
 
Read “A Rhetoric Look at 
Ecosee” 

Read “The Environment 
in/of Visual and Popular 
Culture” 

Analysis Peer Review 

 

 
Analysis due 
Introduce Visual Project 

September 28-October 2 Read “Primetime 
Subversion: The 
Environmental Rhetoric of 
the Simpsons” 

 



Visual Project Work Day 

Read “Advocacy Campaigns 
and Message Constructions” 

October 5-9  

Read “Communicating a 
Green Corporate 
Perspective” 

 
 

Visual Project Peer Review 

 

 

 

 

Introduce Fairweather Farm 
Project 

October 12-16 Eco-Terrorists 

Read “Cultural Discourses of 
Dwelling: Investigating 
Environmental 
Communication as Place-
based Practice" 

 

Field Trip to Fairweather 
Farms 

Visual Project Due 

 

 

October 19-23 

 

Read “Communicating a 
Green Corporate Culture” 

Sustainability Mission 
Statements 

If a Tree Falls 

 

October 26-30 Read “Testimony of The 
Threat of Eco-Terrorism” 

Project Plan 

Fair Weather Farm Day 
(Friday) 

 

November 2-6 Conference Project Plan due 

November 9-13 Read “Environmental 
Justice and Climate Justice 

 



Movements” 

Climate Change Rhetoric 

Fair Weather Farm Day 
(Friday) 

November 16-18 Read “Saving the Great 
Lakes: Public Participation 
in Environmental Policy” 

Public Policy 

 

November 23-27 Thanksgiving Break No Class 

November 30-December 4 Fair Weather Farm Day 
(Friday) 

 

December 7-11 Fair Weather Farm Project 
Workshop (Monday) 

Final Due (Friday) 

 



[The Visual Project] 
	
As we will discuss in class, the environment is a rich topic for visual-based information 
because imagery appeals to audiences ethos so well and because environmental information 
is often scientific and writers need a way to convey complex information. For this reason 
you all will be create a visual project for an environmental issue. 
 
1). Create a visual an environmental issue that is close to you. It can be a hometown issue, an 
issue important to college students, or an issue important to your future field. Some modes 
to choose include: 
 

• Infographic 
• Poster 
• Advertisement 
• Brochure 
• Buzzfeed List 
• Video 
• Other (please check with me) 

 
 
2). Write a 1-2 page memo justifying design choices. Issues you should address are: 
 

• Who was the intended audience? 
• Why the mode you chose is most appropriate to the rhetorical situation (audience, 

context, purpose)? 
• Organization? 
• Information used? 
• Process (most challenging? Most rewarding?)? 

 
Include a works cited page for all information used in your visual. 
 
 
No matter what mode you choose, each visual-based project should present a clear narrative 
regarding an issue that is well-designed and understandable to your audience. 
 
 
Due Dates: 
Peer Review – Tuesday, October 7  
Final – Monday, October 12 
	



[Visual Project Peer Review] 
	
	
First, take some time to look over the visual. 
 
What do you think the message/argument of the visual is? 
 
 
Based on your previous answer, who do you think the audience is? 
 
 
 
Then discuss the visual with your partners. Based on that discussion address the 
following: 
 
Was the message/argument clear? 
 
 
Is the genre of visual the most appropriate for the intended audience? 
 
 
Name the strongest and weakest point of the visuals. 
 
 
 
 
What are three suggestions you have for the visuals? These can be technical (moving 
elements around), design (using a different image, making text more readable), or rhetorical 
(a different approach to the message). 
	
	



Think Before You Frack
Hydro fracking is a drilling practice in
which natural gas and oil are extracted

from rock below earth

Fracking requires 2-5 million gallons
of local freshwater per well

Drinking water
wells near fracking
have 17X more

methane

Fracking fluid
consists of
water, sand
and a mix of
other toxic
chemicals

Oil and gas wells
produce at least 9
billion liters of

contaminated water
per day



To: ERHET413 
 
From: Shannon Hawley 
 
RE: Visual Project Analysis  
 
Date: October 12th, 2015 
 
There are many existing environmental issues that people are well educated on, 
somewhat familiar with or don’t know anything about the topic. There are also many 
different modes of advertisement to help the audience become aware of what is going on 
in the environment. These modes include posters, brochures, videos, infographics or 
anything that visually gets the audience’s attention and would encourage them to learn 
more about the topic. 
 
The Visual 
An infographic is one of the visuals used to represent information, in this case, the focus 
is on the effects of hydro fracking, specifically with water contamination. Hydro fracking 
is currently banned in New York which is where I’m originally from. This visual displays 
images of the water it effects including short facts and a description of what hydro 
fracking is.  
 
Audience 
This infographic is designed to inform a lay audience that is unaware or vaguely 
informed about the environmental issue of hydro fracking. It is directed towards a general 
audience of any age, race or gender that has the intention to learn about hydro fracking. 
The images used in this mode are cartoonish and meant to give the audience an idea of 
what hydro fracking is in a way that would appeal to them and not confuse them. Real 
life images would be too complex for an infographic that’s focus is to display information 
in a simple way.  
 
Context 
In this infographic are cartoon visuals that include a brief fact about hydro fracking. The 
facts are short and not complex in order to get the message across quickly. There are five 
total facts that each tie into the image and topic of hydro fracking and its effects on water. 
The facts are informative and three of them include numbers which gives the audience a 
more concrete idea about its harmful effects. They are also written using simple 
vocabulary where terms do not need to be explained. The use of images paired with facts 
helps an audience unaware of hydro fracking understand what the process is, what it 
looks like and some of the effects on issues important to them, specifically water.  
 
Purpose 
The purpose of this infographic is to briefly inform people about the effects hydro 
fracking has on water. By keeping the message consistent (water), only using images that 
pertain to the topic and the use of facts appeal to logos. The concrete facts also appeal to 
ethos because they convince the audience that hydro fracking is harmful through credible 

Commented [MM1]: This	is	actually	to	me	to	read.		

Commented [MM2]: This	is	a	pretty	broad	audience	–	
where	do	you	imagine	it	would	be	displayed	to	reach	so	
many	people?	

Commented [MM3]: The	simplicity	of	this	is	a	real	
asset	–	this	is	a	reason	I	think	you	could	really	rethink	
and	focus	your	audience.		



facts. Also, by presenting facts next to an image the audience can understand that 
fracking contaminates water and they emotionally react to that. It could create fear, 
caution, motivation etc.  
 
Organization 
This infographic was designed to express an environmental issue so the colors used were 
green, blues and whites. Without reading the infographic the audience can get an idea 
about the topic just by looking at the color scheme. The navy was chosen to match the 
hydro fracking plant and the stick figure drinking water. The white matches the cloud in 
the sky and was the easiest color to see through the brown dirt. The green matched the 
patch of grass and color of the chemicals. In contrast with the color was the font in which 
the title was in aileron regular to stand out from the smaller tenor sans font used for the 
facts. This combination paired with the appropriate facts and images made it easier for 
the audience to understand hydro fracking.  
 
Information 
This infographic included five brief, simple facts that inform the audience about the 
negative effects of hydro fracking in water. The images directly match the facts. 
 
Process 
Throughout the creation of this mode there were some ups and downs. Technology made 
it easy for me to create this infographic online, but the program lacked a few details that I 
would’ve benefited from. For example, some color choices were limited and I didn’t have 
the option to put the font in bold. If this was an option I would’ve bolded the white to 
separate it a little bit more from the image. I also had trouble finding a color to use for 
underneath the title because the white sort of contrasts with the cloud. The only other 
issue I had trouble with was finding a clear image of a stick figure drinking water. The 
one I chose works perfectly for the infographic, but is a little blurry whereas the other 
images are very clear. The most rewarding part of creating this infographic was the end 
product and practice of document design. Knowing how to create modes like this are very 
useful for the future in this field. 45/50 
 
Works Cited  
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Visual – I think this turned out really well. Even with your process concerns, it is nicely 
designed and organized! 100/100 



[Twitter Assignment] 

Twitter is a great tool to share and exchange information with others in your specific field or 
who share the same interests (both professionally and personally). This helps build a 
community of like-minded people. Additionally, because a tweet can only contain 140 
characters, the user must be concise when making a point or asking a question. These 
attributes make Twitter an interesting tool to use in professional communication and is a 
popular tool in the environmental movement. 

For this reason, I would like to use Twitter as a space for reading responses and questions 
that can begin and continue outside the classroom as well as situate our conversation with 
the larger environmental discourse. 

The Details: 

• If you haven’t already, join Twitter! Keep in mind that this is a class assignment and 
everyone here will be privy to what you are posting, so you may want to think about 
starting a more professional profile if yours is currently personal. Once you have 
your account, email me your handle and I will put a list up on our class website. 
 

• Please keep your profile public. We don’t have to follow everyone, but we can’t see 
your tweets if you’re private. 

 
• Use the hashtag #erhet413 in each tweet. 

 
• Follow the #erhet413 hashtag. 

 
• For each reading, please tweet a question about the reading. Please show engagement 

in the readings in your tweets.  
 
• I will also give you prompts occasionally, such as post an article or meme related to 

the reading or discussion. 
 

• Respond to your classmates! If you see someone ask an interesting question or make 
a thought-provoking comment, don’t be afraid to start a conversation! 
 

• Start to follow environmental advocacy groups, environmental media, environmental 
journalists, etc. This will be particularly useful as the semester goes on. 

 

*Keep in mind this is worth 10% of your grade.  

 

Happy Tweeting! 



https://twitter.com/search?f=tweets&vertical=default&q=erhet413&src=typd 



[The Fair Weather Farm Project] 
 
We spend a lot of time talking and writing about environmental communications, but how 
often do we get to go out and experience the environment to help us write about?  
 
This semester our class will be pairing up with Fair Weather Farms to help them in their 
mission to educate “our community in growing, harvesting & preserving sustainable grown 
foods to those who want to learn a healthier lifestyle.” We’ll be doing this through volunteer 
work and creating some documents for them. 
 
As a class, we will visit the farm on October 19 to meet with owner, Nancy Bentley. She will 
show us around and talk about the many projects she has going on (and there are a lot).  
 
*Take some mental notes because this may help you figure out what you would like to for 
your final project 
 
There are four parts to this project: 
 
The One-Page Project Plan 
Individually or in groups of 2-3, you will create a plan for what you would like to develop for 
Fair Weather Farms. You do not have to be married to this plan for the rest of the semester, 
but this will help you think about how you can best create your project. You should address: 
 

• Description of document 
• Rhetorical situation 
• How this will benefit Fair Weather 
• Possible Format  

 
The Final Document(s) 
Your group will then develop a document(s) of some sort that can be used by or can help 
Fair Weather Farms. There are a variety of shapes this project could take: 

• Analysis and recommendations for their web presence 
• Educational materials for their children’s curriculum 
• Informational materials for synthetic vs. natural wool 
• Informational materials on the importance of self-sufficient farming 
• Instructional materials for some of the many tools and procedures the farm has 
• Identification guide for their edible plants talks 
• Informational materials on biodynamic farming 

 
THESE ARE JUST OPTIONS – PLEASE DON’T FEEL LIMITED BY THESE! 
 
Think about what format would work best. Perhaps it would be a more traditional fact sheet 
or brochure. Perhaps you could make an infographic for their website or Facebook page. Let 
the rhetorical situation guide you. 
 



No matter what the format, you will need to include research and visuals into your 
document. 
  
Farmwork: 
I encourage you to go to Fair Weather a few times this semester to give a helping hand. 
There are a lot of different jobs you could do, so don’t worry if you don’t have a green 
thumb. Additionally, we do want you to have a good time out there (There are chickens, 
goats and horses!)! 
 
Another reason to spend some time at the farm is to get to know your client a little better. 
These would be good times to talk through your ideas with Nancy and learn more about all 
the work that goes into a farm and the food that you eat. This way you are more engaged 
with the work you will produce. 
 
Fair Weather has open hours for volunteering Wednesday, Thursday and Friday from 9 
am to 12 pm and 1 to 4 pm (weather permitting). Additionally, on a few Fridays 
throughout the semester, in lieu of class, there will be workdays that give you move time to 
make it to the Fair Weather. I will be out there on those days as well, so if you would like a 
ride or caravan out there, let me know! 
 

• Friday, October 30 
• Friday, November 13 
• Friday, December 4 

 
The Reflection 
At the end of the semester, I would like you to write a two-page memo to me discussing the 
experience of working with Fair Weather Farms. Some things you might want to address are: 

• Working in a group 
• Working at Fair Weather and how it influenced your final project 
• Deciding on the project you wanted to do  
• Challenges and Successes 

 
Due Dates: 
Project Plan (100 points): Monday, November 2 
Workshop of project (50 points): Monday, December 7 
Final project (125 points): Friday, December 11 
Reflection (75 points): Friday, December 11 



Fair	Weather	Farm	Project	Peer	Review	
	

1. From	the	bullet	points	each	project	came	to	class	with,	walk	the	peer	review	
group	through	your	project.		

• I	encourage	each	group	member	to	take	notes	on	this	on	this	
discussion.	

	
2. Write	a	1-2	page	(single	spaced)	memo,	letter,	etc	to	the	project	creators.	

Address	the	following:	
• How	the	project	responds	to	the	rhetorical	situation.	
• How	well	the	project	will	benefit	Fair	Weather	Farms.	
• The	content		(clear,	concise,	cohesive).	
• The	design/organization	(CRAP	principles).	
• At	least	one	suggestion	for	the	project.	
• Any	other	issues	you	think	need	addressing.	

	
3. Email	the	memo,	letter,	etc	to	the	project	creators	(cc	me)	by	1:30	pm	Friday.	

	



Fair weather Farm at Fair Hill 

We’ll supply you with a container and you collect the organic material. Each week, re-

turn the full container to the farm, so we can make nitrogen rich soil for our gardens 

and soil. We’ll send you home with a fresh, empty container to collect the following 

weeks’ materials and a $10 voucher towards organic produce.  

Vegetable and fruit wastes Old spices 

Flour-based products like bread Outdated boxed foods 

Grains (cooked or uncooked) Egg shells (crushed well) 

Coffee grounds, tea bags, filters Corn cobs and husks  

Fruit or vegetable pulp from juicing  

Compost: 

5727 Telegraph Road Elkton MD 21921 www.fairweathercsa.com    (302) 530-7028 



1Hoyle, Shannon. “Celery profile.” Ag Marketing Resource Center. 2014. Web. 11 November 2015.
2Pesticide Action Network North America. “Celery.” What’s On My Food? Pesticide Action Network North America. N.d. Web. 12 November 2015.

3Krishan, Shubhra. “11 Super Health Benefits in Just One Celery Stalk.” 11 Super Health Benefits in Just One Celery Stalk. Care 2, n.d. Web. 11 November 2015.

Recipe 
Cream of  
Celery Soup
Recipe courtesy of  Rachael Ray, Food Network 
Magazine. Photo credit Justin Walker

Fair Weather Farm at Fairhill 5727 Telegraph Road Elkton, Maryland 21921 (302) 530-7028

Servings: 6-8
Prep: 20min.
Cook: 5min.

Did you know...
Like kale, celery is an excellent source of  Vitamin K, which helps in blood clotting. Celery is also a 
good source of  fiber and contains many anti-inflammatory compounds, which can help soothe joint 
pains. Believe it or not, it’s also a stress-reliever for its minerals, like magnesium, and essential oils.3

Ingredients
4 tablespoons unsalted butter
3 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil
1 onion, sliced
Kosher salt
1 bunch celery, chopped
1 small celery root (about 12 ounces), 
peeled and chopped
1 bay leaf
4 cups low-sodium chicken broth
1 cup heavy cream
1 cup mixed fresh herbs (such as parsley, 
tarragon and/or dill)
1/4 teaspoon celery salt
Assorted toppings: celery Leaves, celery 
Salt, cooked prosciutto, toasted sliced 
almonds, fried leeks

Directions
1) Melt the butter with the olive oil in a large pot or Dutch 
oven over medium-high heat
2) Add the onion, season with 1/2 teaspoon salt and cook, 
stirring occasionally, until softened but not browned, about 
4 minutes. Add the celery, celery root and 1 teaspoon salt. 
Cook, stirring occasionally, until the celery is tender, about 7 
minutes.
3) Add the bay leaf, chicken broth and 2 cups water and bring 
to a boil. Reduce the heat to medium low and cook until the 
celery root is very soft, about 20 minutes. Discard the bay 
leaf. Add the heavy cream and return to a simmer, then re-
move from the heat and let cool slightly, for about 5 minutes.
4) Working in batches, transfer the soup to a blender and pu-
ree until smooth, adding some herbs to each batch; return to 
the pot and reheat if  needed. Stir in the celery salt and serve 
with toppings.



 Eating organic is eating chemical-free. It is estimated that the average person consumes 16 
pounds of  chemical pesticides each year. Foods grown organically are GMO- and pesticide-free, and con-
tain more vitamins, minerals, enzymes, and micronutrients than genetically-modified foods. And eating 
organic isn’t just good for you — it’s good for the environment, too. Organic farming helps keep farm-
lands and the animals on them healthy, in addition to preserving our ecosystem. Taking a part in organic 
farming and eating brings us one step closer to achieving a more sustainable environment and better 
Earth for generations to come.

Why eat organic?

 Celery (Apium graveolens) is a cultivated plant, variety in the family Apiaceae, commonly used as 
a vegetable. Depending on the location of  its cultivation, either its stalks or its hypocotyl (the stem of  
the germinating seedling) are eaten and used in cooking. In North America, stalks are eaten raw or used 
as a flavoring in soups, stews, and pot roasts, while in Europe, the hypocotyl forms a large bulb which is 
eaten cooked, used as a the major ingredient in a soup. In the past, celery was grown as a vegetable for 
winter and early spring, perceived as a cleansing tonic to counter the salt-sickness of  a winter diet. The 
seeds can be ground and mixed with salt to produce celery salt, popularly used in Old Bay Seasoning and 
Bloody Marys. 
 Most U.S. celery is sold in the fresh market, but a portion is processed for use in prepared foods 
such as soups, juices and convenience dinners. These are mature markets dominated by a handful of  large 
producers that have the production, processing and handling infrastructure to produce and get this 
relatively perishable crop to market in a timely fashion. California and Michigan produced most of  the 
U.S. celery crop for the fresh market and for processing into canned, frozen and dehydrated products, 
with California producing the majority of  the total crop. The United States is net exporter of  celery, 
having exported 284.2 million pounds of  fresh celery valued at $79 million in 2012. Canada buys 80 
percent of  this. Yet, the United States also imports fresh celery, with over half  of  the imports arriving 
between August and mid April (when growing season is off). Most of  the U.S. fresh celery imports are 
supplied by Mexico.1

 The “Dirty Dozen,” the Environmental Working Group’s yearly list of  produce containing 
pesticides, lists celery as a high carrier of  pesticides. According to the data in one study, the pesticides 
Chlorantraniliprole and Spinosad were found in convention domestic and conventional imported celery 
100 percent of  the time, a known bee toxin of  high levels. Acephate was found 34.7 percent of  the time, 
containing neurotoxins and suspected hormone disrupters.2 All the more reason to buy organic is to 
avoid consuming these pesticides.

Celery

Fair Weather Farm at Fairhill 5727 Telegraph Road Elkton, Maryland 21921 (302) 530-7028

“Do you know where your fresh vegetables 
were grown? Do you know what growing 
practices were used? Is the freshness and 
safety of  the vegetables you feed your family 
important to you? Then CSA is for you.” 

Fair Weather Farm says:
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[English 413-10 :: Genres of Professional Writing] 
[T/Th, 2:00-3:15 pm, 206 Allison Hall West] 

Instructor: Dr. Meg McGuire 
Office: 315 Memorial Hall  
Email: mmcguire@UDel.edu  
Office Hours: Tuesdays & Thursdays, 12:30-1:30 pm or by appointment 

[Readings] 

• All readings will be available on Canvas. 

[Description] 
Welcome to Genres of Professional Writing! This semester we will be planning, researching 
and writing various genres of professional writing for the app, Geoswap. This is very much a 
“real” working project with your work contributing to the success of Geoswap. We will 
analyze the conventions of each genre, as well as the best approach for your documents 
based on the rhetorical situation.  

[Learning Objectives] 
In this course you will learn about the concepts (theory) and the skills/proficiencies 
(practices) that you’ll need to know as a professional communicator: 

• Gain experience in the process of creating a specific genre to take forward into the 
workplace. 

• Consider audience, purpose and context in planning, designing, writing, and 
presenting information for differing professional genres. 

• Work collaboratively.  

 
[Course Policies] 
 
Attendance: 
A great deal of what we do in this course will build upon discussion and work done during 
class meetings. We will do many graded in-class assignments and these cannot be made up. 
Please remember that it is your responsibility to find out from your peers what you missed in 
class. Contact me as soon as possible via email if you know you must be absent.   

Because your attendance and participation is so vital to the course, each absence more than 
four (4) will lower your final score by a half a letter grade. The only absences I excuse are 
school sponsored that come with paperwork. Minor illnesses, car trouble, other class 
meetings, interviews, etc. are not excused. Use absences as you wish, but do so wisely. 

Extenuating Circumstances: 
However, if you become seriously ill, have a family emergency, or otherwise experience 
other extenuating circumstances during the semester that constitute a legitimate reason 
for missing classes or falling behind in the course, you should also contact the Dean of 



your College right away. This office can assist you in notifying faculty and in validating 
your situation. You will need this validation to make up missed class work and assignments. 
And then contact me. 

Tardiness: 
Every two (2) tardies equals an absence. If you show up more than 10 minutes late, or 
must leave early, you will be counted as absent. If you are tardy, you are responsible for 
notifying me at an appropriate point during the class that you are present. You should keep 
track of your own tardies and absences. If you are frequently late or absent, be sure to 
note the drop date and drop the class ASAP because you will not pass.  

 
Professionalism and Courtesy: 
All students are expected to conduct themselves professionally in the class and to treat the 
professor and other students with respect at all times. I expect you to be physically and 
mentally ‘present’—listen, contribute, and otherwise engaged. Texting or carrying on a side 
conversation, surfing the net or checking FB instead of working is not acceptable in this 
class. You will lose points from your participation grade for the following: texting in 
class, using your phone for any reason, using a laptop for reasons other than note taking, 
doing homework for another class, doing anything that distracts from the culture of respect 
and professionalism that a class such as this requires. 

 
Late Work: 
I do not accept late work. Assignments should be turned in on the date they are due. 
However, I do realize that life happens and that sometimes life gets in the way of 
assignments. If this does happen, please let me know as soon as possible and we can work 
something out. 
 
Technology: 
If you own a laptop, I encourage you to bring it to class as I will often allocate class time for 
working on assignments. However, I will expect you to use your laptop like a professional 
who understands how to appropriately multi-task. This means that while we are having 
class discussions, your laptops must be closed! 

[Course Projects and Assignments] 
Major assignments will include instructions and explanations of grading expectations for 
each project. 

Resume and Cover Letter (200 points) 
 
Group Brochure (150 points) -  
 
Group Social Media Plan (150 points) 
 
Marketing Content x 2 (100 points each) 
 
Portfolio  (100 points) 
 



 
 

Participation (200 points): 
As stated above, I require you to be an active participant in this class. This class is successful 
only if everyone takes an active role in it. Therefore you will be graded on your participation. 
Below is a breakdown of how I grade participation: 

• 180-200 points (A Participation) – has done the reading and is prepared to discuss 
in class. Contributes to conversations every class period. Asks meaningful questions 
(in class or via email). Completes all in-class or out of class activities. Acts courteous 
to professors and classmates. Not distracted by technology. 

• 160-179 points (B Participation) – has done reading and is prepared to discuss in 
class. Contributes to conversations almost every class period. Asks meaningful 
questions at given moments. Completes most in-class or out of class activities. Acts 
courteous to professors and classmates. Not distracted by technology.  

• 140-169 points (C Participation) – has glanced at reading, is not very prepared to 
discuss in class. Contributes to conversations occasionally. Able to ask questions if 
put on spot. Completes some in-class or out of class activities. Occasionally acts 
courteous to professors and classmates.  Somewhat distracted by technology. 

• 120-139 points (D Participation) – has not done reading. Contributes to 
conversations a few times a semester. Never asks questions. Completes a few in-class 
or out of class activities. Is not courteous in class. Distracted by technology. 

0-119 points (F Participation) – never does readings. Never contributes to 
conversations. Never asks questions. Does not complete any in-class or our of class 
activities. Is not courteous in class. Always on technology.  

Things that will impede your participation points include: 

• working on something other than this class 

• texting  

• using your laptop/tablet/phone for something other than class.  

Grading Scale: 

A   933—1000    A–   900—932    

B+   867—899   B   833—866  B–   800—832     

C+   767—799   C   733—766    C–   700—732    

D+   667—699   D   633—666    D–   600—632   F   0—599   

 



 
[University Writing Center] 

  
The Writing Center in 016 Memorial provides free one-on-one instruction to students who 
have writing assignments in this or any course. You may make an appointment by visiting 
the Center's Web Site: www.cas.udel.edu/writing-center. (The telephone number is 831-
1168.) 

[Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)] 

If you have a documented disability and anticipate needing accommodations in this course, 
please meet with me in the first or second week of the semester. Any student who may 
require an accommodation should contact me as soon as you become aware of your 
circumstances. 

[Title IX Statement] 
If, at any time during this course, I happen to be made aware that a student may have been 
the victim of sexual misconduct (including sexual harassment, sexual violence, 
domestic/dating violence, or stalking), I am obligated by federal law to inform the 
university’s Title IX Coordinator. 
 
The university needs to know information about such incidents to, not only offer  
resources, but to ensure a safe campus environment. The Title IX Coordinator  
will decide if the incident should be examined further. If such a situation is disclosed to me 
in class, in a paper assignment, or in office hours, I promise to protect your privacy. I will 
not disclose the incident to anyone but the Title IX Coordinator.  
 
[Academic Misconduct/ Plagiarism] 

The University of Delaware protects the rights of all students by insisting that individual 
students act with integrity. Accordingly, the University severely penalizes plagiarism and 
other forms of academic dishonesty. Unethical or plagiarized work will receive a zero and 
may result in failure of the course. I will also report any serious breach of ethics to the Dean 
of your College. 

[Course Evaluation] 
 

A final expectation of the course is for you to complete the on-line student evaluation. This 
survey will be available for you to complete during the last two weeks of the semester. Apart 
from being an expectation of the course, your evaluation provides valuable information to 
me and to the Department. 
 
 
Schedule is located on Canvas.  
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 

 
 



[Content Project] 
 
Now that your groups have created social media plans, it is time to create content for those 
platforms that will “attract and retain customers by consistently creating and curating 
relevant and valuable content…” (Content Marketing Institute).  
 
As you learned from Sarah Meadows, there are many options of how to do this. According 
to Oracle, “Digital content can be created in a wide array of formats, literally from A-Z: 
articles, blog entries, contests, diagrams, e-books, free offers, games, infographics, 
jokes, knowledge bases, lists, music, news and opinion pieces, podcasts, quizzes, 
reviews, slide shows, toolkits, user-generated comments, videos, widgets, XML 
feeds, year-end overviews, and zany cartoons. Each of these assets can be part of 
content marketing.” 
 
For this project, you are going to create two pieces of content for Geoswap. Keeping the 
two distinct audiences of Geoswap in mind, you will: 
 
1. A narrative related to Geoswap (e.g. visual-based content, a list like the Nestea water 
balloon list, or the Grandma goes to an EDM concert). 
 
AND 
 
2. A more straightforward blog post/article as seen on Linkedin.    
 
Some of the topics you can choose to create you content on are (or you may choose your 
own topic): 
 
How to Use the App: 

• Unique ways to use the app to attract customers 
• How to make spots 
• How other businesses used the app 

 
What the App is Solving: 

• Lack of engagement 
• Forgetting 
• Gamify 
• Convert to social following 
• High price for banner and Google ads 
• Lower Facebook and social media reach 
• How to attract customers to stores 

 
About Geoswap: 

• Their team 
• What they are working on 

 
 



 
Narrative Content Details: 
 
Keep in mind what Sarah said: content is sharing stories, not information. 
 
You can choose from content options option listed above. 
 

• Think outside the box, e.g. a meme, a Buzzfeed quiz or a Clickhole type post. 
• Create a visual that mimics or calls back to a different genre, e.g. the graphic beer 

bottle with information (like an infographic), the Pinterest like Whole Foods page. 
• Visual intensive 
• Have a video idea, but not a lot of video skills? Think about writing a script and 

sketching out storyboards.  
 
Strategy: 

• Relates to Geoswap 
• Keywords 
• Concise and specific 
• Simple language 
• High quality 
• Optimized for sharing 

 
Enticing Title: 

• # of trigger words (who, what, why, how, when) 
• Compelling adjectives 
• Rationale if using numbers (facts, reasons, ways, tricks) 
• Irresistible promise 

 
Resources: 

• Student Multimedia Design Center 
• Canva 
• Slideshare 
• Visme 
• Replay 

 
 
Due Dates: 
Narrative Content Workshop – April 21 
Narrative Content Final Draft – April 28 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Blog Details: 
 
This will be a more straightforward, informative piece. Think about the kinds of blogs that 
are shared on Linkedin. Again, keep in mind who the audience for these will be. 
 
Strategies: 

• A captive introduction – keep in mind that criteria for an enticing title 
• Include at least one image 
• Outside data or information (with links to a minimum of two outside sources) 
• Simple, concise, active language  
• Format it as you would want it to be online (headings, subheadings, bolded words, 

short paragraphs etc.) 
 
Details: 

• 400-700 words 
• Turn in as Word Document or PDF 
• Include image in document and as separate file 
• Can be same topic as narrative content 
• Include tags and key words 

 
We will spend time in class analyzing business blogs to better understand style, tone, and 
format of the genre. 
 
Due Dates 
Blog Post Workshop – May 5 
Blog Post Final Draft – May 12 
 
 
 
 
 



Discuss	how	the	content	is	telling	a	story.	
	
	
Is	it	easy	for	the	audience	to	understand?	Will	they	get	the	concept?	(connection	to	
Geoswap?	Timely?	Audience	appropriate?)	
	
	
Is	the	title	in	any	way	enticing?	(use	of	trigger	words?	Compelling	adjectives?	
Rationale	if	using	numbers?	Irresistible	promise?)	
	
Is	it	visual	enough?	
	
The	strongest	part	of	the	content?	Why?	
	
Suggestions?	Areas	of	improvement?	Why?	
	
What	application	would	it	work	best	on?	
	
Logistics	(spelling,	grammar,	CRAP	principles)?	
	
	







One New App Will Change the Way You Advertise 
 

The globalized world is more connected than ever, yet 
reaching consumers has only become harder. Out of all 

ads, only 0.17% result in a click (Chaffey 2016). This 
represents a huge waste of money for businesses trying 

to get their name out there. Today, we’ll show you how a 
new file-sharing app, Geoswap, can solve the marketing 

woes of your business. 

We’ll tell you… 

 What it does: how the app works 
 Why you need it: how it can work for you 

 How it engages consumers: special features it offers 

What It Does 
Geoswap allows users to share files and advertise events or deals. Creating 

a geospot is easy: 

 
1. Tap and hold the desired location on the map, or type the address. 

2. Title your spot and tag it as business, friends, or public under “geospot 
for.” 

3. Add content. You can add any file that’s smartphone compatible—images, 
documents, and even music. 

4. Input the date and time.  
5. Create!  

http://www.smartinsights.com/internet-advertising/internet-advertising-analytics/display-advertising-clickthrough-rates/
geoswap.com
Meghan McGuire
Instead of citing this academically, I would link the info to the source.

Meghan McGuire
It does this based on locations - that's the niche of it so you don't want to forget that.



 
 

These steps take about 10 seconds, less time than you would spend typing 
an announcement on Facebook or sending an email. With that small amount 

of effort, you’ve clearly laid out the time and place of your event and set it 
out there for people to see.  

 
Read on to see why these capabilities are so important for the future of 

advertising.  

 

Why You Need It 
Part of Geoswap’s appeal is that it’s locally focused. With 33% of consumers 
feeling overwhelmed by all the content out on the open web, staying closer 

to home may be one way to reach them (Rigney 2015). Unlike the pages 

upon pages of advertisements and information out there on the internet, 
consumers know that information in a geospot is relevant to them—it’s right 

in their community.  

But we’re not done yet. Continue reading to see the special features that 

truly set Geoswap apart from the crowd.  

How It Engages Consumers 
The location-based nature of Geoswap isn’t its only unique offering. When 

creating a geospot, you can elect to use unlocking features that add a layer 
of engagement.  

 

http://www.marketingprofs.com/opinions/2015/28541/15-stats-to-make-you-rethink-how-you-build-customer-engagement-and-sales
Meghan McGuire
I would expand on this a little. Explain that users see the ad when they are out and about and it is close to them.

Meghan McGuire
Same thing here - less academically cited and more internet cited.



Geoswap doesn’t rely only on mindless clicking and swiping. Unlocking 

features require your consumers to do a little extra to reach your content, 
requiring them to truly think about the business with which they’re 

interacting. But far from being chore-like, the unlocking features have been 
made to “gamify” the process. The options are easy steps that consumers 

can enjoy. 
 

When setting up your spot, simply choose which unlocking capability you’d 
like. 

 
 

You can have consumers… 
 

1. Type a password—This can be anything, but making it relevant to your 
business keeps you on the consumer’s mind.  

2. Say a phrase—With this choice, you can have consumers shout your 
slogan, engaging not only them but those around them.  

3. Walk a certain number of steps—This option is great for businesses that 

want to play up their fitness-friendly side.  
 

These options all encourage consumers to interact with the event. Being 
more engaged, they’re also more apt to remember who was behind it all and 

flock to your business in the future.  
 

 
Interested? Check out the official Geoswap website.  

 

geoswap.com


What kind of geospot would you build? Answer in the comments.  

 

Tags: marketing, advertising, social media, engagement, file-sharing, file-
unlocking 





 
 
  
[Geoswap Social Media Plan] 
 
For this assignment your group will create a social media plan for Geoswap. They are already 
using Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Linkedin. Your goal is to write a plan that explains: 
 

• What do you think Geoswap wishes to accomplish through social media, i.e. what 
are their social media goals? 

• Who is their target audience? Which social media platforms are they using? 
• Which social media platforms will work best for their audience? 
• What kind of content should they post? 
• What’s your ongoing action plan for maintaining your feed? (eg. 3 tweets/day, 

scheduling posts, etc.) 
• How will you evaluate the success of your plan? 

 
Additionally, you are to create a schedule/editorial calendar of social media content covering 
an entire month. This will include: 
 

• Day of post 
 

• Time of post 
 

• Type of post (text, image, meme, article) 
 

• Hashtag used 
 

 
Your plans should address their existing social media accounts, but you could also suggest 
using other applications with a well-thought, rhetorical reason.  
 
Details: 
3 –pages, single spaced (we’ll go over format) NOT including schedule. 
 
Due Dates: 
First Draft – April 5 
Final Draft – April 12 





[Content]	

• Introduction	–	does	this	introduce	Geoswap	to	the	proposal?	Outline	the	
content	of	the	proposal?	

• Description	of	Current	Situation	–	concise	description	of	situation?	
Discussion	of	the	rhetorical	situation	Geoswap	faces?	

• Description	of	Plan	–	Clear	action	plan?	Detailed	steps	of	implementation?	
Suggestions	for	content?	Suggestions	how	to	effectively	use	the	applications?	
Maintenance?	Evaluation	of	success?	

• Discussion	of	Benefits	–	clear	argument	as	to	why	this	is	the	best	course	of	
action?	Clear	justification	as	to	how	this	will	be	effective	for	Geoswap?	

• Clarity	-	claim	and	support?	Clear	ideas?	

[Organization]	

• Clear	transition	from	section/thought	to	another	
• In-paragraph	–	are	ideas/concepts	explained	cohesively		

[Format]	

• Headings	 
• Short	paragraphs	 
• Images 

o Labeled 
o Referred	to	in-text 

[Nuts and Bolts]	

• Spelling/Punctuation		
• Grammar		
• Syntax		

[Editorial Calendar] 

• Organized	
• Easy	to	read	
• Appropriate	amount	of	posts	
• Awareness	of	landscape	(appropriate	posts	for	appropriate	application)	
• Awareness	of	audience	(the	rhetorical	situation	of	each	application)	
• Good	use	of	time	frame	(two	week	stretch	appropriately	show	how	social	

media	can	be	effective	to	Geoswap)	

	

	

	



 

 

To: Dr. McGuire and Jason Bamford 
 
From: Richard Gallo, Alexandria Mlkvy, Allison Lane, Kayla Buzzeo, Hadleigh Kindberg 
 
Subject: Geoswap Social Media Plan 
 
Date: April 12, 2016 
 
 
 
Introduction:  
 

Geoswap is a new app preparing to launch on the University of Delaware campus. For the 
success of the app, a strong and strategic social media plan is essential. As a new app, there is an 
immediate need for increased awareness among the targeted audiences, app users and businesses, 
with the intent to building up a following. Another function of the social media plan is 
explaining the value of financially investing in Geoswap to business owners. Users and 
businesses will want a clear understanding of what the app is and what is can do for them. They 
will also want to know how Geoswap is unique compared to other apps. The social media plan 
will answer those questions.   
 A social media plan is necessary for Geoswap’s mission to be successful. Geoswap 
appeals to both consumers and businesses, yet in order for either to flourish, the company must 
reach all audiences. We will target both businesses and customers by posting a variety of 
messages on social media that appeal to all audiences.  

 
Geoswap can use a variety of venues and locations.  For example, geospots can be for 

restaurants, sporting events, free give-a-ways, and more. Examples of Newark, DE locations 
include: 
● Bookstore  
● Grain 
● Perkins 
● Baseball Game 
● Yogurt City 
● Grotto Pizza 

 
Current Situation: 
A strong social media presence is essential in order for a business to succeed in today’s tech-
savvy society. Social media is an excellent tool of communication for both the B2B and B2C 
aspects of your company. It can be used to inform and assist users and market your application to 
potential customers. The goal with our social media content calendar is to create content that is 
consistent with your brand and engages with the audience.  

The platforms Geoswap is currently using are Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and Instagram. 
Posting consistent and engaging content across these platforms will grow your audience and 
create conversations about your brand.  

Existing social media accounts:  

Commented [MM1]: This social media plan that 
you’ve created or the a general one? This is a little 
confusing. 

Commented [MM2]: What’s up with these colored 
tabs? 

Commented [MM3]: I feel like this is a bit repetitive 
of the previous paragraph –perhaps revising to 
combine both? 

Commented [MM4]: Jason (and I) already know this, 
so I don’t think this is relevant. 

Commented [MM5]: Above you talk about Geoswap, 
but here you are talking to Geoswap. Be consistent! 



 

 

 Twitter - 1 Tweet, 15 Followers 
 Linkedin - No posts, 5 Followers 
 Facebook - 1 Post, 11 likes 
 Instagram - 1 Post, 18 Followers 
 
LinkedIn will primarily be used to attract businesses. Instagram and Twitter will primarily be 
used to target the users of the app. Facebook will be used as a platform to reach out to both 
audiences, mainly the users of the app. We believe that one account on all platforms is sufficient 
for the size of your business at this point. However, as your business continues to grow we 
suggest creating additional accounts Twitter and Facebook to target each audience specifically. 
This will allow more direct access to each audience with a specific message. It will also be great 
for troubleshooting and connecting directly with users.  
 
Project Plan: 

For a social media project plan, it is important to start with campaigns that your company 
will become known for. We have come up with some ideas to start Geoswap off with as follows: 
● For Instagram, a post could be examples of items that can be uploaded to a Geospot per 

venue 
○ For example, feature a menu, coupon and specials list for a restaurant. This will 

give your business audience an idea of how they can utilize your app. 
● For Facebook and Twitter, use testimonials from UD students in the E-club about their 

experiences using the app.  
○ This will show you have a fan base who uses the app and will encourage more 

business among your users. 
● For Facebook, Twitter & Instagram, you could feature local businesses in Newark using 

Geoswap and how they use it. Once the app expands nationally, you would end this 
campaign to cater to your larger audience. 

● For Instagram, we have developed some hashtags: 
○ #ScreenshotSunday: show deals from the actual app for that day or upcoming 

week 
○  #WhereToEatWednesday: show a place to eat with a geospot deal during a 

certain time 
○ #TryGeoswapThursday: businesses who sign-up for Geoswap during a certain 

time period of this day will receive a month’s free trial 
○ #FeaturedFriday: businesses could enter for a chance or pay to be featured in a 

shout-out post 
 Running the social media accounts for a business could be a very time consuming job. 
There are many different social media platforms which all target different audiences. Since 
Geoswap is very new app and very few people have heard of it, starting up social media accounts 
and gaining a following is going to be challenging initially. Once person should be in charge of 
all the social media accounts so all the accounts could have some aspect of consistency. Also, 
since running the social media account will be such a work intensive job, the social media 
manager’s sole responsibility should be posting on the different platforms.  
 A lot of valuable information can be gained by Geoswap by analyzing the likes and 
comments that post on each account receives. This can be very useful because if a certain type of 
post gains the most attention, for example if posts about daily deals that are offered on Geoswap 

Commented [MM6]: Will be? Or is? Because this is 
under “Current Situation,” but this indicates future. 

Commented [MM7]: I think this could be organized a 
bit more effectively. The going back and forth is a little 
confusing (and you never mention Linkedin). 
 
I think maybe some subheadings in this section would 
be helpful too. Like in the paragraph below, a 
subheading like, “Social Media Team” or “Who to 
Employ” 

Commented [MM8]: One 



 

 

receive a lot of positive feedback, then post like these should continue. Also, by analyzing the 
attention that each social media account receives, Geoswap could get a better understanding on 
who their key audience is. Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, and Twitter all have different 
audiences and thus the posts Geoswap posts on these platforms should cater to each specific 
audience. But how would they analyze it? 
 
Benefits:  
  The benefits of running campaigns are to primarily build a brand for your company and 
generate business. Not only will it display different ways businesses can use Geoswap and 
promote their businesses through the app, but they will also learn they can gain exposure through 
Geoswap’s social media. While this could be free for the first year of the start-up, Geoswap 
could begin to charge for integrated social media advertising once they have a following. 
            Statistics are important when considering where to advertise, specifically to an older 
demographic of business users. Facebook would probably be the best platform to reach your 
business audience followed by LinkedIn and Twitter. The PEW Research Center shows how 
many online adults are using social media per network: 
● 72% use Facebook (April 2015) 
● 25% use LinkedIn (April 2015) 
● 23% use Twitter (April 2015) 
● 31% use Pinterest (April 2015) 
● 28% use Instagram (April 2015) 
● 10% use Tumblr (April 2015) 

Conclusion: 
A social media not only will be beneficial, but is necessary for Geoswap. Consistency on 

social media apps and across different platforms is a huge factor which will maximize the 
success and appeal of Geoswap. In the future changes to the social media plan will be necessary. 
With the growth of Geoswap, the social media platforms will have to cater to the wants and 
interests of a larger scale audience. Also, again,  two accounts for Twitter, Facebook, and 
Instagram should be created once Geoswap grows, one for businesses and one to cater to 
potential consumers, app users.  
 
If you need to contact our group about our social media proposal for Geoswap, please email Alex 
Mlkvy at amlkvy@udel.edu.  
 

 

Commented [MM9]: I don’t think anyone would 
disagree with this. 

Commented [MM10]: Why include Tumblr and 
Pinterest if Geoswap is not using them? 

Commented [MM11]: This seems a little repetitive. 





[English 462-010 :: Applied Environmental Writing] 
[T/Th, 12:30-1:45 pm, 417 Memorial Hall] 
Instructor: Dr. Meg McGuire 
Office: 315 Memorial Hall  
Email: mmcguire@UDel.edu  
Office Hours: Tuesday, 1-2 pm, Thursday, 11am to 12 pm or by appointment 
 
[Required Texts] 

• All readings available on Google Drive 

[Course Description] 
This course introduces students to a range of modes and genres of professional writing in 
environmental studies. 

This course begins from the premise that writing is a form of environmental action. More 
precisely, perhaps, environmental action involves cultivating different writing skills 
appropriate to particular aims, desires, contexts and issues. Writing a persuasive letter, 
designing a cohesive graphic, developing a corporate mission statement, constructing an 
unambiguous policy brief: these are all forms of writing that intervene in the world in 
particular ways and that demand skill, practice, creativity and care. 

Stemming from that premise, this course is designed to involve students in a range of writing 
practices in environmental studies, to cultivate a strong sense of the importance of writing as 
a form of environmental action, and to assist students to develop their own writing voices. 
In general, the course emphasizes three related activities: (1) reading and analyzing well-
crafted works of writing across a range of literary genres and substantive fields; (2) practicing 
writing by experimenting with different styles, techniques, genres, voices, audiences, etc; and 
(3) reflecting on the writing process in relation to other aspects of environmental action. 

Finally, because this is an experiential learning course AND we are focusing on the 
environment, you will be asked to spend time doing various things in the local environment 
to base your writing on.  

[Course Policies] 
 
Attendance and Tardies:  
This course is designed to sequentially build on discussions, knowledge, and skills covered in 
our classroom meetings. For this reason, it is important that students are present in all 
classes and take an active role in discussions and class activities. Every day there will be a in-
class assignment. If you miss a class, you will NOT be able to make the assignment up. 
 
Students are also expected to arrive on time, to have completed any work, and to be ready to 
participate. Arriving late happens on occasion. Arriving late habitually is disrespectful, 
distracting, and unprofessional. Each tardy after three will result in your grade being 
lowered by 10 points. If you miss an in-class assignment because you are late, you will 
NOT be able to make it up. You should keep track of your own tardies and absences. If you 



are frequently late or absent, be sure to note the drop date and drop the class ASAP 
because you will not pass.  
 
Extenuating Circumstances: 
However, if you become seriously ill, have a family emergency, or otherwise experience 
other extenuating circumstances during the semester that constitute a legitimate reason 
for missing classes or falling behind in the course, you should also contact the Dean of 
your College right away. This office can assist you in notifying faculty and in validating 
your situation. You will need this validation to make up missed class work and assignments. 
And then contact me. 
 
Late Work: 
I do not accept late work. Assignments should be turned in on the date they are due. 
However, I do realize that life happens and that sometimes life gets in the way of 
assignments. If this does happen, please let me know as soon as possible and we can work 
something out. 
 
Technology: 
If you own a laptop, I encourage you to bring it to class as I will often allocate class time for 
working on assignments. However, I will expect you to use your laptop like a professional 
who understands how to appropriately multi-task.  
 
[Projects and Point Breakdown] 

Participation (150 points) 
I require you to be an active participant in this class. This class is successful only if everyone 
takes an active role in it. All students are expected to conduct themselves professionally in 
the class and to treat the professor and other students with respect at all times. I expect you 
to be physically and mentally ‘present’ — listen, contribute, and otherwise engaged. 

Therefore you will be graded on your participation. Below is a breakdown of how I grade 
participation: 

• 135–150 points (A Participation) — has done the reading and is prepared to discuss 
in class. Contributes to conversations every class period. Asks meaningful questions 
(in class or via email). Completes all in-class or out of class activities. Acts 
courteous to professors and classmates. Not distracted by technology. 

• 120–134 points (B Participation) — has done reading and is prepared to discuss in 
class. Contributes to conversations almost every class period. Asks meaningful 
questions at given moments. Completes most in-class or out of class activities. 
Acts courteous to professors and classmates. Not distracted by technology. 

• 105–119 points (C Participation) — has glanced at reading, is not very prepared to 
discuss in class. Contributes to conversations occasionally. Able to ask questions if 
put on spot. Completes some in-class or out of class activities. Occasionally acts 
courteous to professors and classmates. Somewhat distracted by technology. 



• 90–104 points (D Participation) — has not done reading. Contributes to 
conversations a few times a semester. Never asks questions. Completes a few in-
class or out of class activities. Is not courteous in class. Distracted by technology. 

0–90 points (F Participation) — never does readings. Never contributes to conversations. 
Never asks questions. Does not complete any in-class or our of class activities. Is not 
courteous in class. Always on technology. 

Texting or carrying on a side conversation, surfing the net or checking FB instead of 
working is not acceptable in this class. You will lose points from your participation grade 
for the following: texting in class, using your phone for any reason, using a laptop for 
reasons other than note taking, doing homework for another class, doing anything that 
distracts from the culture of respect and professionalism that a class such as this requires. 

Weekly Blogging (300 points) 
 Each person in class will create a Medium account and contribute to our Medium 
publication. Here you will write about various issues. Sometimes you will have prompts and 
sometimes you will be able to choose your topic. These posts can take various shapes. You 
may want to create an infographic based on the information you learned. You may want to 
write a news release or editorial style response. But no matter what you choose it will 1) 
Always be posted on Medium and 2) even if text-based, should include images.  

Mission Statement (100 points) 
The Visual Project (100 points) 
UD Botanical Gardens Project (150 points) 
Volunteer Project (100 points) 
Delaware Nature Society Blog Post (100 points) 

[University Writing Center] 
  

The Writing Center in 016 Memorial provides free one-on-one instruction to students who 
have writing assignments in this or any course. You may make an appointment by visiting 
the Center's Web Site: www.cas.udel.edu/writing-center. (The telephone number is 831-
1168.) 
[Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)] 
If you have a documented disability and anticipate needing accommodations in this course, 
please meet with me in the first or second week of the semester. Any student who may 
require an accommodation should contact me as soon as you become aware of your 
circumstances. 
 
[Academic Misconduct/ Plagiarism] 
The University of Delaware protects the rights of all students by insisting that individual 
students act with integrity. Accordingly, the University severely penalizes plagiarism and 
other forms of academic dishonesty. Unethical or plagiarized work will receive a zero and 
may result in failure of the course. I will also report any serious breach of ethics to the Dean 
of your College. 



 
[Title IX Statement] 
If, at any time during this course, I happen to be made aware that a student may have been 
the victim of sexual misconduct (including sexual harassment, sexual violence, 
domestic/dating violence, or stalking), I am obligated by federal law to inform the 
university’s Title IX Coordinator. 
 
The university needs to know information about such incidents to, not only offer  
resources, but to ensure a safe campus environment. The Title IX Coordinator  
will decide if the incident should be examined further. If such a situation is disclosed to me 
in class, in a paper assignment, or in office hours, I promise to protect your privacy. I will 
not disclose the incident to anyone but the Title IX Coordinator.  
 
[Course Evaluation] 
A final expectation of the course is for you to complete the on-line student evaluation. This 
survey will be available for you to complete during the last two weeks of the semester. Apart 
from being an expectation of the course, your evaluation provides valuable information to 
me and to the Department. 
 
 
[Schedule – all dates and activities are subject to change] 
All readings, not available below can be found on the ENGL 462 Google Drive. 

Week One — February 7–9 
T: Introduction to class, environmental communication careers, language of the 
environment and sustainability.  
[Introduce Medium] 

TH: Contemporary environmental discourse; read “Studying/Practicing	Environmental	
Communications” (GD) 

Week Two — February 14–16 
T: Early Environmental Writing; read “The American Forest” 

TH: Preservation and Conservation; read “Conservationism vs Preservationism: The “public 
interest” in the Hetch Hetchy controversy” (GD) 

Week Three — February 21–23 
T: Corporate/Organizational; read “Communicating a Green Perspective” (GD) 
[Introduce Sustainability Statement] 

TH: Corporate/Organizational continued 

Week Four — February 28-March 2 
T: Visual Rhetoric; Read “Ecosee: A Rhetorical Look” (GD) 



TH: Peer Review of Sustainability Statement 
[Introduce Botanical Garden Project] 

Week Five — March 7–9 
T: Meet at UD Botanical Gardens 

TH: Further discussion of Botanical Gardens 

Week Six — March 14–16 
T: Visual Rhetoric continued; read “The Environment in/of Visual and Popular Culture” 
(GD) 
[Introduce Volunteer Project] 

TH: Work Day 

Week Eight — March 27–30 
SPRING BREAK 

Week Nine — April 4–6 
T: Digital Media; Read “The Test of Time: McLuhan, Space, and the Rise of 
Civilization” (GD) 
[Introduce Visual Project] 

TH: Botanical Garden Project Workshop 

Week Ten — April 11–13 
T: Work Day 
[Botanical Garden Project due] 

TH: Visual Project Workshop 
[Introduce DuPont Environmental Center Blog] 

Week Eleven — April 18–20 
T: Speak Guest- Caren Fitzgerald, Community Relations Officer, DNREC Division of 
Energy and Climate 

TH: Read “Framing and Reframing in Environmental Science: Explaining Climate 
Change to the Public” (GD) 
[Visual Project Due] 
 

Week Twelve — April 25–27 
T: Social Media; Read, “Social Media and the Organization of Collective Action” (GD) 

TH: Work Day – volunteer project or DuPont blog 



Week Thirteen – May 2-4 
T: Read, “The New Environmentalism of Everyday” (GD) 
 
TH: Volunteer Blog Workshop 
 
Week Fourteen – May 9-11 
T: TBD 
 
TH: DuPont Blog Workshop 
 
Week Fifteen – May 16 
T: DuPont Blog due, Volunteer Blog due 
 
	
 

 

 



[Medium Blogging] 

Each person in class will create a Medium account and contribute to our course publication. 
Here you will write about various issues. Sometimes you will have prompts and sometimes you 
will be able to choose your topic. These posts can take various shapes. You may want to create 
an infographic based on the information you learned. You may want to write a news release or 
editorial style response. But no matter what you choose it will 1) Always be posted on Medium 
and 2) even if text-based, should include images.  

Here are a few links to help you get started on Medium (via David Carr, via Molly Steenson) 

· On writing in Medium. This article shows some formatting tricks: bold, italic, different ways to 
incorporate images or embed video or tweets, and so on. You’ll also notice that you have 
access to stats when you use Medium, which might be interesting to you if you would like to 
tweet, Facebook or otherwise share your writings. 

· On reading in Medium. You’ve probably noticed little speech bubbles with plus signs in them. 
These are ways to comment on stories at the paragraph level, and you don’t need to make 
them public as an author unless you choose. (This is something I like a lot about Medium.) 

· Using images in Medium. Medium is particularly good with ways to incorporate images. This 
little article shows how to do full bleeds, overlays, grids of images. 

· Stock images that don’t suck. I love this: places to find royalty free images for free. It’s a little 
easier than going through Flickr, looking for Creative Commons images that allow for the 
licensing. 

· Oh yeah, that reminds me. If you are grabbing images off the Internet, you need to cite your 
images. Really, they need to be license free or Creative Commons. Otherwise, it’s theft and 
plagiarism. 

Remember, this is a publication! This will be shared with others (including the Environmental 
Humanities Facebook page), so please be careful and considerate with your postings and keep 
your very public audience in mind. 

 

This is worth 300 points over the course of the semester! 

 



Course Medium Publication: 
https://medium.com/engl462 
 
Volunteer Projects: 
https://medium.com/engl462/volunteer-project-c8aba7b812de 
 
https://medium.com/engl462/volunteering-making-a-new-experience-a-habit-3e5a38f2387a 
 
 
 



[The Volunteer Project] 
	
A major concept for Discovery Learning Experience (DLE) is about taking learning outside 
the classroom in order to observe real-world contexts. Additionally, this is a class about the 
environment, so it’s important to be outside in the world/environment. Therefore, this 
assignment asks you to spend some time volunteering for an organization that focuses on 
some area of environmental studies and use your experience to write a longer form Medium 
post. 
 
Volunteer: 
Volunteer at a place that does work that connects to environmental discourse or issues of 
the environment.  
 
At a minimum, you need only spend 3-4 hours volunteering (although you are welcome to 
spend more time). Please have someone from the organization sign off on your work. You 
may want to print off your sign up sheet for them to sign or print up a letter that they can 
sign saying you were there and completed the work (you will turn this in with the final 
assignment). For example: 
 
“Meg McGuire spent 4 hours volunteering at Brandywine State Park on Saturday, February 
25.” 
 
Where to Volunteer: 

• Any one of the state parks (Sign up link: 
https://www.volgistics.com/ex/portal.dll/ap?AP=514905851&OR=1) 

• Food Bank of Delaware (Sign up link: http://www.fbd.org/get-
involved/volunteer/) 

• Fairweather Farm at Fairview (Sign up link: 
http://www.fairweatherfarmfairhill.com/volunteer) 

• Wherever else you feel would fit the parameters of the assignment. Check with me if 
you have questions. 

 
 
Writing 
Your reflection or response to volunteering can take whatever genre you think best 
represents your experience and the purpose you want your piece to perform. Do you want to 
inform an audience about the work the organization does? Persuade others to volunteer? 
Educate people of the impact certain actions have (related to the volunteering you did). 
Think about the rhetorical situation you would like to appeal to. These genres can include 
(BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO): 

• Creative non-fiction (think “The American Forests”) 
• News/Press Release 
• Op-Ed 
• A photo essay 

 



No matter what form your project takes, consider using images, but PLEASE, make sure it 
is ok to take pictures at these locations! 
 
Additionally, in order to connect your experience to larger issues in environmental discourse, 
I would like you to incorporate 2-3 sources into your writing from both mainstream (Scientific 
America, Treehugger, Grist or organization sites -EPA, Sierra Club) and scholarly (Environmental 
Communication, Science as Culture, Science Communication, Journal of Science Communication, Public 
Understanding of Science or ask a librarian) sources.  
 
As stated earlier, the final project will be posted to Medium. 
 
Due Dates: 
Peer Review – Tuesday, May 2 
Final – Thursday, Tuesday, May 16 
	



[Volunteer Project Peer Review] 
 
Reminder – make sure to turn in your signed sheet from where you volunteered. You can bring it to class next 
week, drop it by my office, or scan/take a picture and email it to me! 
 
Address all of the following in a write-up to your partner: 
 

• Is it clear where the writer volunteered? 
 

• What is the purpose of this project? Does it inform? Persuade? Educate?  
 

• Who might be the audience? What leads you to believe this?  
 

• Is it consistent (tone, purpose, style)? 
 

• Does it include 2-3 sources? Are they from mainstream ((Scientific America, Treehugger, 
Grist or organization sites -EPA, Sierra Club) AND scholarly Science as Culture, Journal 
of Science Communication, Public Understanding of Science, etc.)  

 
• Are the sources integrated well (they support points trying to be made, are not just 

dropped in)? 
 

• Are there images (not required, but encouraged)? Do they add to the writing or do 
they feel unnecessarily used? 

 
• Talk about the writing (syntax, grammar, mechanics). Make edits if/where you feel 

necessary. 
 

• Give two concrete suggestions for this project. 
 
 
Email the feedback to me (mmcguire@udel.edu) and each of your partner by the end of the 
day (11:59 pm).  
 
 
 
Collin LeNoir 
Brittaney Lazzarro 
 
Rachel Ronan 
Caitlin Vogt 
 
Will Kebbe 
Courtney Dill 
 



Joanna Scatasti 
James Wohr 
 
Emma Cheetham 
Kassie Mays 
 
Abigail Marek 
Pat Ryan 
 
Cassidy Santos 
Haley Tennant 
 
Alex Esposito 
Raigan Nickle 
 
Season Cooper 
Tyler Nolan 
 
Maya Tate 
Sydney Smyk 



Raigan 
The work you did is so important and I am glad you went and did this! Overall, this was well 
done, but I would’ve liked some integration of your other sources. You list three at the bottom, 
but then you only mention one in the narrative.  
96 
 
Maya 
I really like the connection to benefits of volunteering, it’s a cool spin on it. When you mention 
the numerous studies though, I would’ve liked to have had links to those or some summary 
right there, rather than having to wait until the end to see links to them. I think I also would’ve 
liked some more details on your actual volunteering – did the hives go away? It seemed like 
such an abrupt end to that narrative. 
95 
 
 



[The Visual Project] 
	
As we will discuss in class, the environment is a rich topic for visual-based information 
because imagery appeals to audiences ethos so well and because environmental information 
is often scientific and writers need a way to convey complex information. For this reason 
you all will be create a visual project for an environmental issue. 
 
1). Create a visual an environmental issue that is close to you. It can be a hometown issue, an 
issue important to college students, or an issue important to your future field. Some modes 
to choose include: 
 

• Infographic 
• Poster 
• Advertisement 
• Brochure 
• Buzzfeed List 
• Video 
• Other (please check with me) 

 
 
2). Write a 1-2 page memo justifying design choices. Issues you should address are: 
 

• Who was the intended audience? 
• Why the mode you chose is most appropriate to the rhetorical situation (audience, 

context, purpose)? 
• Organization? 
• Information used? 
• Process (most challenging? Most rewarding?)? 

 
Include a works cited page for all information used in your visual. 
 
 
No matter what mode you choose, each visual-based project should present a clear narrative 
regarding an issue that is well-designed and understandable to your audience. 
 
 
Due Dates: 
Peer Review – Thursday, April 13 
Final – Thursday, April 20 
	





[UD Botanical Garden Project] 
 
The UD Botanical Garden (UDBG) is a tremendous part of our university. Unlike other 
botanical gardens, whose primary purpose is as a display garden (think Longwood Gardens), 
the UDBG is primarily a research garden. While it’s secondary purpose is to display for 
visitors, it really aims to “promote an understanding and appreciation of plants in the 
landscape and natural environment” (UDBG website) so that visitors learn and take in 
information as much as they take in the visuals from the gardens. 
 
We are partnering with UDBG to create information for a brochure and signage, as well as 
give input on the online presence of the South Greenhouse Garden. Additionally, there is 
some work to be done on the Lepidoptera Trail. 
 
The class will be divided into 5 groups to complete the following projects: 

1. South Greenhouse brochure text  
2. South Greenhouse sign  
3. Memo on South Garden online presence 
4. Memo on Lepidoptera Trail brochure 
5. Text for additional garden signs 

 
*Please note, you will not be designing anything; your job is to write the text. They will be 
using consistent UD branding. You will have opportunities to look at brochures to orient 
yourself to the format. 
 
This project will take some primary and secondary research. There will be several out of 
class work days and you should take this time to go and visit the botanical gardens and/or 
visit the library to learn more about the landscape. 
 
More information on South Green Garden - 
http://ag.udel.edu/udbg/gardens/southgreenhouse.html 
 
More information on the Lepidoptera Trail –  
http://ag.udel.edu/udbg/gardens/southgreenhouse.html 
 
Two resources that will be helpful: 
The Living Landscape – Darke and Tallamy 
Bringing Nature Home - Tallamy 
 
Rhetorical Situation: 
Primary Audience: Other non-CANR students  
Secondary Audience: Secondary: Other university people, Creamery customers, people 
attending events 
*Lay People 
 
Purpose: Passive learning, creating A-HA moments when staff isn’t there, silent 
salesmanship, reflect the core GREEN purpose of CANR 
 



Context: People may not realize that the botanical garden is also a research facility, they may 
want to learn more about what they can do in their gardens. 
 
With any questions about the project, you can email: 
Val Budischak - valannb@udel.edu 
Melinda Zoehrer - mzoehrer@udel.edu 
 
 
Due Dates: 
Peer Review – Thursday, April 6 
Final – Tuesday, April 11 
 
Groups 
 
Emma Cheetham 
Haley Tenant 
Courtney Dill 
Pat Ryan 
 
Season Cooper 
Caitlin Vogt 
Will Kebbe 
Sydney Smyk 
 
James Wohr 
Alex Esposito 
Maya Tate 
Brittany Lazzarro 
 
Joanna Scatasti 
Collin LeNoir 
Cassidy Santos 
Kassie Mays 
 
Abigail Marek 
Raigan Nickle 
Tyler Nolan 
Rachel Ronan 
Paige Leahy 



UD Botanical Garden Project Workshop 
 

1. Obviously, check for grammar, mechanical, syntax – we want copy to be as clean as 
possible for our client! 

 
 

2. How well does it address the rhetorical situation? 
• Primary Audience: Other non-CANR students  
• Secondary Audience: Secondary: Other university people, Creamery 

customers, people attending events 
• *Lay People 

 
• Purpose: Passive learning, creating A-HA moments when staff isn’t there, 

silent salesmanship, reflect the core GREEN purpose of CANR 
 

• Context: People may not realize that the botanical garden is also a research 
facility, they may want to learn more about what they can do in their gardens. 

 
 
 
3. Does it find the right balance (or address the balance) of science and lay audience? 

Meaning, it wants to be educational to the masses, but doesn’t want to lose its 
purpose of being a research “lab.” 

	
	
As a group, write a one-page memo addressing these issues. Please point to specific areas 
that need addressing, as well as provide some suggestion as to how they might correct these 
issues. 
 
Email this to your partner group AND me by the end of the day. 



South Greenhouse Garden Brochure Written Content 
By: Emma Cheetham, Courtney Dill, Pat Ryan, and Haley Tennant 

 

• Front Page:  
 
UD Botanic Gardens: 
South Greenhouse Garden 
 
Landscape Architect: Chad Nelson 
Attributed Designer: David Horsey  
 
Mission: To demonstrate a “no lawn” alternative to traditional home landscapes, using 
regionally-adapted plants that provide beauty and sustainability for all seasons 
 

• Back Page:  
 
Directions to the Garden:  
Located on the University of Delaware’s South Campus, the South Greenhouse Garden can be 
found near UDairy Creamery. Starting at the Creamery, head north toward Townshend Hall, then 
take a right at the road. The Garden will be on the right. 
 
 

• Right Outside Flap:  
 
 
“...because it is we who decide what plants will grow in our gardens, the responsibility for our 
nation’s biodiversity lies largely with us. Which animals will make it and which will not? We 
help make this decision every time we plant or remove something from our yards.” 
Douglas Tallamy in Bringing Nature Home 
 
 
The three “inner” pages of the brochure are below:  
 

• Left Inner Page:  
 
A “No Lawn” Alternative 
 
The South Greenhouse Garden is an alternative to the typical yard of just grass, with a few 
bushes and trees thrown in. This alternative is better for the environment and adds more beauty. 
 I think a bit more explanation of what the alternative is here would be helpful. 
 

Deleted: d

Formatted: Font: Italic

Commented [MM1]: Italicize because it is a title. 

Commented [MM2]: Typical grass yard – just for the 
sake of being direct and concise. 



Landscape Elements  
A low brick wall sits in front of the garden. It protects new plantings from vehicles and clearly 
defines the garden space. 
 
Variety of Plants 
 

There are plants that bloom in different seasons in this garden. Below are some of the plants you 
can spot in the South Greenhouse Garden:  

• Ostrya virginiana- an unusual native tree known for its peeling bark 
• Malus ‘Donald Wyman’- a non-native crabapple tree bearing white flowers and appealing 

fruits during the spring season 
• Ilex fosterii- distinctive evergreen hollies known for their yellow berries 

 

• Middle Inner Page: 
 

Key Design Strategies 

UD students worked together with faculty to create a landscape with an interest in all seasons of 
the year. They worked with a modest planting budget to plant shrubs, perennials, and annuals. 
Sustainability was a key factor in these decisions as well.  
These specific strategies were kept in mind while designing the garden:  

• Incorporate multi-seasonal plants.  
• Solve the long term water need for the plants. 
• Favor native and regionally-adapted plants. 
• Combine smaller plants with larger plants for cost efficiency. 
• Use no fertilizers, irrigation, or pesticides in the garden’s maintenance. 
• Create the garden in a way that would attract birds, butterflies, and bees.  

 

• Right Inner Page:  
 

Plants Included in Garden  

Below are the plant names in Latin and in their common names:  
• Helleborus: “Latent Roses” 
• Asters: “Stiff” aster, “New York” aster, “Aromatic” aster  
• Panicum: “Switch Grass” 
• Sedums: Sedum “Neon”, Sedum “Purple Emperor”,  Sedum spurium “Fuldaglut” 

 

 

Commented [MM3]: It might be beneficial to explain 
why this is important. Because it kind of looks like weeds, or 
something you would think would be ok to drive over or 
park on, right? 

Deleted:  



Aesthetic Layout 

The sun plays a big part in keeping this garden running properly. This garden was designed with 
the location of the sun in mind.  

In the shady parts of the garden, these plants can be found:  
• Phlox divaricate:  “London Grove Blue” 
• Hairy alumroot: “Autumn Bride” 
• Turtlehead-Chelone lyoni: “Hot Lips” 

In the sunny parts of the garden, these plants can be found:  
• Echinacea purpurea: “Purple Coneflower” 
• Baptisia: “False Indigos” 
• Sneezewort-Helenium flexuosum: “Tiny Dancer” 

 

You all did a really great job of balancing the science and the lay-person. I also really 
appreciated the mock layout of the brochure as it helped give some context to reading the text. 
As you can see, there are few grammatical issues and some areas that could use a bit more 
development, but overall, I think the Botanical Gardens is going to be very pleased! 
 
145/150 

Commented [MM4]: You may want to repeat that these 
are in latin and common! 
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Friday, 12:30–1:45 p.m.

3-Community, Civic & Public
I.35 Cultivating Participatory Community Writing

Approaches to encouraging participation in community engagement and 
service-learning projects.

A104

Chair: Jay Petrillo, Norwich University
Speakers: Steven Accardi, College of DuPage, “The Effects of a 

Community Engagement Project on University Students, Community 
Participants, and the Writing Itself”

Megan Hartline, University of Louisville, “Cultivating Architectures of 
Participation for Community Writing”

Bret Keeling, Northeastern University, Boston, MA, “Care in/of First-Year 
Writing: The ‘Politics of Recognition and Belonging’”

Meg McGuire, University of Delaware, Newark, “Changing the 
Landscape of Service-Learning: Approaches to Increased Student 
Engagement with Assignments Outside the Classroom”

7-Institutional and Professional
I.36 Transforming Gendered Service and Leadership in 

Writing Programs: Accountability and Institutional 
Change
This panel identifies the challenges of gendered service and offers 
strategies for transformation at different types of institutions.

D135

Speakers: Jennifer Heinert, University of Wisconsin–Waukesha County, 
“Labor, Missions, and Values: Institutional Misalignment and the 
Gendered Service Paradox”

Michelle Payne, Boise State University, “On Making a ‘Bad Career 
Choice’: Administration, Emotive Dissonance, and Institutional 
Change”

Cassandra Phillips, University of Wisconsin-Waukesha, “Labor, Missions, 
and Values: Institutional Misalignment and the Gendered Service 
Paradox”

Eileen Schell, Syracuse University, “A Dirty Job That Somebody Has to 
Do: Gendered Service and the Role of Departmental Chair”

1-First-Year and Advanced Composition
I.37 Recultivating Composition in a Sophomore-Level 

Classroom: Assemblage, Circulation, and ePortfolios
This panel shares strategies to dispel student misconceptions of originality, 
audience, and (non)academic writing in a second-year course.

A105
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MONDAY, MArCH 27
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Room: 0101 Track: Change Management - Towards Transformation

Campus Renewable Energy Procurement: Steps, Strategies, and Stakeholders for Success
As colleges and universities strive to meet ambitious climate and energy goals, decarbonizing campus 
electricity has tremendous potential for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, financial costs, investment 
risk, and encouraging and maintaining culture of sustainability. However, many barriers remain to 
identifying, financing, and gaining support from key campus stakeholders to invest in clean and renewable 
energy projects. This session will allow attendees to hear from, and work with, sustainability managers 
who have successfully completed these projects, to learn about barriers, strategies, and key stakeholders 
relevant to pursuing renewable energy procurement on their own campuses.
Joshua Kaplan, World Wildlife Fund
Megan Litke, American University
Rob Andrejewski, University of Richmond

Room: 0105 Track: Education for Sustainability - Innovating Curriculum and Research

An Interdisciplinary Action Plan for Student Internship Programs
As more students choose to attend universities based on commitment to the environment, it is important 
for universities to develop both policies and outreach curriculum that focus on sustainability in ways 
that will engage students with action. This workshop will present one such model where students from 
environmental study courses interned with a sustainability office working to further engage students. The 
workshop will then guide participants through opportunities, challenges, and development of a program 
they can implement at their own universities.
Meghan McGuire and Michelle Bennett, University of Delaware

Room: 1105 Track: The Built Environment

Mapping Your Campus Metabolism: Developing Conceptual Models and Identifying Stakeholders
As campuses strive to become increasingly more sustainable, a comprehensive, integrated systems 
understanding of a university’s campus metabolism and key material flows (water, energy, food, and 
materials) is essential for improving efficiency, minimizing waste, and meeting national commitments 
like the ACUPCC. In this workshop, a campus metabolism framework will be presented using Furman 
University as a case study, and then participants will work to map the inflows, transformations, and 
material outflows of various key campus resources (water, energy, food, and materials) and identify the 
key stakeholders within each system for their own university.
Weston Dripps and Kelly Grant Purvis, David E. Shi Center for Sustainability at Furman University
Elly Gay, Furman University

Room: 2110/2111 Track: Change Management - Towards Transformation

Decarbonizing Higher Education: A Workshop on Internal Carbon Pricing
In this workshop, we’ll explore how carbon pricing can serve to drastically mitigate the threat of the 
climate crisis, and what role higher education can play in that developing dialogue. We will discuss, 
both, how institutions can institute internal carbon pricing systems and how they can advocate directly 
for national or state-wide carbon prices. Participants will develop an action plan to build a team, draft a 
proposal, generate buy-in, and move their institution forward on carbon pricing.
Nathaniel Graf and Melissa Tier, Swarthmore College

80-Minute Interactive Workshops
MONDAY
10:30 AM
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#Tech, #Pedagogy, #Rhetoric
D.10 Bright Apps, Big Data: Archives, Digitization, and  

Media-Driven Composition
Our panel addresses natural language processing, digitizing the Walter 
Ong archives, and data-driven composition.

Kansas City Marriott Downtown: Andy Kirk A

Speakers: Byron Gilman-Hernandez, Saint Louis University, MO, 
“Finding Walter Ong: Multimodality, Digitization, and the Archive”

Raymond Oenbring, University of the Bahamas, Nassau, “Joining the 
Dark Side—On Our Own Terms: Using Natural Language Processing 
Tools as Part of the Writing Process”

Alexander Reid, SUNY Buffalo, NY, “Composing with and in Data-
Driven Media”

#WPA, #Pedagogy, #BW
D.11 Bridging the Gap: Developing College/High School 

Transition Courses
Faculty and administrators discuss implementation of a 12th-grade 
“transition” program designed to prepare students for college English.

Kansas City Marriott Downtown: Trianon B

Speakers: Jeanette Kim, Westchester Community College, Valhalla, NY, 
“Administration”

Jackie Reichman, Westchester Community College, Valhalla, NY, 
“Pedagogy”

Ellen Wasserman, Westchester Community College, Valhalla, NY, 
“Assessment”

Erich Werner, SUNY Westchester, Valhalla, NY, “History and Theory”

#Pedagogy, #Tech, #Community
D.12 Project Management Approaches for Writing Classrooms 

and Communities
This roundtable considers ways project management approaches to writing 
transform classrooms, student experience, and faculty workload.

Kansas City Marriott Downtown: 12th St. Meeting Room

Chair: Jen Almjeld, James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA
Speakers: Angela Crow, James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA
Steven Lunsford, James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA
Meg McGuire, University of Delaware, Newark

Thursday, 4:45–6:00 p.m.
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CCCC CONVENTION, Tampa 2015 267

Friday, 2:00–3:15 p.m.

Marybeth Poder, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, “Manufacturing 
 Sisterhood: The New York Women’s Trade Union League and Rhetorical 

Posturing” 
Grace Wetzel, St. Joseph’s University, Philadelphia, PA, “Risky Feminist 

Research Methodologies: Exploring the Recovery Work of Sorosis 
Clubwomen”

Information Technologies
J.07 #DisruptingTwitter in Social, Professional, and  

Educational Contexts: An Interactive Panel
An interactive panel (including real-time data collection) that disrupts 
rhetorical, classroom, and academic contexts of Twitter.

Marriott, Grand Ballroom I, Level Two 

Chair: Ashley Evans, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
Speakers: David Coad, University of California, Davis 
Maxwell Philbrook, University of Missouri-Columbia 
Ashley Evans, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 

Information Technologies
J.08 Technological Genres in Composition Pedagogy

Interrogates the relationship between composers and technology in writing 
classrooms (composition and creative).

Marriott, Florida Ballroom IV, Level Two 

Chair: Jennifer Johnson, University of California Santa Barbara
Speakers: Gerald Jackson, University of South Carolina, Columbia, 

“Mediated Composition: The Ethical Imperative of Performing with(in) 
‘New’ Media”

Meg McGuire, University of Delaware, Newark, “Risks with No Rewards: 
Why Students Fear Failure When Writing outside the Printed Page”

Courtney Rivard, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, “Risky  
Connections: Federal Writers’ Project, Wikipedia, and University 
Archives”

Will Hochman, Southern Connecticut State University, New Haven,  
“The Good, the Bad, and the Risky; How Composition Learning  
Technologies Affect the Pedagogy and Kairos of Paperless Creative 
Writing Classes”

b187-360-4Cs-2015.indd   267 1/29/15   12:10 PM
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RISKS VS REWARDS OUTSIDE 
THE PRINTED PAGE
OR 
THE TALE OF TWO STUDENTS 
POPULATIONS AND THEIR 
RELATIONSHIPS WITH RISKS 
AND REWARDS

MEG MCGUIRE

UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE 



SHIFTS IN ISSUES OF 
ACCESS

At once quite literal…
WHO HAS IT? 

Less about who has it…
How does access shape how it is being used?



TODAY
• My experience with two different student populations with 

a digital writing assignment.

• Theorize the differences in approach

• Where I went wrong and how to revise for later.



NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY
First generation students
Mostly Hispanic
Comes from areas without internet access
Didn’t have their own computers
Rarely had smartphones

ANXIETY: LEARNING A NEW APPLICATION 



UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE
Mostly white
Very urban
Have their own laptops
Smartphones
More used to social media

ANXIETY: A LITTLE BIT OF EVERYTHING



NEW MEXICO STATE
More flexible
“Historically closest to failure”
Larger sense of community

UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE
More traditional – classrooms, assignments
More concerned with grades



MY OWN APPROACH
Larger discussion of examples
Balanced between “sage on the stage” and facilitator
Active in the process – including assessment



Changing the Landscape of Service Learning: 
Approaches to Increased Student Learning 
with Assignments Outside the Classroom

Meg McGuire | @meghmcg
University of Delaware | CCCC 2017



Changing the Landscape…

� Assignment Outline

� Student Projects and Responses

� Challenges and Successes

� Other Topics and Projects



Previous Research

� Matthews and Zimmerman, 1999

� Bush-Bacelis, 1998

� Tovey, 2009

� Eyler and Giles, 1999

� Eble and Gailet, 



The Assignment

� Fall 2015 – Environmental Rhetoric course
� Project with local, organic farm located 3 miles from campus

� Volunteer in addition (and to shape) written projects
� Analysis and recommendations for their web presence
� Educational materials for their children’s curriculum
� Informational materials for synthetic vs. natural wool
� Informational materials on the importance of self-sufficient farming
� Instructional materials for some of the many tools and procedures the 

farm has
� Identification guide for their edible plants talks
� Informational materials on biodynamic farming

� Asked students to wait until they had a chance to spend time at 
the farm before deciding on a project



Volunteering

� First visit as a whole class (Field Trip!)

� Every other Friday open volunteer hours

� Weeding, planting, raking, building





The Projects

“I knew there was some way I could make a project out of my 
love for food and the organic, simple, informed way of 
farming Fair Weather stands for. It seemed Nancy holds a 
tremendous passion and pride for being a U.S. certified 
organic farm, and I knew that would have to be the focus of 
whatever I was going to produce for the farm. This was 
simply because I wanted Nancy to get a real use, and 
appreciation, out of what I created.”



The Projects

“During our first meeting at Fair Weather, she mentioned that 
families, pre-schools, and elementary schools sometimes take 
field trips to the farm, as well as homeschooled children. This 
audience, in our opinion, is crucial to the success of the farm. 
Our rationale was that if children enjoy their interactive 
experience, their parents would be more inclined to come back 
and refer to their informational brochure when deciding where 
to shop for produce, vegetables, and other farm-fresh foods…”



The Projects

“Volunteering at Fair Weather Farm 
was not only a great experience, but 
it also greatly influenced my 
project. My experience working at 
the farm made it evident that 
anyone, with or without previous 
farming experience, can complete 
the tasks.... It was evident that the 
farm needed help with several 
different tasks, all of which can be 
easily completed by anyone…It was 
a fun, enjoyable way to give back to 
a community within miles of the 
university—something that many 
students are not aware of.”



Challenges

� Lack of engagement

� Never returned to the farm

� Overlooked client needs

� Anxiety



Other Ways to Change 
Landscape

� Rhetorics of Diversity
� Volunteering at local African American Center

� Girlhood Studies
� Volunteer at Big Sisters

� Look on Campus
� Botanical Gardens, Recycling Centers



Questions? Assignment?
mmcguire@udel.edu

@meghmcg

mailto:mmcguire@udel.edu
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MICRODISCOURSE: 
CONTRIBUTING TO GLOBAL 
CONVERSATION WITH LIMITED 
CHARACTERS 
Meg McGuire 
University of Delaware 



“A call to help our students compose often, well 
and through these composings, become citizen 
writers of our country, the citizen writers of our 
world, and writers of the future.” 

  Kathleen Blake Yancy, 2009 



Social Media 
• Give students the opportunity to see the possibility of 

communication beyond the classroom or workplace. 

• Allows students to practice engaging in larger, civic 
conversations 

• Helps avoid “the danger of a single story.” 



How to Write in These Spaces? 
• Brevity 

•  #longread 

• A Facebook status of 70 characters of less will get the 
most likes (Smart Data Collective) 

•  Transfer existing tweeting/texting skills to other rhetorical 
situations. 



Six Word War 



Six Word Memoir 



Entering the Discourse and Making it 
Count 



Furthering Digital Literacies   
• How do we write in these spaces and get attention about 

what we have to say? 

• Writing and communicating beyond the classroom and 
workplace. 

•  Tools to do this! 



“Here’s My Jonah Eating Cheerios:” 
The Dominant Discourse of 
Mothers on Facebook

Meg McGuire
University of Delaware



Motherhood on Facebook



Rise of Mommy Bloggers



• Good Mother/Bad Mother Dichotomy

• Rhetoric of Motherhood

• Definition of choice

• Online interpretations of non-mothers

• Christmas cards and infertility



Unbaby Me

Via Ben Lippert



Mothers on Facebook

27 million women identify
as mothers on Facebook.



Facebook Practices

• Status updates 
• Images 
• Links 
• Commenting 
• Liking or...



Images (lots of images)



Videos



Issues



Not Mothers



Via Buzzfeed

Challenges in Route to Motherhood



Without Children



Teenagers

Facebook users 13-24 
have dropped 30%



The Future of…Babybook?



This Is How I Remember the War: A 
Vernacular Construction of Public 
Memory

Meg McGuire
University of Delaware



How Can Public Memory Exist 
Without Be Distorted?

The appropriation of physical and 
online spaces



Six Word War

http://www.sixwordwar.com


• Personal stories intersect with official 
narrative

• Balanced narrative
• Facilitate conversation



Personal Picture



“Three Servicemen Statue”



“Paying Homage to Vietnam Veterans Memorial”



“The poignant letters left at the Vietnam Veterans Memorial”



• Different experience for each visitor
• Visitors become “authors”
• Share experiences
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12:15-1:30 PM 

Lunchtime Public Poetry Reading 
Susan MOCKLER and Student Performers 

 
 

 

 

12:15-1:30 PM 

Delegate’s Meeting 
Reinsch Library (Board Room) 

 
 

 

 

 

1:30 - 2:45 Concurrent Sessions 

  
15 - Public Policy, Public Thought, and the Public Humanities (Main House, Dining) 
Eric NORTON, Marymount University (Chair) 
Aaron R. HANLON, Georgetown University, "Epistemology and the Public Humanities" 
Bryan G. SALMONS, Lincoln University, "Do Pomo Metaconstructs Dream of Hamlet’s 
Sleep?: Humanity, the Humanities, and the Poststructural Hangover" 
Qrescent Mali MASON, Drexel University, "Philosophy in the Public Sphere: Examining 
The New York Times's 'The Stone'” 
Nicole FALGIANO, James Madison University,  "Humanities and Washington: A 
Different Approach to Reaching Political Leaders" 

  
16 - Memorialization and Trauma (Reinsch Library, Board Room) 
Katherine TURNER, Mary Baldwin College (Chair)  
Dominique Nicole SWANN, George Mason University, "Roots Tourism: Commodifying 
Transatlantic Slavery" 
Dana MIRANDA, The University of Connecticut, "'Don't fire until you see the whites of 
their eyes': The Loss on Bunker Hill" 
Meg MCGUIRE, University of Delaware, "This Is How I Remember the War: A 
Vernacular Construction of Public Memory" 

  
17 - Human Communication: A Socio-Linguistic Approach (Roundtable) (Reinsch 

Library, Lee Reception) 
Raja NASR, Marymount University (Chair) 
Catherine SCHLICHTING, Marymount University 
Rick NARCISSE, Marymount University 
Umar SHEHZAD, Marymount University 
Hanna DEL SIGNORE, Marymount University 
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18 - Learning through Making: Site-Specific Public Sculpture (Roundtable) (Main 

House, Piano) 
Bess FOX, Marymount University (Chair) 
Joe HICKS, Marymount University, “Public Sculpture: Developing Student 

Collaboration” 
Danielle ALLMAN, Katelyn BREEN, Elijah FINN, Susan KOWELL, Maura 
MCCANDLISH, Courtney OEHL, Evelyn SARCEÑO-ORTIZ, Marymount University 
  

 

3:00 - 4:15 Concurrent Sessions 

  
19 - American Memory at Twenty: Assessing an Online Public Humanities Legacy 

(Roundtable) (Main House, Dining) 
Susan GARFINKEL, Digital Reference Section, Library of Congress (Chair) 
Elizabeth BROWN, Digital Reference Section, Library of Congress 
Juretta Jordan HECKSCHER, Digital Reference Section, Library of Congress 
Christine PRUZIN, Digital Reference Section, Library of Congress 

 
20 - Challenging Public (Mis)perceptions: Diverse Lessons from Humanities 

Students (Main House, Piano) 
John THOMPSON, Christopher Newport University (Chair) 
Stephen PLOTZ, Christopher Newport University 
Samuel ATKINSON, Christopher Newport University 
Erin CLANCY, Christopher Newport University 

  
21 - Digital Spaces, Popular Places: Engaging Vernacular Media (Reinsch Library, 

Board Room) 
Diana RISK, Virginia Wesleyan College (Chair) 
Cassidy SHEEHAN, Virginia Commonwealth University, “Queer-baiting on the BBC’s 
Sherlock: Addressing the Invalidation of Queer Experience through Online Fan Fiction 
Communities” 
George BREEDEN, George Mason University, "Defending the Study of Religion in 

Digital Games" 
Angela HART, Georgetown University, "The Vampire Phenomenon: Buffy Summers 
Becomes A Martyr to Prevent Vampire Mayhem" 

 
 

4:30 - 5:45 Concurrent Sessions 

 
22 - (Crossing) Spaces of Crossing (Main House, Dining) 
Brian FLANAGAN, Marymount University (Chair) 
Caitlin RIZZO, University of Maryland, College Park, "The Lyric Poem as Queer Space" 
Diana RISK, Virginia Wesleyan College, "Humboldt’s Latin American Adventure and 
the Reinvention of a New World" 
Adam KOVACH, Marymount University, "Can there Be a Philosophy of Tourism?" 

 
23 - Inhabiting the Spaces of Learning (Reinsch Library, Lee Reception) 
Bess FOX, Marymount University (Chair) 
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	   SATURDAY, OCTOBER 18 
 

	  

84 

Concurrent Session 7.11        9:30-10:45 AM 
Bingham Humanities 215       Chair: Christine Peters Cucciarre 
 
The New Labor Landscape: Freedom and Security 
Without Tenure 
 
Christ ine Peters Cucciarre, University of Delaware 
 
Jessica Edwards, University of Delaware 
 
Meghan McGuire, University of Delaware 
 
Michael McCamley, University of Delaware 
 
Concurrent Session 7.12        9:30-10:45 AM 
Bingham Humanities 217          Chair: Matt Dowell 
 
Responsive Approaches to Writ ing Center Practice 
 
Matt Dowell,  Le Moyne College 
Developing the Responsive Writing Center within Financial and 
Institutional Constraints 
 
Carly Johnson,  University of Louisville 
Community College Writing Centers: Revising ‘Remedial’ 
Perceptions 
 
Meghan Hancock,  University of Louisville 
New Genres and New Struggles: Responding to Graduate 
Students’ Frustrations with Writing 
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https://cw17workshop.tumblr.com/ 
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ABSTRACT

This chapter explores how multimodal composition and social media conventions can support writing 
and introduce students to writing to multiple audiences. This chapter will outline an assignment from 
logistics of Tumblr as a space to help students establish regular writing practices in online spaces. 
Additionally, this chapter will illustrate some aspects of resistance that students may have with the as-
signment and provide strategies that respond to these resistances to make the assignment more effective.

INTRODUCTION

Students are writing more now than ever before. This is due to what Andrea Lundsford (2013) referred 
to in her study on the writing habits of Stanford University freshmen as “life writing”: text messages, 
tweets, status updates; most of their communication is facilitated by smart phones, tablets and social 
media applications. Yet, even with this increase in writing they do on their own time, when students 
enter the writing classroom, some students may still struggle with the composing process; sometimes 
the very act of writing seems daunting, and often they wonder how the writing we ask them to do will 
be applicable to them outside the classroom and in their future careers.

Writing teachers struggle as well to find ways to help students see that writing is not just a classroom 
activity, but will benefit them in their professional and civic communities for the rest of their lives. If 
writing teachers can find ways to capitalize on these “life writing” skills, there may be more oppor-
tunities to provide richer moments for context-specific writing, where scenarios replicate the kinds of 
writing students will encounter in professional capacities, at the same time giving them reasons to think 
more critically about who their audience is. While incorporating social media seems like a useful way 
to help students transition from life writing to academic writing to professional writing, the challenge 
for writing instructors is to find ways to use these applications in purposeful ways that complement the 
learning objectives of writing courses.
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This chapter outlines a meaningful approach to incorporating social media into the writing class-
room that gives students the opportunity to think about writing in larger situations than writing essays 
for their teachers. Using Tumblr in particular, students can explore the writing process in their future 
professions and develop regular writing habits by composing messages with text and images according 
to social media conventions.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Tracing Technology in Writing

The availability of technology has had a large impact on writing. As The New London Group (1996) 
wrote, “New communications media are reshaping the way we use language…that effective citizenship 
and productive work now require that we interact effectively using multiple languages, multiple Englishes, 
and communication patterns that more frequently cross cultural, community, and national boundaries” 
(p. 64). While new media scholars were noticing the impact of new media in all communication areas, 
educators have been slow to acknowledge these changes in practice. While people in professional and 
personal settings were more often using tools that allowed them to communicate in words, images, and 
sounds, Takayoshi and Selfe (2007) argued that, “inside many of these classrooms, students are produc-
ing essays that look much the same as those produced by their parents and grandparents” (p. 2). While 
technology was increasingly giving users the opportunity to write in new ways to reach larger audiences, 
students were still being prepared to write essays that catered to a very specific, scholarly audience, and 
not to the audiences they would encounter in their future careers or personal lives.

In her 2009 report to the National Council of the Teachers of English, Kathleen Blake Yancey argued 
that writing in the 21st century was “a call to help our students compose often, well and through these 
composings, become citizen writers of the country, citizen writers of the world, and citizen writers of the 
future” (p. 1). She, too, stressed the need to prepare our students for writing outside the classroom. To 
do that, educators must evolve how they teach writing along with how people write in situations outside 
the classroom. One way to respond to this call is to take writing off the printed page. Takayoshi and 
Selfe contend that students should be “composing in multiple modalities, if they hope to communicate 
successfully within the digital communication networks that characterize workplaces, schools, civic life, 
and span traditional cultural, national, geopolitical borders” (p. 3). Faigley (2003) further argues, “I can 
think of no scenario for the revival of public discourse that does not involve digital media” (p. 179). If 
students are to understand that writing and communication in their lives goes beyond the printed essays 
they are asked to write in the classroom, they need to practice with the ubiquitous tools and spaces they 
use in other facets of their lives.

To have students understand that writing, especially the writing they already do, is a social action where 
they can interact with larger audiences than their teacher and peers, then they must write for audiences 
beyond the four walls of the classroom. Finding opportunities for students to do this is imperative. While 
educators are quick to acknowledge technology is changing the shape of communication, integrating 
digital writing in the public sphere into the classroom remains a slow process. And with social media 
facilitating so much global digital communication, this integration is crucial.

To respond to these changes in technology, educators must rethink writing in the classroom. Clark 
(2010) writes:
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The future of writing–based on a global, collaborative text, where all writing has the potential to become 
public–informs our classrooms and forms a new ‘digital’ imperative, one that asks how we can reshape 
our pedagogy with new uses of the technologies that are changing our personal and professional lives. 
(p. 28)

Teachers must not only think about technology’s potential as a tool for writing, but about how it can 
promote writing and become part of the writing process in meaningful ways. Santos and Leahy (2014) 
believe that “[e]ducation in the digital era means acting as architects who design learning spaces, not as 
suppliers delivering a product” (p. 86). Educators can address this digital imperative by helping students 
explore the writing process with social media, rather than have them view social media as an end product.

As students will be writing in these spaces for more than just personal communication, they must be 
prepared to think about how audiences communicate not only through social media, but also in other 
digital spaces and situations beyond the research essay. Because of these considerations, the complexities 
of writing on social media are also worth exploring as a class as well. As Wolff (2014) argues, social 
media are “spaces for writing that, like more traditional print-based writing, have their own grammars, 
styles and linguistics” (p. 212). Tumblr in particular can allow students to delve into writing in a public 
space where they can practice using these different styles for social media and examine how they can 
relate to the writing they will do in various situations and with various audiences.

Tumblr as a Tool for Writing

Tumblr is a microblogging1 site where users compose short posts. While it includes tools similar to 
those found in other social media applications such as, liking a post and/or replying to a post–which is 
equivalent to leaving a comment–there are also some differences that make it more flexible for writ-
ing in the classroom. It can be used for more conventional writing activities, such as daily responses or 
free-writing that can get students in the habit of practicing writing. Tumblr can also be used to explore 
writing and composing in different forms, such as images and source sharing.

Tumblr supports multimedia content such as video and images, and allows for more than 140 char-
acters, unlike Twitter, which is also a microblogging site. The Tumblr site encourages users to “put 
anything they want” on their blogs (“Tumblr,” n. d.). This self-described openness to different types of 
content can encourage students to explore all the possibilities of what writing can be. Because Tumblr 
makes it easy to integrate multiple modes of composition, it is a more functional social media site for 
slightly longer writing exercises. While Twitter can be helpful for conciseness, Tumblr provides a little 
more room for expository writing.

Visuals

Although Tumblr offers more room for text-based writing, its microblogging status comes from its 
emphasis on small-scale bits of information, most often through visuals. Because it facilitates visuals, 
students can also experiment with and explore how to use images to convey messages and respond to 
audiences’ different information needs, which is important for the kinds of large-scale communication 
that students will be a part of in their professional discourses.

Among the most common posts on Tumblr are memes or gifs. Memes are images, videos or GIFs 
(animated images) that are passed among users online, making them viral and becoming recognizable and 
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commonplace to large audiences. Dawkins (1976) defined memes as ways cultural information spread (p. 
192). They become a part of cultural moments that appeal to large audiences and they are often altered 
and parodied to respond to other cultural moments. Because Tumblr so easily supports multimedia, 
as well as longer, text-based blog posts, it is a space that gives students the opportunity to think about 
using all the available means of composition for responses – text, still images, film, and audio. This is 
important, especially as multimodal texts become more commonplace in professional communication.

Information across many professional discourses often includes images or hyperlinks, especially as 
many of documents are created to read online. In fact, Mike Isaac (2015) recently reported in The New 
York Times that GIFs are even making their way into professional discourse with people including them 
in email conversations. Again, practicing the meaningful use of memes and GIFS in various situations 
prepare students to compose for audiences that are becoming increasingly used to reading short content 
and expect to find their information in a variety of modes.

Reblogging

Reblogging is another capability of Tumblr that can help students think about collaborative writing and 
sharing sources. Reblogging is when a user reposts another user’s content in a way that gives credit to the 
original poster. The original post is accompanied by notes, which are an account of who has reblogged 
the post and where it has been reblogged. This allows students to think about writing as social action in 
terms of collaboration and sharing.

In reblogging, whether by simply reposting as the post originally was or adding to it by including 
additional information by replying with a comment, users are entering into and extending a conversa-
tion, giving others the opportunity to become part of the conversation and keep it going. Reblogging and 
commenting show how social media can be a beneficial tool to teach students about the collaborative 
nature of writing. They can understand the importance of being a part of and sharing information with 
community. They can also think about their own credibility as a source of information contributing to 
an existing conversation. And as a part of this, they can reflect on the rhetorical choice of what they 
reblog and the decisions they make regarding best information or mode of writing to contribute to their 
community.

Lunsford, Fishman, and Liew (2013) found that interacting through writing with their professional 
communities built “a sense of purposeful connection between students and their writing, allowing them 
to see that writing as something of worth” (p. 479). If students are reblogging posts from their profes-
sional communities, they can see the relevant topics of information for their field while becoming an 
active part of these discussions. The use of Tumblr can help students begin to make connections between 
their professional communities and their writing and to see that writing does have consequences outside 
the classroom.

Diverse Voices

Another facet of Tumblr that makes it a rich environment for writing in the classroom is that Tumblr users 
focus more on topics and issues, rather than focusing on crafting identities and connecting with people 
a user knows or wants to know. People often remain anonymous and still make meaningful contribu-
tions to discussions. It is not necessarily considered unethical to go by a pseudonym on Tumblr. While 
this Tumblr convention of anonymity does not always make the conversations richer, it does provide 
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the potential for voices or stories that are often overlooked to be heard. In fact many users join Tumblr 
under a pseudonym so they can post more freely as the person they identify as and about issues they are 
passionate about without the backlash of possibly insensitive opposition.

Communities involved with issues of race and LGBT use Tumblr as a space for discussion because 
it can be more empowering to discuss these issues safely without the fear of repercussion. As feminist 
scholar Moya Bailey stated, “I see many more diverse images on Tumblr than I see anywhere else. It’s 
one of the few places where I see fat people, trans women and trans women of color who are celebrated” 
(as qtd. in Safronova, 2014). Having access to a space where students can observe a diverse group of 
voices talking about diverse issues in ways they may have not seen before can be critical to helping stu-
dents understand audience, the power of writing, and how the rhetorical situation of communication on 
social media can be much larger than their immediate surroundings and can contribute to much larger 
cultural conversations.

METHODOLOGY AND PEDAGOGY

In the classes I teach at the University of Delaware (UD), I prepare students to become professional writ-
ers such as medical writers, technical writer, public relation specialists, editors, etc. To prepare them, I 
ask them to write in genres and scenarios they will likely encounter in the workforce such as memos and 
proposals. Increasingly this has also included social media and how to consider its use in professional 
situations. Although students communicate on social media daily, I found that many of my students 
struggled to make the connection between the writing they did on social media in their personal lives 
with writing they may do in other contexts, such as school or work.

Because so much communication occurs on social media, students must be prepared to think about 
how audiences interact with information in these spaces. Writing has changed in large part because of 
how people read online. Audiences need to consume and share information quickly, so timeliness and 
length of writing is important to consider. A 2012 study by the Smart Data Collective found that a personal 
Facebook status of 70 characters or less will get 66% more engagement than a status that is more than 
231 characters. That is a significant writing situation for students to consider, and the earlier students 
start to think about writing to those situations, the better. Creating short posts and images will be a ben-
eficial and useful writing experience for them, and using social media in the classroom can promote this.

To address this, I asked my students to regularly write on Tumblr throughout the semester to practice 
writing in a space other than traditional notebooks, Microsoft Word documents or discussion boards. 
The major goals of the assignment were for students:

• Develop a rhetorical understanding of writing in different modes according to different social 
media conventions;

• Develop an understanding of writing as a process through regular writing practice; and
• Explore professional discourse on Tumblr.

By writing in a public space, students could see writing with an audience other than me as their 
teacher and practice responding to the diverse rhetorical situations of writing in social media at the same 
time as simply practicing writing. Students started with smaller writing exercise, responding to specific 
prompts or discussion. I also asked them to respond with various modes popular on Tumblr, including 
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text-based posts, images (including memes and gifs), videos, links, and reblogs. Additionally, I required 
that each post include a hashtag in order to categorize it into both classroom conversation and larger, 
public conversations. As the assignment progressed, I began to ask students to write some posts on their 
own without any constraints. The Tumblr site also became a space to post in-class activities, as well as a 
repository of sources available for larger research projects comprised of the articles the students posted.

PARTICIPANTS

I used this assignment in a class I taught in the English Department at UD, “Topics in Professional 
Writing.” This particular class was focused on professional uses of social media. For example, the class 
examined topics such as how NASA used Twitter or how social media was used for emergency response 
during Hurricane Sandy. The students were primarily sophomore, junior, and senior English majors with 
a concentration in Professional Writing, but additionally there was a Business major, Engineering Major 
and Food Science major taking the class to complete their second writing requirement.

These students were considered what Prensky (2001) coined a “digital native”; they had spent their 
entire lives surrounded by technology and do not remember a time without it. Every single one of them 
had their own laptop, tablet, or at the very least, a smart phone, that they brought to class. In fact, because 
the class was about social media, I encouraged them to bring whatever technology they felt comfort-
able using in class to work on. While many of them were familiar with social media applications like 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Snap Chat, after doing an informal, oral survey of the class, I found 
that only a couple of students had used Tumblr.

EXPLORATION

To give students an understanding of the various kinds of writing on Tumblr, I began the semester-long 
assignment by asking students to analyze different Tumblr accounts, exploring the writing that was done 
on Tumblr in discourses they were interested investigating the social media conventions that are specific 
to Tumblr and the kinds of rhetorical choices, both effective and ineffective, that were made in those 
accounts. Banks (2006) writes that it is important for students to learn not only how to use the tools, but, 
“individually and collectively to be able to use critique, resist, design and change technologies in ways 
that are relevant to their lives and needs, rather than those of the corporations that hope to sell them” 
(p. 41). Students should be able to decide how these spaces are going to work for them and their own 
communicative purposes, rather than use them blindly.

They should also understand how the space works for the rhetorical situation at hand and what choices 
will be best for audiences to interact with information. I encouraged students to look at Tumblr accounts 
that were related to their interests or future professions. For example, students interested in doing social 
media marketing followed digital media website, Mashable’s Tumblr, and students interested in publishing 
followed the publishing house, Harper Collin’s Tumblr. The class took note of the tone of the posts, the 
mode of the posts, what hashtags were being used, whom they followed and how they interacted with 
other accounts. This gave students the chance to see the difference between personal, informal content 
and how Tumblr can be used professionally.
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The kinds of images that were integrated into the professional posts and how the professional posts 
used memes effectively were likewise analyzed. We also spent time analyzing the layouts of various ac-
counts and how some templates aided in facilitating information delivery better than others. For example, 
if the hashtags for each post were on the side of the post, it was easier to see how they are categorized 
or what the post might be about than if the hashtags were at the very bottom of the post.

COMPOSING ON TUMBLR

Creating Accounts

When students were ready to put their Tumblr to practice, I invited them to a group Tumblr for the class. 
Each student needed a Tumblr account to participate in the group blog; many students already had a per-
sonal account, but they decided to create a new account to keep their personal and professional thoughts 
separate. This was helpful as many students worried about their classmates and me as the teacher having 
access to parts of their personal lives. This also opened up a space to discuss professional identities. As I 
discussed earlier, the anonymous aspect of Tumblr is important, but for the purpose of the class, there did 
need to be some visibility to see who was writing what, especially as students moved into investigating 
their professional discourses. How they crafted their Tumblr profile was aided by the research they did 
into their professional discourses. They were able to see how others in their field presented themselves or 
their organizations. By creating a more professional online persona, students were learning how to build 
their own ethos as they began to interact in these professional conversations and build their professional 
literacy in terms of how to represent themselves.

In addition to navigating personal and professional writing on Tumblr, many students were also con-
cerned with navigating a new space. To help remove this fear or anxiety about writing in a new space, 
the first half of a 75-minute class period was set-aside for students to set up their accounts. While we 
were not in a computer lab, all students in the class had a laptop, tablet or smart phone with them to set 
up their accounts. This in-class time could also be used for instructors to present a tutorial on how to 
post different content to the Tumblr, as well as how to reblog posts and how to comment on posts. The 
class, as a group, also decided on the template for the account and considered how the interface of the 
Tumblr template could better help readers access their information.

Posting Content

To encourage the habit of writing, I asked students to contribute to the class Tumblr a total of five times 
a week for the rest of the semester. They responded to specific prompts I gave them or responded to a 
reading, either in-class or as homework, two to three times a week. For example, I asked them to discuss a 
protest movement that social media figured predominately in, like Occupy Wall Street. Another example 
asked them to analyze a business or organization’s social media presence based on the strategies from “A 
Social Media Primer for Technical Communicators” by Meredith Singleton and Lisa Meloncon (2011). 
They were also asked to post on their own outside the structured writing prompts two to three times a 
week. Often these posts responded to current news stories that involved social media.

In keeping with social media writing as shorter units of information and text, students were asked 
to keep their posts to a certain length. They began with 250 words, and by the end of the semester, they 
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were responding with less than 150 words. This encouraged them to be concise, while still providing 
substantial responses that illustrated engagement with the reading or topic of discussion. The brevity of 
texts also supported their posts as they began using images in responses.

In addition to their text-driven responses, they were asked to respond with a meme or an image (see 
Figure 1), or a link to another article that related to a class reading or discussion, or that responded to an 
issue or added to professional discourse. I also occasionally asked them to reblog from another account 
or respond to a Tumblr post from an account of someone outside the class, such as a writer from their 
specific industry (see Figure 2). By asking students to specifically post in modes that reflect Tumblr, 
teachers can, as Santos and Leahy further argue, “engineer such discovery and help students explore 
forms of writing they may not have considered by periodically asking that some portions of the students’ 
online writing to adhere to certain constraints that we have set” (p. 90). I felt that by directing students 
to the kinds of communication available to them, they could see how including images or links can be 
beneficial to their communication. They were then challenged to make thoughtful choices about how to 
convey information to their audiences in meaningful ways.

A further component to the assignment was that every post, no matter what the mode, was hashtagged. 
Hashtags were used in two ways:

1.  To connect the course conversations through their readings and prompt responses.
2.  To enter their professional discourses.

After some discussion of hashtags as a rhetorical strategy, students worked together to choose the 
course hashtag. For our specific class, they chose #UDENG413. This showed the university they were 
part of, the department the course was in, and the course number. Then they individually discovered 
what hashtags were typically used in other Tumblr accounts in their future professional communities 
or accounts dealing with topics that they were interested in. This gave them the opportunity to see what 

Figure 1. A response with a meme
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language or practices are privileged by certain discourses. It also assisted in their work getting categorized 
and interconnected with other Tumblr posts on similar topics and becoming a part of a larger network of 
conversations. This helps students, as Santos and Leahy write, “explore the many kinds of writing avail-
able on the web and determining what kinds of writing practices privileged by their online communities 
are best for expressing their own interests” (p. 88). If a student was interested in the fashion industry or 
video game design, he or she saw what hashtags are used most often and began to incorporate them into 
their own posts to connect the professional discourse (see Figure 3).

Figure 2. A reblogged post
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ultimately, there were some students who struggled with aspects of the assignment. Many were chal-
lenged by the word limit of their responses. Some students were not as successful in finding a profes-
sional discourse to take part in. Additionally, some began to rely heavily on posting visuals and had to 
be reminded to occasionally compose text. And for some, Tumblr was an assignment to complete for a 
grade, and there was little engagement in the learning. However, for a great deal of students, this was a 
successful activity that prompted interaction with writing in various ways.

While this assignment began in a more structured format where I assigned the writing prompts, modes 
of responses, and due dates, students eventually began to write on their own, even when not directed. 
As the semester progressed and students became more acquainted with Tumblr and developed a writ-
ing routine, the posts took on different shapes as students began exploring different modes of writing. 
They included images, such as memes, with their reading responses (see Figure 4). They also began to 
respond to each other’s posts, as well as posts by users outside the course. The more time they spent 
writing on Tumblr, the more comfortable they began to feel writing on their own. These unguided posts 
students composed showcased that they were less intimidated and they felt acknowledged by a larger 
audience than me alone.

The longer students spent on Tumblr exploring other blogs and crafting their own content, the more 
their posts began to seem less like traditional writing responses and more like typical Tumblr posts (see 
Figure 5). Students became encouraged when their class writing began to take the shape of a typical 
Tumblr blog and would begin to check in with it throughout the day. Occasionally a student would come 
to class with a story of how someone they did not know liked or reblogged something they had posted. 
For many students, this was an opportunity to take notice of how they were interacting with a world 
outside the classroom.

Resistances and Challenges

Because many students are adept at “life writing” and are familiar with social media applications like, 
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram for personal communication, instructors often assume students can 
complete these assignments without any guidance or preparation. But writing in these spaces for pur-
poses unlike what they are used to can be difficult for students, especially if writing in general feels 

Figure 3. Professional discourse
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Figure 4. An undirected post

Figure 5. Typical looking Tumblr response
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uncomfortable to them prior to class. This is why there are some challenges for instructors to keep in 
mind when using social media, specifically Tumblr, in the writing classroom

Many educators make the assumption that students come to the classroom already well equipped 
to do projects with social media. As Purdy (2010) notes, educators assume that because students use 
these applications for personal communication outside of class, they should easily be able to jump right 
into an assignment using social media without much discussion or tutorial (p. 56). Carrying these as-
sumptions into this assignment can alter or limit its effectiveness. Instructors must consider that some 
students may not easily transition to these new writing situations. Moving the academic writing process 
from traditional paper to alternative spaces already feels risky, but asking them to write in a space they 
associate with more personal communication can be paralyzing to some students.

Often, when many of the students were faced with a new writing situation, their anxiety about the new 
tool often impeded the content of the composition. In the classroom, students expect to write for certain 
purposes (research essays) and in certain modes (the printed page). When students are asked to write 
in new ways for academic purposes, they let their fear of failure get in the way. They most likely have 
composed a message with an image or included a hyperlink in a post to a friend, but that was a different 
situation, without a grade attached. The complexities of a new space and a larger audience outside the 
teacher seem risky to them. Even if they are very comfortable using social media for personal reasons, 
it is often hard for them to transition to using it for academic reasons. Although they may understand 
that the idea of an audience is much more public in these spaces, students still worry about anyone who 
is not their teacher seeing their work.

Additionally, some may not be familiar with Tumblr in the same ways they are Facebook or Twitter. 
Approaching the assignment with the expectation that students can easily move from one social media 
space to another can also impact the assignment. In fact, according to the Pew Internet Research Center 
(2015), only 14% of teenagers ages 13-17 use Tumblr, as opposed to Facebook (71%) and Twitter (33%). 
Further, many students are not as digitally savvy as they are expected to be, and not every student has 
had access to social media or the technology it is used with. There are still areas of the United States 
where access to these tools is limited. To many students, Tumblr is a brand new application that some 
may have difficulties navigating.

When they are asked to write in an unfamiliar space, students often get caught up in the logistics of 
that space, rather than focusing on the content or how the space can aid in writing. For example, Tumblr, 
like many social media spaces, occasionally updates its interface, and when students could not find the 
option needed to post a blog entry or an image in the same place they found it before, they would often 
panic that they would not be able to complete their assignment. Educators should, as scholars such as 
Vaidhyanathan (2008) and Thomas (2011) argue, acknowledge the varying levels of technological ex-
pertise students bring to the classroom and recognize that there may be some limitations in the learning 
curve. For these reasons, finding the right means to integrate writing on Tumblr successfully is important 
to help students feel less anxious about a new writing situation.

DEVELOPING SUCCESSFUL STRATEGIES

In-Class Writing Time

One suggestion to encourage students in this transition is to provide some class time to get acclimated 
to Tumblr and how it works. In addition to setting up the class Tumblr together, giving students brief 
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in-class time to write their posts in the first few weeks of the semester can be helpful. This way, if they 
have questions about how to insert a link or image, or reblog from another site, they have an opportunity 
to ask the people around them. One option is to have students do a reading for a class and then have 
the instructor pose a question to respond to on Tumblr as the class period begins. This helps students 
get used to how the space works for certain modes and to get in the habit of writing regularly, which 
will improve their overall writing skills. The in-class writing can also be used as a springboard for class 
discussion. As David Gooblar (2014) states on The Chronicle Vitae blog, the in-class writing activity

… lays the groundwork for a good class discussion. Not every student is equally talented at thinking on 
her feet. By giving your students a chance to think and write about the day’s topic, you’ll improve your 
chances of having an interesting and constructive discussion.

In-class writing helps students reflect on the reading and focus for the rest of the class. Additionally, 
this gives shyer students a chance to participate. If classrooms have a computer and projector in the 
room, instructors can display the class Tumblr so that it becomes a community activity and students can 
talk through their responses.

Community Learning

One of the best ways to support student learning as community is to ask students in the class who have 
used Tumblr to be peer tutors for the space. Inevitably, one or two students have some experience with 
Tumblr and are willing to help their peers. At the beginning of the assignment, instructors could split the 
class into small groups, making sure that a Tumblr “expert” is in each one to help with the initial process 
of joining the site and crafting the first posts. This helps build community in the classroom and enables 
students to be more resourceful in helping each other. This can help students feel more comfortable 
with a new writing situation that may seem daunting to them. DeVoss, Johansen, Selfe, and Williams 
(2003) suggest that by being able to observe their peers and ask questions of them, students will feel 
more comfortable when they do work on their own (p. 166).

Interacting with peers doing the same projects can help alleviate some of their anxiety. In the first 
week weeks of this class, students often found new ways Tumblr worked and would come in and share 
these tips in the first few weeks. For example, one student discovered that to separate multiple hashtags, 
users must hit return or enter rather than just inserting a space in between each one. The New London 
Group (1996) call this “Overt Instruction.” These types of activities “focus the learner on the important 
feature of their experience and activities within the community of learners; and that allow the learner to 
gain explicit information at times when it can most usefully organize and guide practice…” (p. 33). Ex-
ploring in a community of learners can help students feel more comfortable writing in an unknown space.

Reflection

A final recommendation would be to have check-in days or points in the semester where students can give 
feedback on the experiences of writing on Tumblr. Students can write reflective memos to the instructor 
detailing their experiences writing on Tumblr for class. This was helpful because I was able to gauge 
the assignment and see where some adjustments can be made. For example, some students noted that 
they found it hard to remember to post on their own outside of class, so I began including a reminder 
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with other homework announcements. These reflective assignments also give students some agency in 
their learning process. When they are given an outlet to share their experiences, they may engage with 
the assignment more.

Students can also take time to reflect on the experience of writing in their future discourses. They 
start to understand language choices and issues relevant to their fields. As they step back and look at the 
choices they made, they will feel more confident knowing that they are capable of writing to these larger 
audiences. This is a good opportunity to ask them to consider the experience of using a social media 
space for classroom writing as compared to their personal social media use and to see if there has been 
any impact or intersection between the two writing situations or if they are more conscious about their 
rhetorical choices in their personal social media communication.

For example, one of my students mentioned that they started thinking more about proofing their posts 
in other social media applications because they had gotten in the habit of reading over their posts before 
the published them on Tumblr. Another student mentioned they were surprised at how many organiza-
tions post memes on their Tumblrs and that made her see how social media conventions are for more 
than personal use. The ability to be critical of the how these spaces promote writing in larger contexts is 
a valuable tool for students to make decisions about writing on social media for many different purposes.

Taking this knowledge to future writing projects, no matter what mode they are written in, can help 
them work more efficiently. This helps them feel more comfortable with the composition process. Sel-
ber (2004) writes that reflection is “valuable in that the connections between language and practical 
experience are not always made clear in technological contexts” (p. 205). Yancey (1998) contends that 
reflecting and asking themselves about the modes they choose to use over other modes help students 
“to develop as members of a writing public” (p. 311). It gives them a sense of responsibility and helps 
them see where their choices impact a larger picture.

CONCLUSION

Teaching writing can be challenging. Instructors must not only prepare students for writing in their aca-
demic careers, but in their professional and civic lives. In fact, a study done by The National Association 
of College and Employers (2015), found that 73.4% of employers want candidates with strong written 
communication skills, so it is more critical than ever that students are prepared to write, research, and 
think critically in any situation. In addition, instructors must acknowledge the continuously changing 
landscape of digital communication technology that is prevalent in all areas of lives. Using social media 
in the writing classroom is no longer just about engaging students as writers, but has become a necessity 
to equip them to communicate effectively in these social media spaces - especially when, according to 
the Pew Internet Research Center, as of January 2014, 74% of adult Americans are online and gathering 
information.

By incorporating social media applications such as Tumblr into the writing classroom, teachers can 
help students prepare to communicate for academic and professional purposes, as well as to become 
articulate community members online, where they are living a large part of their lives. As Clark writes, 
“The public domain is just one facet of the new critical democracy in which our students will be asked 
to live and work” (p.34). Integrating social media shows students that it is not just a tool for writing, but 
is also meaningful space to communicate in important ways.
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Outlining Tumblr as a writing space demonstrates its value in the writing classroom and that it can 
be used within the context of other writing courses. With strategic Tumblr use, students are first able 
to acclimate to the process of writing, rather than focus on the finished product. Second, they are able 
to understand the larger context of writing and how it benefits them beyond their role as students, and 
in this particular assignment, how they are preparing themselves for their careers and begin to situate 
themselves within that context. Tumblr can also be used to explore the many different ways of exploring 
how people write about a large number of issues and topics in a global context, including both text-based 
and multimodal writing. Finally, by allowing students to empower themselves by learning the various 
components and tools of Tumblr and assisting their classmates as well, teachers can give them some 
agency in their own learning and enable them to find pride and ownership in what they have done.
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ENDNOTE

1  Microblogging is posting short online updates.
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New concepts  of  sc ience and medic ine in  sc ience and technology studies  and thei r  
re levance to  sc ience educat ion 

  Hs iu -Yun Wang a ,   J o e l  F.  S t o c k e r b ,  D a i w i e  F u c ,   ,    
 
 
Abstract:    
Science education of ten adopts a narrow view of science that assumes the 
lay public is  ignorant,  which seemingly just if ies a science education l imited 
to a promotional narrative of progress in the form of scientif ic  knowledge 
void of meaningful  social  context.  We propose that to prepare students as 
future concerned cit izens of a technoscientif ic society,  science education 
should be informed by science,  technology,  and society (STS) perspectives.  An 
STS-informed science education,  in our view, wil l  include the fol lowing 
curr icular elements:  science controversy education,  gender issues,  historical  
perspective,  and a move away from a Eurocentr ic v iew by looking into the 
dist inct ive patterns of other regional ( in this case of Taiwan, East Asian) 
approaches to science,  technology,  and medicine.  This ar t icle outl ines the 
signif icance of some major STS studies as a means of i l lustrating the ways in 
which STS perspectives can, i f  incorporated into science education,  enhance 
our understanding of science and technology and their  relationships with 
society.  
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¡  Jessica Edwards 
§  edwardsj@udel.edu 

¡ Meg McGuire 
§ mmcguire@udel.edu 

QUESTIONS?   



[Providing Context-Specific Writing Situations] 

Below are some scenarios you could incorporate into your class. 

Example 1 – Send an email to a friend, your parents, and your principal explaining why 
you failed a test. Pay attention to the differences between the emails and how you 
address each of the recipients. 

Example 2 – Write a description of your most prized possession for the front page of 
People Magazine (or the school newspaper).  Think about why the artifact is so important 
and how you may go about convincing your readers of its importance.  
 
Example 3 – Decide whether a letter, phone call, Facebook update, or e-mail would be 
most appropriate for communicating a change in the dress code to students and families 
at a Elementary school. Once you decide on the type of document, settle on what specific 
information is important to include in the document and why.  

Example 4 – Compose a memo that recommends a change to a specific school policy. 
Think about why the policy should be changed and offer a specific alternative.   

 

[Thinking Outside the Paper] 

Below are some ways to have students experiment in writing outside the printed page. 

Example 1 – Start a class blog where students can write reading responses or short 
essays. Encourage them to use hyperlinks and images. 
  
Example 2 - Ask students to respond with an image, or a meme, to a reading or 
question. 
 
Example 3 – Instead of having students write a traditional paper, have them create an 
infographic. Piktochart is a great, free, online infographic creator. 
 
Example 4 – Think about using Twitter (or using Twitter conventions and not really 
posting tweets) and practice composing with 140 characters.  
 
Example 5 – Have them comment on an online news article.  
 
Example 6 – Depending on time and resources, you may want to think about 
incorporating film or audio projects. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jessica Edwards – edwardsj@UDel.edu 
Meg McGuire – mmcguire@UDel.edu 



 



Tips for Technical Communication 
__________________________________ 
	
[Rhetorical Situation] 
Audience � Purpose � Context 
 
Never make the audience work very hard 

• What is the most important thing they need from your document? 
• How are they going to be reading it? 
• How can you help them through it? 

 
[Style] 

• Be concise – if you have a 12 word sentence, can you make it an 8 word sentence? 
• Be active – put action in the sentence. It moves the audience through. 
• Be direct – get to the point, don’t bury the lead. 

 
[Sign Post Language/Phrases] 

• Readers like to know where they are going so anytime you can foreshadow what they 
will be reading is helpful. 

  
o Introduction: “We will first outline the EWB-USA background, then provide 

information about the Philippines, as well as travel to there. We will then 
discuss the various risks involved in traveling to the Philippines.” 

Or 
o Label a figure or image and stating in text, “Figure 2 shows a larger look at 

the small communities we will travel to.” 
 
[Contrast  �  Repetition  �  Alignment  �  Proximity] 
These are simple principles that will organize the document and again allow the reader to 
move through the document easily.  
 
[Consistent] 

• If you’re going to have headers, they should all look the same.  
• Use the same typeface throughout 
• Capitalize the same way throughout 
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Tips for Technical Communication 
__________________________________ 
	
[Rhetorical Situation] 
Audience � Purpose � Context 
 
Never make the audience work very hard 

• What is the most important thing they need from your document? 
• How are they going to be reading it? 
• How can you help them through it? 

 
[Abstracts/Executive Summaries] 

• Should be last part written! 
Informational abstracts 

• Communicate contents of reports 
• Include purpose, methods, scope, results, conclusions, and recommendations 
• Highlight essential points 
• Are short—from a paragraph to a page or two, depending upon the length of the 

report (10% or less of the report) 
• Allow readers to decide whether they want to read the report 

Descriptive abstracts 
• Tell what the report contains 
• Include purpose, methods, scope, but NOT results, conclusions, and 

recommendations 
• Are always very short— usually under 100 words 

 
Introduce subject to readers, who must then read the report to learn study results 
 
[Introduction] 

o Introduction to the document; foreshadows the major sections in order they 
will be covered. 

o “We will first outline the EWB-USA background, then provide information 
about the Philippines, as well as travel to there. We will then discuss the 
various risks involved in traveling to the Philippines.” 

 
[Organization] 

• Readers like to know where they are going so anytime you can foreshadow what they 
will be reading is helpful. A well organized paragraph and document with sign posts 
to guide them through will help. 

o Topic sentence – the first sentence of each paragraph is the main point. The 
rest is support of the main point 

o As you move from one idea to another, you should use signal phrases.  
§ Next 
§ Additionally 
§ First…Second (if you have a “first” you must have a “second” 



 
 [Style] 

• Be concise – if you have a 12 word sentence, can you make it an 8 word sentence? 
• Be active – put action in the sentence. It moves the audience through. 
• Be direct – get to the point, don’t bury the lead. 

 
[Contrast  �  Repetition  �  Alignment  �  Proximity] 
These are simple principles that will organize the document and again allow the reader to 
move through the document easily.  
 
[Visual Signals] 
 
Label a figure or image and stating in text, “Figure 2 shows a larger look at the small 
communities we will travel to. 
 
[Consistent] 

• If you’re going to have headers, they should all look the same.  
• Use the same typeface throughout 
• Capitalize the same way throughout 

 
 
[Conclusions] 
This is not a final plea or moment to make your argument again. Conclusions act as a signal 
to the end of the document.  

• They summarize the main points or findings document.  
• Summarizes the importance/implications. 

 
 
[Resources] 

• The OWL at Purdue 
• UNC Chapel Hill 
• The Technical Communication Handbook 
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[Service]  
 
I am committed to service to the Department, College, and the University that furthers the 

work of professional writing. I have done this in my 25% service portion of my workload. 
Additionally, I am committed to service to my profession through my publication and conference 
presentations discussed under Additional Contributions to Teaching. 
 
Department 

I have had two primary service roles to the department over the last five years that have 
intersected with my expertise and contributions to teaching; internship coordinator and social media 
coordinator. 
 
Internship Coordinator 

I have used my professional writing background to help students gain experience in 
professional writing outside the classroom in my role as the department’s Internship Coordinator, 
which I started in Fall of 2015. As the English department moved from concentrations to the new, 
flexible major, I re-envisioned the internship program to serve students across the major and make 
information on receiving credit for internships more transparent. To accomplish this, in Fall 2016, I 
created a new section of our department webpage devoted to internships and careers 
(https://www.english.udel.edu/courses-and-advising/internships). These pages lay out the process 
of earning credit for an internship, as well as resources that help with resumes and cover letters, and 
profiles of careers that are available to people with English degrees.  

 
Another key aspect to this role is working with students to facilitate connections between 

them and their intern placement. I am the point person when companies and organizations request 
professional writing interns. I then help students receive the right credit for their internship (this is 
typically ENGL 464: Professional Writing Internship, but can also be ENGL 469 and UNIV 362, 
depending on the circumstances). In addition to the 160-180 hours student interns work over the 
semester, they also write workplace field journals, as well as a final report that includes writing 
samples. This gives them the opportunity to reflect on what they have learned as a professional in 
the workplace. The internship coordinator is a year-round role. Much of the work of getting 
students connected with internships happens before the semester begins and I remain available 
during the summer and winter to discuss any issues students may have, connect with internship 
sponsors, and get students prepared for the fall and spring semesters. 

 
In addition, I am able to use my professional writing background in the mentorship I 

provide many of the students. I have spent time with students looking at their portfolios and finding 
the best writing samples to include. I have done mock interviews (sometimes over Skype during 
winter and/or summer breaks). I have also helped weigh out the pros and cons of a job offers or to 
negotiate salaries. Sometimes I have had to be the person who tells students not to panic and give 
pep talks when they don’t have a job immediately after graduation.  

 
Further, I surveyed students on what they felt they wanted and needed from the department 

in terms of professional support as they go looking for internships and jobs and from this I 
developed and lead a resume and cover letter workshop for students in Spring 2017. Additionally, in 
Fall 2017, I brought in a panel of local professional writers from the Philly chapter of the Society for 
Technical Communicators to discuss their own careers, tips on networking and advice they have for 
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new graduates. Finally, I also work closely with the Career Services Center encouraging students to 
attend the career fair and other events the Center hosts.  

 
These connections have contributed to intersections between academe and industry that 

greatly benefit our students. It has also given me the opportunity to better understand issues 
happening in the professional writing field, which helps shape the work I do throughout the 
university and keep it relevant to what is happening outside the university.  
 
Social Media Coordinator 

I have also worked to develop a larger social media presence for the department as Social 
Media Coordinator. In 2013, I created Twitter and Instagram accounts to accompany the 
department’s Facebook account. In working with Department Chair John Ernest, our goal was to 
create a larger community for UD English majors (past, present, and future) and celebrate the 
diverse work our students and alumni do. This has been a successful approach connecting with 
many students and alumni. The numbers of followers on these accounts have continued to grow 
each year.  

 
For these accounts, I have coordinated with other faculty and students about publicizing 

events that are going on in the department and classes that interest students. Additionally, I work to 
include notifications and information students need about internships, opportunities to work for 
Main Street Journal or Caesura, or even dates to add or drop classes. I have also worked with the 
College of Arts and Sciences Communication Department to make sure we are up to the standards 
of UD branding. Further, it is important to me to have student involvement in these accounts as 
well. From Spring 2015 to Fall 2017, I worked with and supervised several English major interns on 
maintaining and developing further content for the Instagram account. This included features like 
#featurefriday, which was a spotlight on a class, student, or professor, and #shelfies, which featured 
pictures of student and faculty bookshelves. These were opportunities for students and faculty to get 
to know each other a little better. Additionally, I asked my students from my ENGL 413 social 
media courses (Spring 2014, Fall 2014, and Spring 2015) to develop content for these accounts, such 
as live-tweeting, or taking pictures of events they attend. 

 
My work as social media coordinator has furthered my work in the professional writing 

discipline. Both as a teacher and researcher of social media and digital writing, this has been helpful 
to remain up-to-date on changes in social media platforms and stay involved in my field in both 
practical and theoretical ways. This work has this has helped the English Department make 
connections throughout the university for our students and faculty and share the work they do with 
larger audiences.   
 
Search Committees 

 I have additionally been provided opportunities to use my professional writing expertise to 
help expand the department’s own professional writing faculty presence. To those ends, I’ve been 
on two search committees: 1) senior professional writing faculty, culminating in the hiring of Sean 
Zdenek in Fall 2017 and 2) continuing track professional writing faculty member which culminated 
in the hiring of Keerthi Potluri.  
 
Other 

I served on the Undergraduate Studies Committee from Fall 2015 to Spring 2017 and am 
currently on the Faculty Review Committee which started in Fall 2017.  I also make sure to 
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participate in other faculty searches through lunches and attending research presentations. I also 
regularly attend department meetings and take an active role in our department’s convocation. 
 
University 

My professional writing background has also been of service to the University. Since Fall 
2017, I have served as English Department faculty for the Interactive Media Minor. In this role, I 
serve in an advisory role to the minor overall, but I am continuously working to bring additional 
English courses that we offer each semester as elective courses for the minor. Since Spring 2017, I 
have been an affiliate faculty member of the Delaware Environmental Institute (DENIN). Through 
DENIN I attend events such as lectures and the Lights, Camera, EARTH! Film Festival and 
participate in activities such as judging DENIN sponsored student writing contests.  

 
Additionally, I have also worked with the Mechanical Engineering Department in assessing 

their department’s writing across the curriculum program. I have done this twice, in summer 2014 
and summer 2017. I read through various student’s final design reports and evaluated them on 
various criteria that was developed by the committee of readers. 

 
All of these service roles have forwarded my goals as a professional writer in ways that have 

supported the mission of the University. Not only has it made me better connected to issues in the 
workplace, but the interdisciplinary connections I have made as a teacher and to this service work 
has allowed me to keep current with what students should be learning. It has also allowed me to 
further bring this expertise to the department, the college and the university.  



[English 464: Professional Writing Internship] 
 
ENGL 464 is the professional writing capstone where students work outside the classroom 
with an company or organization to gain practical experience related to their English degree. 
 
The internship is directed by both ENGL 464 instructor and the internship supervisor. 
 
Requirements 
This class has a Pass/Fail grading system. In order to pass, the following requirements 
must be met over the course of the semester: 
 

• 160-180 hours of work a semester  
o Fall/Spring: 10-14 hours a week 
o Summer: 16-18 hours a week (10 week term) 

 
Internship Supervisors are required to fill out: 

• Contract  
• Midterm Evaluation  
• Final Evaluation 

 
These forms are to be filled out WITH the internship supervisor. 
 
Assignments 

• Biweekly Journals – these are informal notes and observations about the tasks you 
do, the working environment, lessons learned, areas of improvement, etc.  

o These will be submitted mid-semester. 
 

• Final Report – this is a formal report detailing the work you did over the course of 
the semester and what you have learned over the course of the semester. 

 
• Samples from Internship – 2-3 pieces you worked on during your internship should 

accompany the final report. 
 
Failure to submit any of these documents (including contracts and evaluations) will result in failing ENGL 
464.  
 
Expectations: 

• Stick to your schedule. 
• Dress appropriately. 
• Overall, be professional. 

o You can be “fired” from an internship. And this means you will fail ENGL 
464. 

 



[Internship Journals] 
 
On a weekly or bi-weekly basis, you should document your work at your internship. These 
can be fairly informal, but should be typed. The information you generate in these journals 
will help you complete your final report due at the end of the semester. 
 
Four categories to cover: 

• Working Environment 
• Work Success and Problems 
• Interesting Observations 
• General Lessons Learned 

 
These will be collected halfway through the semester and at the end of the semester 
along with the final report. 
 
Sample Journal: 
 
Working Environment 
This week I got a new project. I am going to help out with a new Parent survey that 
medical.org will run to gather information for a new book that they will write. This has been 
an even better experience than the last form I produced for them because we've been 
working as a team. Andy, Mara, Amy, and I have been collaborating over the content, the 
layout, where to put the surveys, what mediums, etc. It has been a really great experience so 
far! It's of note because this is not the way we did things last time. Now we are all getting 
into this and discussing it, rather than doing things and then getting together. I like this 
process much better. 
Work Successes and Problems 
I have been so much more stimulated now that I'm working on this new project. It's really 
grabbing my creative side's attention and it makes the time fly by so fast. There's a lot of 
problem solving involved to, at least on a code-level, so that's been engaging as well. It' been 
challenging to come up with new and dynamic designs to capture peoples' attention, not to 
mention focusing on the usability and clarity of the content. Basically, I'm getting in on the 
ground floor with this project, and it's helping me grasp a lot of the issues at stake with, I 
suppose, a "commercial" site, but essentially it's introduced me to a more structured 
approach in Web Design.  
 
I think I can gauge my interest in my work by how interested I am in my own web site. If 
I'm thinking about how I can apply what I'm doing to my site, I'm interested in my work. 
I've learned so much and re-familiarized myself with HTML and JavaScript and everything 
else with this internship and projects like these. It's just very exciting for me and I am itching 
to apply what I've learned, discovered, and picked up to other things.  
 
This project has also let me do a lot of research into JavaScript and HTML and I have a 
much better understanding of it now. I get really stoked when I figure out how to do 
something that I've been having problems with for an hour. Figuring out the solution is both 
aggravating and rewarding, and it's the process that I love.  
 



This week has been a great week for me. I'm really enjoying the stimulation I get from the 
projects I've been working on. I really feel like I'm getting a better idea of what it is I want to 
get involved in after school . . . which in itself is pretty amazing! 
Interesting Observations 
I definitely work better in a group. I like bouncing off ideas and getting input and criticism. I 
think it helps everyone's creativity and it definitely challenges you to do the best you can. 
General Lessons Learned  
Group work is definitely more interesting than single work. Not so much interesting, I 
suppose, but productive. I definitely need time to work on my own, but it helps a great deal 
to have other people to bounce ideas off and get criticism from.  
 
 
 
 
 



[Internship Report] 
This report should be written carefully as it tells the Internship Director not only what you 
have done in the internship, but also what you gained from the experience. The report 
should be approximately two pages single-spaced in length and typed. This report 
should not be a description of your on-the-job activities; rather, it should analyze your 
experiences in both professional and personal terms. Attach appendices of any studies, 
reports or projects that you have prepared or helped to prepare. The first paragraph should 
summarize the internship itself – the organization, your specific job within the organization 
and details of your duties. The following are some questions that may help to generate ideas 
about the report: 
 

• Describe a particular day in detail. 
• What have you learned in college and in the English major (e.g., writing, reading, 

communications, logic, group work) that has prepared you for this job? 
• What skills have you had to learn on the job? What do you still need to learn? (skills, 

information, etc.) 
• What did you like/dislike about the job, and what was the most surprising realization 

you had? How was the experience valuable to you? How could it have been made 
more valuable? 

• Are there specific events in which you participated or were there particular problems 
that you observed from which lessons can be learned? 

• What were the group dynamics? How did social interactions affect the work that is 
done? 

• From your observations of the organization, can you think of any measures that 
would improve the organization's effectiveness? 

• Was your perspective on this particular career altered as a result of your experience? 
How has this experience affected what you plan to do in your future work life?  

 
	  



Designing Your Future:  
English Majors Write Career Success

Hosted by STC

Memorial - Third Floor Lounge
Thursday, November 9, 5-7 pm

Learn about:
- Different career options available to English majors

- How to position yourself for different jobs
- Opportunities to network

Society for Technical Communicators

Light refreshments will be 
provided



Designing Your Future:
English Majors Write Career Success

Thursday, November 9th, 5-7pm
Memorial Hall - Third Floor Lounge

Topics Discussed: 
 Exploring different career options
 available to English majors
 Positioning yourself for different jobs 
 Navigating how much money can be made 
 Networking opportunities

Light refeshments included
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Q1 - Would you be interested in attending a resume and cover letter 
workshop put on by the English Department?

Count

Yes No
0

Q2 - Would you be interested in attending a workshop on building an 
e-portfolio put on by the English Department?

Count

Yes No
0

Q3 - What days of the week would be best to hold these workshops?

Count

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
0

10
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Q4 - What is the best time to hold these workshops?

Count

Mornings (9 am - 12 pm) Afternoons ( 1 pm - 4 pm) Evening (5 pm - 8 pm)
0

20

Any suggestions for other workshops?

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

How to adapt a resume to fit different jobs and positions

N/A

Job search workshops

N/A

how to send professional emails

Having alumni return and discuss how they turned their english degree into a career.

N/A

N/A

Content writing contracts can sometimes include NDAs and such, I think it would be beneficial to learn ways of how
to prepare a sample portfolio while working around the non-disclosure agreements and still representing yourself in
the best light with your experience and skill.

N/A
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A workshop on where and how to investigate jobs might be interesting

N/A

N/A

N/A





Department Instagram: 
https://www.instagram.com/udelenglish/ 
 
Department Twitter: 
https://twitter.com/UDELEnglish 
 
Department Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/ud.english/ 
 
 




